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INTRODUCTION

The present Catalogue of the Greek papyii and vellum MSS. in

the Cairo Museum includes all those received uj) to the end of

1901. Prior to the year 1897, with the exception of the Gospel

of Peter and the other important discoveries at Akhmim published

in 1892 by the Mission ArcMoloyique Fran<;aise, the Museum's

collection was limited to a few well-preserved documents and

a large quantity of fragments, which were for the most part gummed

down on sheets of cardboard, in some cases probably concealing

writing on the back. These consisted of (1) early Ptolemaic papyri

from the cartonnage of mummies found in the Fayoum, and closely

lelated to the Petrie Papyri edited by Dr. Mahafty; (2) some later

Ptolemaic fragments from the cartonnage of mummies found at

Akhmim
; (3) a few late Ptolemaic documents from Gebelen,

belonging to the same find as those published in our Greek Papyri,

Series I and II
; (4) many fragments of the Roman and late

Byzantine periods, of uncertain provenance
; (5) some complete

documents and numerous fragments of the fourth century, mainly

from Ashmunen, forming part of a find of which the major portion

is preserved in the Rainer collection at Vienna. Of these

miscellaneous papyri the chief Ptolemaic specimens have been

edited by ourselves, others of various periods by Dr. E. J. Goodspeed

and a few by other scholars. The importance of the unpublished

j)apyri is not great ; but we give in the present volume the texts of

three interesting theological pieces, (l)a fragment of an uncanonical

gospel (10735;, (2) a fragment concerning the correspondence be-

tween Christ and Abgarus (10736), and (3) a Christian prayer

(10696;.



viii INTRODUCTION

Since 1897 the Museum has received a large selection of well-

preserved documents, chiefly of the Roman and Byzantine periods,

from our earlier excavations at Behnesa and in the Fayoum in 1896-

1899, Most of these have been published or described by us in

the Oxyrhynchiis Papyri, Parts I-III, or in Faywn Towns and their

Pajjyri. During the next few years extensive additions will be

made to the collection through the division of the papyri which

were found in our later excavations in the Fayoum and elsewhere,

and in the excavations of M. Jouguet, but which have all been

provisionally sent to Europe for publication.

In the following catalogue the remark ' Fibres vertical ' means

that the writing is on the recto of the papyrus, but at right angles to

the fibres. Where no such remark is made, the writing is, as usually

happens, along the fibres. Except where the contrary is stated, the

writing is on the recto. The measurements throughout refer to

metres. The numbers of the papyri in the catalogue are uniformly

printed in heavy type. In the case of Greek words square brackets

[ ] indicate a lacuna, round brackets ( ) the expansion of an

abbreviation, and letters with dots under them are to be considered

uncertain.
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10001. Papyrus. — -297 x -185. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 selis and

a strip to the right. — Large cursive.

Certificate issued by Gnaeus Vergilius Capito, praefect o£ Egypt, to Tryphon, son of

Dionysius, exempting him from military service. Dated in the 12th year of Claudius

(a.d. 52). Complete. 14 lines.

Published in the Oryrhynchus Papyri, Part I, no. 39, by B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt.

10002. Papyrus. — -36 x 132. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 selis and

a strip to the left. — Very cursive.

Petition addressed to Gnaeus Vergilius Capito by Tryphon, son of Dionysius (cf. lOOOl),

complaining that a certain Syrus refused to abide by a judgement given in a dispute

between him and Tryphon. Written in the middle of the 1st century. Practically

complete. 19 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 38.

10003. Papyrus.— -374 x -125. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 2 selides.—
Small cursive.

Receipt given by Antiphanes, son of Heraclas, to Tryphon, son of Dionysius (ef. 10001

and 10002), stating that Tryphon had repaid a loan of 160 drachmae. Dated in

the 5th year of Nero (a.d. 59). Nearly complete. 28 lines.

Described in op. cit. Part II, no. 306.

10004. Papyrus. — -222 x -145. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 seUs. —
Small cursive ; a different hand on the verso.

On the recto part of two columns giving measurements of land and buildings, incomplete and

much effaced. 35 lines. Contents of the verso similar, written in a different hand

;

partly effaced. 18 lines. Verso dated in the 16th year of Hadrian (a.d. 132).

Described in op. cit. Part III, no. 600.

B



2 GREEK PAPYRI

10005. Papyrus. — 177 x 118.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 sells.—

Small, very cursive.

Letter addressed to the agoranomi of Oxyrhynchus by aa official, stating that Harpocras

had received back from the public archives the will which he had made 4 years

previously. Dated in the 19th year of Trajan (a.d. 117). Nearly complete, but

broken at the top. 13 lines.

Described in op. cit Part III, no. 601.

10006. Papyrus. — -338 X -13.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 sells and

a strip to the right. — Small, very cursive.

Acknowledgement of the receipt from the public archives of a will which was to be

cancelled. Dated in the 7th year of Hadrian (a.d. 123). Complete, except for the

first line. 12 lines.

Published in op. cit. Part I, no. 107.

10007. Papyrus. — -206 x •121.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sehs.—

Sloping cursive.

Letter from Paesius (?) to Archelaus, giving him directions about loading a cargo and

other matters. 2nd or 3rd century. Complete. 19 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 63.

10008. Papyrus. — -2 x 12. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells. —
Good-sized cursive.

Statement that Horion, son of Sarapion, had paid 115 J bushels of wheat into the public

granary. Dated in the 3rd year of Antoninus (a.d. 140). Complete. 9 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 89.

10009. Papyrus.— Ill x -235.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 seUs.—

Fibres vertical. — Cursive.

Letter from Serenus, a scribe, to a steward whose name is lost, about an account between

them. 5th or 6th century. Incomplete, having lost the beginnings of lines.

6 lines.

10010. Papyrus. — -228 x -139. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 1 sells. —
Clear cursive.

Letter from Dionysius to Heracleides, secretary to the governor of the oasis of the Thebaid,

saying that he would procure a boat, and inviting Heracleides to pay him a visit.

Address on the verso. 2nd century. Complete. 11 lines.

Described in op. cit. Part III, no. 602.

lOOU. Papyrus. — 187 x -1. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 seHs. —
Small cursive.

Letter wiitten by Corbulo, stating that he had both received and sent various articles, and

asking that other articles should be sent to him. The letter is continued down the

left-hand margin of the recto and on the verso. Address on the verso. 2nd or

3rd century. Nearly complete. 32 lines.

Published in op. cit. Part I, no. 113.



GREEK PAPYRI 8

10012. Papyrus. — -197 x -196. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 sells and

a strip to the right. — Large irregular semi-uncial.

Horoscope. Ist century. Nearly complete, but worm-eaten and defaced in parts.

20 lines.

Described in op. cit. Part II, no. 307.

10013. Papyrus. — 177 X 163. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells.

—

Semi-uncial.

Letter from Chaereas to his father Dionysius, with reference to negotiations with Serenus.

Address on the verso. 2nd or 3rd century. Complete, but somewhat defaced. 15 lines.

10014. Papyrus. — -24 X 15. —Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells.—

Clear cursive.

Letter from Ischyrion to his son Dionysotheon, asking him to write, and giving him various

directions. Address on the verso. 3rd or 4th century. Complete. 26 lines.

Published in op. cit. Part I, no. 123.

10015. Papyrus. — -255 x -238. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 seHs and

a strip to the right. — On the recto good-sized cursive ; on the verso

shorthand.

Letter from Serenus, tabularius of the Oxyrhynchite nome, to Serenus, assistant to the

logistes, concerning money transactions, &c. Address on the verso, which also contams

• 14 lines of shorthand. 4th century. Complete, but somewhat effaced in parts.

25 lines.

10016. Papyrus. — -293 x .169. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells.—

Upright cursive.

Acknowledgement, given by Aurelius Areotes to the heirs of Flavius Apion (cf. 10018, &c.),

of the receipt of a water-wheel. Signature of the scribe, Anastasius, in Latin.

Title on the verso. Dated in the 8th consulship [of Maurice], 9th indiction (a.d. 590).

Complete, save for the loss of two lines at the top. 29 lines.

Other papyri mentioning Flavius Apion or his heirs are 10017, 10018, 10028, 10034, 10039,

10049, 10053, 10056-8, 10060.

10017. Papyrus. — -337 x 168. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 1 seUs and

a strip to the left.— Upright cursive.

Acknowledgement, similar to the preceding, given by Aurelius Phoebammon. Signature of

the scribe, Papnuthius, in Latin. Title on the verso. Dated in the 6th year of

Maurice, 6th indiction (a.d. 587). Practically complete. 36 lines.

10018. Papyrus.— -32 x -195.- Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 sells and

a strip to the right. — Upright cursive.

Deed addressed by Aurelius Pamouthius, a worker in lead, to the heirs of Flavius Apion

(cf. 10016), by which Pamouthius becomes surety for Aurelius Abraham's remammg on

a farm belonging to the heirs. Signature of the scribe, Anastasius, in Latin. Title

on the verso. Dated in the 4th year of Tiberius Constantinus, 12th indiction

(a. b. 579). Practically complete. 33 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 135.

b2



4 GREEK PAPYRI

10019. Papyrus. — -338 x -155. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 selides.—
Fibres on the recto vertical ; on the verso horizontal. — Sloping cursive.

Letter addressed to Marinus, a teacher, annouacing the receipt of 234 bushels of wheat, of

which the writer of the letter forwards to Marinus 115. Oa the verso, besides the

address, 2 short lines of an account. 6th or 7th century. Practically complete.

24 lines.

10020. Papyrus. — 151 X -306. —Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells.—

Fibres vertical, — Lai-ge upright cursive.

Letter to John, a comes, from Theophilus, acknowledging^ the receipt of wine, honey,

bread, &c., and asking for some oil. Address on the verso. 6th or 7th century.

Complete. 12 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 165.

10021. Papyrus. — -183 x -312.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 2 selides. —
Fibres vertical. — Sloping cursive.

Letter with reference to the removal of some wood from an underground chamber.

6th century. Complete. 4 lines.

10022. Papyrus. — 193 x -342. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 selides. —
Fibres vertical. — Sloping cursive.

Letter written by Nilus with reference to the dispatch of 28 bundles of asparagus (?).

Address on the verso. 6th or 7th century. Practically complete. 12 lines.

10023. Papyrus. — 198 x 14. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 seUs and

a strip to the right. — Small upright cursive.

List of payments by various persons. 7th century. Complete. 17 lines.

10024. Papyrus.— 193 x 14. —Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 selis.

—

Upright cursive ; signature in sloping cursive.

Acknowledgement given by Aurelius Papuouthius and Aurelius Menas to a person whose

name is lost for the receipt of a water-wheel. Signature of the scribe, Proxenas,

in Latin. Title on the verso. Dated in the year 226 = 195, 12th indiction (a.d. 549).

Incomplete, having lost the beginning. 25 lines.

On the two eras of Oxyrhynchus, dating from a. d. 324 and 355 respectively, see Grenfell and Hunt's

Oxyrhynchus Papyri, Part I, pp. 192-3.

10025. Papyrus. 181 x -34. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 selis and

a strip along the bottom.— Fibres vertical. — Sloping cursive.

Letter written by Victor to a person whose name is defaced, requesting him on the authority

of the bishop to pay certain produce to Peter, the bearer of the letter. Address on the

verso much effaced. 6th or 7th century. Practically complete. 9 lines.
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10026. Papyrus. — -315 x 165. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells and

a strip to the right. — Upright semi-cursive.

List of cultivators who had fled from the estate (kt^/xo) of Thaesis to that of Machauson.

6th century. Practically complete. Two columns, containing 24 and 18 lines.

10027. Papyrus. — 172 x -363.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 selides. —
Fibres vertical. — Clear sloping cursive.

Letter written by Menas to a person whose name is not given, with reference to the vintage

in the vineyard of Pambechius and other persons. Address on the verso. 6th or 7th

century. Complete. 8 lines.

10028. Papyrus. — -315 x 193. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells and

a strip on either side. — Upright cursive.

Acknowledgement of a loan of 11 bushels of wheat lent by the heirs of Flavius Apion to

Aurelius Areotes and Aurelius Samuel. Signature of the scribe, Papnuthius, in Latin.

Title on the verso. Dated in the 1st year of Maurice, 1st indiction (a.d. 582). Nearly

complete. 26 lines.

10029. Papyrus.— 069 X -308. —Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 selis and

a strip along the bottom. — Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive.

Receipt for the payment of 270 pounds of meat to 9 soldiers. Dated in the year 227= 196,

14th indiction (a.d. 551). Complete. 4 lines.

10030. Papyrus. — -11 x -31. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 selis and

a strip along the top. — Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive.

Receipt for the payment of 300 pounds of meat to 10 soldiers and 16 pounds to Faustinus.

Endorsed on the verso. Dated in the year 227= 196, 14th indiction (a.d. 551).

Practically complete. 7 lines.

In the same hand as 10029.

10031. Papyrus. — -309 x 18. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 2 selides. —
Upright curaive.

Acknowledgement given by Aurelius Victor to Flavius Strategius for the receipt of imple-

ments for a mill. Signature of the scribe, Theon, in Greek and Latin. Title on the

verso. Dated in the consulship of Belisarius, 13th indiction (a.d. 535). Practically

complete. 30 lines.

10032. Papyrus. — -274 x 178. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 selis and

a strip at the bottom. — Fibres vertical. ^ Large sloping cursive.

Letter addressed to Marinus (cf. 10019), requesting him to pay 15 solidi to Georgius.

Address on the verso. 6th or 7th century. Practically complete. 15 lines.
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10033. Papyrus. — -159 x -34. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 selides. —
Fibres vertical. — Sloping cursive.

Letter from Victor to a person whose name is mutilated, asking that a horse should be sent

to him before the inundation, and making other requests. Address on the verso.

6th or 7th century. Nearly complete. 12 lines.

10034. Papyrus. — -32 x -2. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells and

a strip to the left. — Small nearly upright cursive.

Acknowledgement given by Aurelius Ptollion to the heirs of Flavins Apion (cf. 10016), of

the receipt of an axle for a water-wheel. Title on the verso. Signature of the scribe,

Papnuthius, in Latin. Dated in the 3rd year of Maurice, 2nd indiction (a.d. 584).

Practically complete. 29 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 137.

10035. Papyrus. — -12 x -33. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells. —
Fibres vertical.— Sloping cursive.

Letter from Theodoras, a chartularius, to other chartularii, requesting them to appoint

Abraham and Nicetes as guards. Address on the verso. 6th or 7th century. Complete.

5 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 156.

10036. Papyrus. — 175 x -36. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 selis and

a strip along the top. — Fibres vertical. — Sloping cursive.

Letter from Victor to Georgius, chartularius, requesting him to send the elders of a village,

as their presence was required at a judicial inquiry. Address on the verso. 6th or

7th century. Nearly complete. 10 lines.

10037. Papyrus.— -177 x -303.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 2 seHdes. —
Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive.

Receipt issued by John, village scribe of Spania, stating that he had received and forwarded

7057 bushels of wheat. 6th century. Practically complete. 5 lines.

10038. Papyrus.— -177 x -362. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 selides.—
Fibres vertical.— Large sloping cursive.

Letter written by Christophorus to Georgius, a comes, with regard to helping Joseph, the

steward of Christophorus, to pay certain taxes. Address on the verso. 6th or 7th

century. Practically complete. 9 lines.

10039. Papyrus. — -326 x 112.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 sells.—

Good-sized clear cursive ; signatures sloping cursive.

Acknowledgement given by Menas to the heirs of Flavins Apion for the receipt of 371

bushels of wheat. Title on the verso. Signature of the scribe, Papnuthius, in

Latin. Dated in the 5th year of Maurice, 5th indiction (a.d. 587). Practically

complete. 39 lines.
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10040. Papyrus. — -162 x -312. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 2 selides.—
Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive.

Letter from Constantinus to bis brother, in extremely corrupt Greek, about loading a boat

and other matters. Address on the verso. 5th or 6tb century. Nearly complete.

10 lines.

10041. Papyrus. — -285 x -166. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 1 sells.—
Upright cursive.

Receipt given by Apollo, Abraham and Anoup to Ammenius for 3 bushels of wheat and

1 solidus less 4^ carats for each of the 4 indictions from the 5th to the 8th.

6th century. Complete. 14 lines.

10042. Papyrus. — 132 x -306. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). 1 sells and

a strip along the top. — Fibres vertical. — Mixed cursive and uncial.

Letter concerning a dispute between a monk, Papnouthius, and a scribe. The address

on the verso is effaced. About the 6th century. Practically complete. 7 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 157.

10043. Papyrus. — -116 x -325.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 1 sells.—

Fibres vertical. — Sloping cursive.

Letter from Victor to Cosmas, a comes, stating that two brickmakers from the village of

Tampeti had come to the village of Ibion, and requesting Cosmas to take security

from them to prevent their running away a second time. Address on the verso.

6th or 7th century. Practically complete. 6 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 158.

10044. Papyrus.— -134 x -33. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 sells. —
Fibres vertical.— Small cursive.

Receipt for payment through a bank of 9 solidi, being the price of 3 horses. Dated in

the year 294 = 263, 6th indiction (a. D. 618). Complete. 6 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 153.

10045. Papyrus. — -12 x -323. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells.—
Fibres vertical.— Large upright cursive.

Receipt for 48 solidi for the 4th and 5th indictions from Theodoras to a steward. Title on

the verso. Dated in the year 249 = 218, 6th indiction (a.d. 572). Complete. 7 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 149.

10046. Papyrus. — -141 x -319.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 1 seUs and

a strip along the top. — Fibres vertical. — Sloping cursive.

Letter, in very corrupt Greek, from Epasklas to a person whose name is effaced, on money

affairs. Address on the verso much effaced. 6th century. Nearly complete.

11 lines.
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10047. Papyrus. — .081 x -322.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 seUs.

—

Fibres vertical. — Slightly sloping cursive.

Receipt for various amounts of wine delivered to different persons by Phoebammon. Dated

in the year 267 = 236, 9th indiction (a. d. 590). Practically complete. 4 lines.

In the same hand as 10051.

10048. Papyrus. — 084 x -345. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells. —
Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive.

Receipt for lOf solidi, being the wages of two starters (At^eVai) for a month. Dated in

the year 294 = 263, 6th indiction (a. d. 617). Practically complete. 4 lines.

In the same hand as 10095, 10148, 10149.

Published in op. cit. no. 152.

10049. Papyrus. — -318 x 121. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 selis and

a strip to the right. — Sloping cursive.

Contract between Aurelius Menas and Flavius Apion, in which the first-named binds himself

to pay 24 solidi if he steals any of the plant received by him from Flavius Apion.

Title on the verso. Signature of the scribe, John, in Latin. Cf. 10090, a similar

contract written by the same scribe John in a.d. 612. From the remnant of the date

in 10049 it is probable that it was written on the day following that on which

10090 was written. Nearly complete, having lost about 3 lines at the beginning.

30 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 139.

10050. Papyrus. — 10.5 x -36. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 selides. —
Fibres vertical. — Sloping cursive.

Letter addressed to Georgius, chartularius, by a person whose name is lost, with reference

to an agreement made between the writer and the son of Colluthus. Address on

the verso. 6th or 7th century. Nearly complete. 6 lines.

10051. Papyrus. — -063 x -322. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 selis and

a strip along the bottom. — Fibres vertical.— Upright cursive.

Receipt for 3^ jars of wine paid to 14 guards. Dated in the year 267 = 236, 9th indiction

(a.d. 590). Complete. 3 lines.

In the same hand as 10047.

Published in op. cit. no. 150.

10052. Papyrus. — 123 x -327.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 selis and

a strip along the top. — Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive.

Receipt for 4 solidi less 16 carats paid to Theodosius by Anastasius. 7th century.

Complete. 5 lines.
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10053. Papyrus. — -315 x 103. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 selis and

a strip to the left. — Nearly upright cursive.

Acknowledgement given by John, chief of the stonemasons, to Flavins Apion, stating that

he had received 1 solidus for transport of stones. Title on the verso. Signature of

the scribe, Isatus, in Latin. Dated in the 4th year of Justin II, 2nd indiction (a.d. 569).

Complete. 34 lines.

Published in op. eit. no. 134.

10054. Papyrus.— -317 x 142. —Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 selis.—

Fibres vertical. — Written on the verso, the recto being blank.—

Small upright cursive.

List of payments from various village officials. 6th or 7th century. Practically complete.

9 lines.

10055. Papyrus. — -297 x -11. —Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 selis and

a strip to the left. —Thick upright cursive.

List of payments in wheat. 6th century. Practically complete, but defaced in parts.

16 lines.

10056. Papyrus. — -325 x -307.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 2 sehdes

and a strip on either side.— Upright cursive.

Acknowledgement given by the elders of the village of Takona to Flavins Apion, stating

that they had received 200 bushels of seed-corn. Title on the verso. Signature of the

scribe, Philoxenus, in Latin. Dated in the 24th year of Justinian, the 8th year after

the consulship of Flavius BasUius, in the year 227= 196, 14th indiction (a.d. 550).

Practically complete. 30 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 133.

10057. Papyrus. — -288 x -223. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 selides

and a strip to the right.— Small, slightly sloping cursive.

Agreement between Aurelius Serenus and Flavius Serenus, comes, by which the former

agrees to undertake the management of his stables for one year. Title on the verso.

Signature of the scribe, Philoxenus, in Latin. Dated in the 24th year of Justinian,

the 8th year after the consulship of Ilavius Basilius, in the year 226 = 195, 13th

indiction (a.d. 550). Nearly complete. 33 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 140.

10058. Papyrus. — -27 x -325. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt\ — 2 selides

and a strip along the top. — Fibres vertical. — Rude semi-uncial.

Agreement to pay 18 solidi on the first of Thoth, addressed by Philoxenus to Andronicus,

a comes, on behalf of a third person whose name is not given, but who, from his title,

was probably Flavius Apion. Cf. 10016, &c. Title on the verso. About the 6th

century. Complete. 13 lines.

C
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10059. Papyrus. — -312 x -23. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 2 selides

and a strip to the right. — Upright cursive.

Account of sums received from three estates and of sums expended. On the verso list in

two columns of payments in corn by various persons. 6th century. Complete.

Recto 28 lines. Verso, 1st column 23 lines, 2nd column 27 lines.

10060. Papyrus. — -302 x 125. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 selis. —
Upright cursive.

Acknowledgement given by Phoebammon to the heirs of Flavins Apion for the receipt of

a water-wheel. Title on the verso. Dated in the 5th year of Maurice (a.d. 587).

Nearly complete. 34 lines.

10061. Papyrus. — -115 X -245. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 seHs.

—

Fibres vertical.— Large cursive.

Receipt for 42 bushels of barley. 6th century. Incomplete, having lost the beginnings

of lines. 6 lines.

10062. Papyrus. — -22 x -243. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 seHdes

and a strip to the right. — Upright cursive.

Declaration on oath made by Aurelius Pambechis to the chief of the Treasury at

Oxyrhynchus that, having been appointed to succeed to a subordinate post, he

would carry out the duties faithfully. Title on the verso. Dated in the 34th year

of Justinian, the 19th year after the consulship of Flavins Basilius, in the year

237 = 206, 9th indiction (a.d. 560). Incomplete, being broken off at the bottom.

24 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 125.

10063. Papyrus. — -364 x -253. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 sehdes

and a strip on both sides. — Semi-cursive.

Petition addressed by Sousneus to a person whose name is not given, with reference to

a dispute between himself and his younger brother about the division of their father's

property. 6th or 7th century. Practically complete. 27 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 131.

10064. Papyrus.— 113 x -234. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 selis.—

Fibres vertical. — Sloping cursive.

Receipt for 1 solidus less 4 carats paid by Abraham to Petrus Curiosus. Title on the

verso. 6th or 7th century. Incomplete, having lost about 6 letters at the beginning

of each line. 6 lines.

10065. Papyrus.— 162 x -296.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 seHs.—
Fibres vertical.— Large irregular semi-uncial.

Letter addressed to Stabulas. Address on the verso effaced. 6th century. Nearly

complete, but effaced in parts. 14 lines.
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10066. Papyrus.— 088 x -322. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells and

a strip along the bottom. — Fibres vertical.— Upright cursive.

Receipt for IJ solidi less 5^ carats for the purchase of poultices for the horses of the public

circus. Title on the verso. Dated in the year 228= 197, 15th indiction (a.d. 552).

Complete. 7 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 145.

10067. Papyrus. — 095 x •248. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 selis. —
Fibres vertical.— Large cursive ; same hand as 10068.

Letter from Victor to Theodorus, asking for vegetables. Address on the verso. 6th or 7th

century. Complete. 4 lines.

10068. Papyrus. — 098 x -342. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 selis and

a strip along the top. — Fibres vertical. — Large cursive ; same hand

as 10067.

Letter from Victor to Georgius, a comes, asking him to attend to the business of the son

of Abraham. Address on the verso. 6th or 7th century. Pra<?tically complete.

6 lines.

10069. Papyrus. — 103 x -372.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 2 selides. —
Fibres vertical.— Small sloping cursive.

Letter from Justus to a person whose name is mutilated, announcing the dispatch of some

money. Address on the verso. 6th or 7th century. Complete, but the writing

is effaced in parts.

10070. Papyrus. — -322 x -258.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sehs and

a strip to the left. — Upright cursive.

Contra<;t between eight persons and Flavius Apion, by which the former agree to pay 3000

jars as rent for a vineyard. Title on the verso. Dated in the 12th year of Justin II,

10th indiction (a.d. 577). Nearly complete. 27 lines.

1007L Papyrus. — -408 x -323.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 4 selides.—
Fibres vertical. — Large sloping cursive.

Receipt for 2205 solidi to be delivered at Alexandria. Dated in the 6th year of Tiberius

Constantinus, 14th indiction (a.d. 580). Incomplete, having lost the beginning.

21 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 144.

10072. Papyrus. — -318 X -24.—Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 2 selides.—

Sloping cursive.

Letter to Flavius Apion from Anoup, asking for indulgence in respect of a debt which he

professes himself unable to pay. 6th century. Practically complete. 23 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 130.

c2
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10073. Papyrus. — -313 x -263. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 2 seHdes. —
Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized cursive.

Report of a public meeting at which it was proposed to pay some signal honour to the

prytanis. Late 3rd or 4th century. Nearly complete. 30 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 41.

10074. Papyrus. — 058 x -31. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 2 narrow

selides.— Fibres vertical. — Small upright cursive.

Receipt for a rope provided by the monks of the monastery of St. Andrew. Dated in the

year 231 = 200, 4th indiction, Pharmouthi 12th (a. d. 556). Complete. 3 lines.

In the same hand as 10078.

Published in op. cit. no. 147.

10075. Papyrus.— 053 x -288. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells. —
Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive.

Receipt for four mats provided by Melas, head of the same monastery, for the use of the

porters. Endorsement on the verso. Dated in the year 232= 201, 4th indiction,

Pharmouthi 17th (a. d. 556). Complete. 4 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 148.

10076. Papyrus. — 08 x -298. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells.—
Fibres vertical.— Upright cursive.

Receipt for a payment to Serenus, a stableman, from the monks of the same monastery. Title

on the verso. Dated in the year 232 = 201, 4th indiction, Athur (a. d. 555). Practi-

cally complete. 7 lines.

In the same hand as 10077, 10070, 10150.

Published in op. cit. no. 146.

10077. Papyrus.— 063 X -297.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells.—

Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive.

Receipt for a rope provided by the monks of the monastery of St. Andrew for the use of

Joseph. Endorsement on the verso. Dated in the year 232 = 201, 4th indiction,

Mecheir 24th (a. d. 556). Complete. 5 lines.

Cf. note on 10076.

10078. Papyrus. — 05 x -17. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 selis. —
Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive.

Receipt for four mats provided by the monks of the monastery of St. Andrew for the

y(ovxiK{bv) kovTp(6v). Dated in the year 232 = 201, 4th indiction, Phamenoth 11th

(a. d. 556). Complete. 5 lines.

In the same hand as 10074.

10079. Papyrus. — 08 x 105. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 selis.—
Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive.

Receipt for H coils of rope provided by the monks for the use of Philoxenus. Endorsement

on the verso. Dated in the year 232 = 201, 4th indiction, Pauni 25th (a. d. 556).

Complete. 6 lines.

Cf. note on 10076.
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10080. Papyrus. — 11 X -34. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells.—

. Fibres vertical. — Large sloping cursive.

Letter from Victor to Georgius concerning the repair of a boat, the rudder of which was

broken. Address on the verso. 6th or 7th century. Practically complete, though

worm-eaten. 5 lines.

1008L Papyrus.— 134 x -363. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 sells and

a strip along the bottom. — Fibres vertical. — Sloping cursive.

Letter from Menaa, chartularius, to Theodorus, a comes, concerning a horse which Menas

had sent. Address on the verso. 6th or 7th century. Practically complete. 7 lines.

10082. Papyrus.— -257 x 408. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 1 sells. —
Sloping cursive ; signature in uncials.

Letter from John to Phoebammon, breaking off the engagement between Euphemia, his

daughter, and Phoebammon on account of the latter's misconduct. Signature of John

at the bottom. 6th or 7th century. Nearly perfect, having lost the beginning,

which probably contained only the date. 15 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 129.

10083. Papyrus. — -297 x 087. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 1 seHs. —
Small upright cursive.

Copy of a receipt issued by Pamouthius for 30 bushels of corn. 6th century. Practically

complete. 12 lines.

10084. Papyrus.— -26 x -239. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 2 selldes

joined so that the recto of one and the verso of the other come together. —
Fibres on both sides partly horizontal, partly vertical.— Small upright

cursive on one side (two hands), larger cursive on the other.

On one side two narrow columns of accounts, on the other 12 lines of a taxing-account.

6th or 7th century. Imperfect.

Taxing-account published in op. cit. no. 127.

10085. Papyrus.— -313 x 305. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 2 selides and

a strip to the right. — Upright, clear cursive.

Deed by which Stephanous, the daughter of John, takes over, with the consent of her husband

Marcus, the liabilities of her father. Title on the verso. Signature of the scribe,

Paulus, in Latin. Dated in the 7th year of Justin II, 5th indiction, in the year

248 = 217 (a. d. 572). Practically complete. 33 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 126.

10086. Papyrus. — -308 x -324.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 2 seUdes.—
Fibres vertical. — Sloping cursive.

Letter from Menas to Georgius, comes, asking, amongst other things, for some pumpkins.

Address on the verso. 6th or 7th century. Nearly complete. 17 lines.
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10087. Papyrus.— -228 x -345.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 seKdes.—
Fibres vertical.— Large sloping cursive.

Letter. Address on the verso. 6th or 7th century. Nearly complete, but effaced in parts.

9 lines.

10088. Papyrus.— -129 x -35. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 2 selides.—
Fibres vertical.— Large sloping cursive.

Letter from Victor to Theodoras, asking for some wine to be sent him through Georgius.

Address on the verso. 6th or 7th century. Complete. 5 lines.

10089. Papyrus.— -326 x 142.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 1 selis and

a strip to the left.— Small upright cursive.

Acknowledgement given by Aurelius Sarmatas to the heirs of Flavius Apion for the receipt

of a water-wheel. Title on the verso. Signature of the scribe, Anastasius, in Latin.

Dated in the 9th year of Maurice, 9th indiction (a. d. 591). Practically complete.

40 lines.

10090. Papyrus.— -358 X 112. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 selis and

a strip to the right. — Upright cursive ; signature in sloping cursive.

Agreement between Aurelius Phib and Aurelius Apollos on the one hand and Flavius Apion

on the other, by which the two former bind themselves to pay 24 solidi if they steal

any of the plant which they have received from Flavius Apion. Title on the verso.

Signature of the scribe, John, in Latin. Dated in the 3rd year of Heraclius, Ist indic-

tion (a. D. 612), Phaophi 28th. Cf. 10040, a similar contract also written by John,

probably on the following day. Practically complete. 33 lines.

10091. Papyrus.— -082 x -318. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 1 selis.—
Fibres vertical.— Upright semi-cursive.

Letter from Spanias to Macarius, requesting him to send the ap\i(rvixiiaxoi of the village of

Meskanouneus. Address on the verso. 6th or 7th century. Practically complete.

7 lines.

10092. Papyrus. — -322 x 148.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 2 selides. —
Sloping cursive.

Account of expenditure. 6th or 7th century. Complete. 7 lines.

10093. Papyrus. — 121 x -31. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 selis and

a strip along the bottom. — Fibres vertical. — Large sloping cursive.

Letter stating that the writer intended to send 8 /SovVoXa. Address on the verso. 6th or

7th century. Nearly complete. 7 lines.

10094. Papyrus. —-11 x -323. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 1 selis.—

Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive.

Receipt for 3 solidi less 12 carats paid through the bank of Macarius to some boatmen.

Title on the verso. Dated in the year 289= 258 (a. d. 612). Practically complete.

5 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 151.
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10095. Papyrus. — -105 x -33,— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 1 sells.—
Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive.

Receipt for 7i carats paid to certain (n/'/x/aaxot. Dated in the year 294 = 263 (a.d. 618).

Cf. note on 10048. Practically complete. 4 lines.

10096. Papyrus. — 11 x -316.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 1 seHs.

—

Fibres vertical.— Upright cursive.

Order addressed by John, a comes, to Phoebammon for the payment of wine to various

persons. Dated in the year 180= 149 (a. d. 503). Practically complete. 7 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 141.

10097. Papyrus. — 077 x -346.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 seUs.—
Fibres vertical.— Sloping cursive.

Letter from Victor to Theodorus, stating that he had sent some fruit. Address on the verso.

6th or 7th century. Nearly complete. 3 lines.

10098. Papyrus.— -333 x 086. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 sells.—

Clear upright cursive ; signature of John m sloping cursive.

Acknowledgement given by John, a deacon, to the heirs of Flavins Apion, stating that he had

received 4 artabae of wheat. Title on the verso. Signature of the scribe, Papnu-

thius, in Latin. Dated in the 5th year of Maurice, 5th indiction (a. d. 587). Practi-

cally perfect. 42 lines.

10099. Papyrus.— 127 X -347.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 1 sells.

—

Fibres vertical.— Sloping cursive.

Letter from Victor to Georgius (?), asking him to send Theodorus who was required to go to

Alexandria. Address on the verso. 6th or 7th century. Nearly complete. 6 lines.

10100. Papyrus.— -988 x -335.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 8 selides. —
Fibres, top sells horizontal, the rest vertical. — Nearly upright cursive.

Contract between John and Plavius Apion (the younger), by which the former binds himself

on oath to take charge of Apion's stable for a year. Signature of the scribe, Papnu-

thius, in Greek and Latin. At the beginning a mutilated protocol. Title on the verso.

Dated in the reign of Heraclius, the 14th indiction, in the year 287 = 256 (a. u. 610).

Nearly perfect. 51 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 138.

10101. Papyrus.— 100 x 172.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 7 seUdes.—
Fibres, top seUs horizontal, the rest vertical.— Sloping cursive.

Letter addressed to Marinus, announcing the arrival of corn, wine, &c., and stating that the

writer's supplies were insufficient. Address on the verso. 6th or 7th century. Nearly

complete. 64 lines.

10102. Papyrus.— -3 x -545.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 4 selides.—

On the recto large cursive ; on the verso smaUer.

On the recto account of payments made to persons in the employ of Auastasius from the 11th

to the 13th indiction. On the verso account of sums received and expended. 6th or

7th century. Practically complete. Recto 18 lines; verso 25 lines.

Lines 10-16 of the verso published in op. cit. no. 154.
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10103. Papyrus. -- -907 x -33. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 7 selides and

a strip along the bottom. — Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive ; signa-

tures in sloping cursive.

Contract between Serenus, a deacon, and the heirs of Flavius Apion, by which the first-named

agrees to become steward of an estate for one year. Title on the verso. Signature of

the scribe, Papnuthius, in Greek and Latin. Dated in the let year of Maurice, Ist

indiction (a. d. 583). Nearly complete, having lost at least one line at the beginning.

52 lines.

Published in op. cit. no. 136.

10104. Papyrus.— -285 x -27. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 sells and

a strip along the bottom.— Fibres vertical.— Large sloping cursive.

Letter addressed to a comes concerning the non-arrival of some money. Address on the verso.

6th or 7th century. Imperfect, having lost a few letters at the beginnings of lines.

11 lines.

10105. Papyrus.— -331 x -235. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 sells and

a strip to the left.— On the recto medium-sized cursive, on the verso

smaller.

On the recto list of reductions in taxation. Complete. 14 lines. On the verso an account

in 6 lines. 6th or 7th century.

10106. Papyrus. — -296 x -974.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 8 seUdes

and a strip to the right.— Upright cursive ; the verso in the same (?)

hand.

On the recto four columns of a list of payments in com and money to various persons. On

the verso another account. 6th or 7th century. Nearly complete, the first column of

the recto having lost the beginnings of lines, and the first few lines of the verso being

lost. Col. 2 recto 25 lines ; verso 33 lines.

10107. Papyrus. — 07 x -319.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells. —
Fibres vertical.— Upright cursive ; same hand as 10108, 10109.

Order for 5 artabae of wheat to be paid to Didymus, addressed by Phib to his brother

Aphous. Title on the verso. 6th century. Cf. 10108. Nearly complete. 5 lines.

10108. Papyrus.— 087 x -304.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 selis.

—

Fibres vertical.— Upright cursive ; same hand as 10107, 10109.

Order for 64 artabae of wheat to be paid to Martyrius, addressed by Phib to his brother

Aphous. Title on the verso. 6th century. Practically complete. 7 lines.

10109. Papyrus. — 171 x 105. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 sells.-

Upright cursive ; same hand as 10107, 10108.

Conclusion of a cancelled document, mentioning Aphous. Title on the verso. 6th century.

Incomplete and defaced. 14 lines.
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10110. Papyrus. — -343 x 12. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 sells.—
Medium-sized cursive ; In brown ink.

List of scutarii. Title on the verso. 7th century. Practically complete. 16 lines.

10111. Papyrus.— 133 x -303.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 sells.—
Fibres vertical.— Upright cursive.

Account of payments in com and money for various purposes. 6th or 7th century. Nearly

complete. 7 lines.

10112. Papyrus. — 142 x -376.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 1 seUs. —
Fibres vertical.— Sloping cursive.

Letter from Menas to Theodorus, stating that he had sent various articles. Address on the

verso. 6th or 7th century. Practically complete, but effaced in parts. 6 lines.

10113. Papyrus.— -296 x 085.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 seHs.

—

Upright cursive.

List of payments by various persons. 6th century. Complete. 18 lines.

10114. Papyrus.— -313 x -141.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells and

a strip to the left.— Upright cursive.

List of contributions for the decoration of a public bath. 6th or 7th century. Complete.

17 lines.

10115. Papyrus.— 109 x -323.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 sells and

a strip along the bottom.— Fibres vertical.— Sloping cursive.

Letter, mentioning Claudianus. Address on the verso effaced. 6th or 7th century. Incom-

plete. 7 lines.

10116. Papyrus.— 168 x -363.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 2 selldes. —
Fibres vertical.— Sloping cursive.

Letter from Victor to Theodorus, asking him to send something (the word is lost) to Georgius.

Address on the verso. 6th or 7th century. Nearly complete. 4 lines.

10117. Papyrus. — -334 x -197.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 2 selldes

joined so that the verso of one and the recto of the other come together.—
Fibres partly horizontal, partly vertical. — On one side small upright

cursive, on the other a protocol in brow^n ink.

List in two columns of payments in money to various persons. 6th or 7th century. Nearly

complete, having lost a few lines at the beginning of column 1. 31 lines. The pro-

tocol on the other side is also nearly complete.

10118. Papyrus.— -315 x 171.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 4 seUdes.

—

Fibres vertical.— Sloping cursive.

Letter from Philippus and Menas to Georgius, a comes. Address on the verso. 6th or 7th

century. Incomplete, having lost the ends of lines. 18 lines.

D
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10119. Papyrus. — -302 x 13. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 1 sells. —
Upright cursive.

Contract for the loan of 142 artabae of wheat from Ammonius to Serenus, 6th century.

Complete, but effaced in parts. 12 lines.

10120. Papyrus. — -296 x 189.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 2 sehdes.—
Upright cursive.

Account of corn received and sold. 6th or 7th century. Nearly complete. 10 lines.

10121. Papyrus.— -305 x 18. —Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 sehdes.

—

Kecto small upright cursive ; verso (and the address on the recto) sloping

cursive.

On the recto list of receipts, 16 lines. At the bottom a line of shorthand and the address of

the letter on the verso. At right angles 3 lines of an account. On the verso letter

from John and others to a ' comitotribunus/ concerning Pamouthius, a chartularius,

who wished to resign his ofBce owing to weak health. 6th or 7th century. Nearly

complete. The verso contains 13 lines.

Verso published in op. cit. no. 128.

10122. Papyrus.— 113 X -295. —Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 sehs.—

Fibres vertical.— Upright cursive.

List of stones with measurements required for building purposes. 6th or 7th century. Com-

plete. 9 lines.

10123. Papyrus.— -312 x 186. —Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 2 sehdes.

—

Medium-sized cursive.

List of payments in com from the village of Thmaiamuneus. Late 4th or 5th century.

Nearly complete. 17 lines.

10124. Papyrus.— 164 x -306.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 2 selides.—
Fibres vertical.— Good-sized cursive.

Letter from ]ehasklas to his brother Abonas concerning some boats. Address on the verso.

4th century. Nearly complete. 13 lines.

10125. Papyrus. — 142 x -289. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells. —
Fibres vertical.— Large sloping cursive.

Receipt for 7 solidi less 17 carats paid by the steward of Theon to Antiochus and Philip.

Title on the verso. 6th or 7th century. Nearly complete. 6 lines.

10126. Papyrus. — -328 x 173.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 sehdes.—
Upright cursive.

Account of wine received and paid during Mesore. 6th or 7th century. Practically complete.

19 lines.

10127. Papyrus. — -326 x 164:.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 2 selides.—
Upright cursive.

Account concerning the riparii of the house of Theon. 6th or 7th century. Nearly com-

plete. 22 lines.
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10128. Papyrus.— 15 x -294.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 selis with

a strip along the top and bottom. — Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive.

List of payments to various persons. Title on the verso effaced. Dated in the 237th = 206th

year, 9th indiction (a. d. 561). Nearly complete, but the first 5 lines are much

effaced. 12 lines.

10129. Papyrus.— 175 x 427.— Belinesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 3 sehdes and

a strip to the left.— Large upright cursive.

List of payments to a bank, in two columns. 6th century. Imperfect, the lower parts of

the columns being lost. 25 lines.

10130. Papyrus.— -3 x -289.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 selides.—
Fibres vertical.— Sloping cursive.

Letter from John to Martinus, complaining of the conduct of Julianas. Address on the

verso. 6th century. Nearly complete. 15 lines.

1013L Papyrus.— -288 x -356.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 3 selides.—
Fibres vertical.— Sloping cursive.

Letter addressed to Pamanius (?) about fioibia (oxen), &c. Address on the verso. 6th or 7th

century. Imperfect. 17 lines.

10132 (a), {b), (c). Papynas.— Average size of leaf -295 x -21. — Behnesa 1897

(Grenfell-Hunt). — 11 selides.— Upright cursive.

Book consisting of 6 leaves, of which 8 pages contain writing, 4 pages are blank. List of

payments in com and money from inhabitants of several villages. 6th century.

Practically perfect. On the first page 23 lines.

10133. Papyrus.— -335 x -235.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 3 sehdes.—
Upright cursive.

Memorandum of a division of property between the heirs of Paulus. 6th or 7th century.

Complete. 13 lines.

Published in op. eit. no. 132.

10134. Papyrus.— -32 x -285.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 3 selides.—
Upright cursive ; a different hand on the verso.

On the recto list of payments of com by the inhabitants of various villages and other persons.

On the verso receipts of a banker. 6th or 7th century. Nearly complete. Recto

17 lines, verso 14 lines.

10135. Papyrus. — -275 x -365. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 3 sehdes. —
Fibres vertical.— Sloping cursive.

List of persons who had received their monthly wage through a bank. Title on the verso.

Dated in the year 289 = 258, Ist indiction (a. d. 612). Practically complete. 15 lines.

10136. Papyrus.— -3 x -262.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 3 sehdes. —
Upright cm"sive.

Account of receipts and expenditure. 6th century. Practically complete. 8 lines.

d2
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10137. Papyrus. — -205 x -328.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 1 sells and

a strip along the bottom.— Fibres vertical. — Sloping cursive.

Letter addressed to Georgius, comes, by a chartularius, concerning the collection of various

debts. The letter is continued for 3 lines on the verso, which also contains the address.

6th or 7th century. Nearly perfect, but rather defaced. 19 lines.

10138. Papyrus. — -25 x -317.— Belmesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 2 selides.

—

Fibres vertical. — Clear upright cursive.

Letter concerning a singularius. 6th century. Practically complete, but rather effaced in

parts. 17 lines.

10139. Papyrus. — -315 x -36.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 4 seHdes.

—

Sloping cursive.

List of payments in money by various persons, in two columns, of which the first is muti-

lated, the second complete. 6th or 7th century. Imperfect. Col. 2 has 19 lines.

10140. Papyrus. — -3 x 416.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 3 sehdes.—
Upright cursive.

List of payments in corn by'various villages, in two columns. Title on the verso, and various

notes written in different directions on both recto and verso. 6th or 7th century.

Practically complete. 19 lines in the first column.

10141. Papyrus.— -295 x -545. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 6 selides.—
On the recto upright cursive ; on the verso shorthand.

On the recto account of payments in wine, in 11 narrow columns. 6th or 7th century. Both

recto and verso have been used previously to contain documents which were effaced to

make room for the later writing. The original writing on the recto was sloping

cursive, that on the verso semi-uncial. Imperfect, the beginning being lost. Recto

cols. 4-11 each contain 6 lines.

10142. Papyrus.— -31 x -716. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 5 sehdes. —
Upright cursive.

List of payments in barley by various persons, in three columns. 6th or 7th century. Imper-

fect, the first column being mutilated. Col. 2 contains 18 lines.

10143. Papyi-us.— -306 x -396. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 3 selides.—
Upright cursive.

Accounts rendered by different officials for corn transported from various villages, in two

columns. 6th or 7th century. Nearly complete, but effaced in parts. Col. 1 contains

17 lines.

10144. Papyrus. — -303 x -835.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 7 sehdes.—
Upright cursive.

On the recto banking account of Cephalas, in four columns, of which the last is crossed out.

On the verso account of receipts and payments of wine. At right angles 9 lines of

another account concerning Cephalas. 6th century. Practically complete. Col. 1 of

the recto contains 8 lines.
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10145. Papyrus.— -296 x -93.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 9 seUdes,

joined so that the verso of the first comes uppermost.— Upright cursive.

On the first and part of the second selis protocol in brown ink. On the others account of

receipts and payments in corn and of sums transmitted to Alexandria, in three columns.

6th or 7th century. Incomplete, being broken along the top. Col. 2 contams

14 lines.

10146. Papyrus.— -307 x -966.— Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 8 seHdes

and a strip to the right.— Clear upright cursive.

The first two columns contain a valuation of property belonging to Cyria«us and his brother,

which had suffered damage. Cols. 3-6 contain a list of repayments due to them from

various persons who were responsible. 6th or 7th century. Nearly complete. Col. 1

has 26 lines.

10147 (a), (b), (c). Papyrus. — -297 x 2-777. —Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt), —
13 selides.— Upright cursive.

Account of receipts of corn and of expenditure, in 11 columns. 6th or 7th century. Much

mutilated. Col. 2 contains 19 lines.

10148. Papyrus. — 114 X -35. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 sells.—

Fibres vertical.— Upright cursive.

Receipt for 45 solidi paid for barley on behalf of a company of soldiers. Dated in the year

294 = 263, 6th indiction (a. d. 618). Nearly complete. 4 lines.

Cf. note on 10048.

10149. Papyrus.— 102 x -35. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 1 selis. —
Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive.

Receipt for 6 carats paid by Georgius to Victor. Dated in the year 294= 263, 6th indic-

tion (a. d. 618). Imperfect. 4 lines.

Cf. note on 10048.

10150. Papyrus.— 089 x -285.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 2 seUdes. —
Fibres vertical.— Upright cursive.

Receipt for 7J coils of rope provided by the monks of the monastery of St. Andrew for

Victor. Dated in the year 232 = 201, 4th indiction (a. d. 555-556). Nearly com-

plete. 6 lines.

Cf. note on 10076.

10151. Papyrus. — 188 x -3. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 1 selis. —
Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive.

Receipt for 175 artabae and 3 ixirpa of com paid by John to Menas, the village scribe of

Terittheus, written in extremely corrupt Greek. Title on the verso. 6th century.

Nearly complete. 10 lines.
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10152. Papyrus.— -81 x 19. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 2 selides.—
Upright cursive.

List of guards from the village of Terytheus appointed to protect the house of Anianus. 7th

century. Complete. 17 lines.

10153. Papyrus.— -282 x 116.— Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 1 sells and

a strip to the right. — Upright cursive.

List of payments from various persons, amounting in all to 42^^^ solidi. 6th century.

Incomplete, being broken at the top. 8 lines.

10154 (a), (h), (c). Papyrus.— -3 x -2435.- Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).—

20 seUdes.— Upright cursive.

Accounts of receipts and expenditure in connexion with an estate, the receipts occupying three

and the expenditure six columns. 6th century. The first three columns are incom-

plete, the rest are complete, or practically so. Col. 1 has 27 lines.

10155. Papyrus.— -322 x -285. — Behnesa 1897 (GrenfeU-Hunt).— 2 seUdes. —
On the recto upright cursive ; on the verso larger cursive.

On the recto account of payments for the 5th indiction, chiefly to the bank of Anastasius.

6th century. In two columns, of which the first is nearly complete and contain 18

lines, while of the second only the beginnings of 6 lines are preserved. On the verso

accounts, nearly complete, of receipts and expenditure in connexion with Flavins Apion's

estates.

10156. Papyrus. — 108 x 083. — CoUection Huber. — 2 selides. — Medium-

sized cursive.

On the recto part of an account, containing 7 incomplete lines. On the verso parts of

2 lines from an account. 2nd or 3rd century.

Journal d'entr^e du Musee 7549.

10157. Papyrus. 103 x 094.— CoUection Huber. — 2 selides. — On the recto

small cursive ; on the verso medium-sized sloping cursive.

On the recto parts of 12 lines from an account connected with instruments used in oil-

making. On the verso parts of 10 lines from a list of names. Recto 2nd or 3rd

century; verso 3rd century.

Journal 7549.

10158. Papyrus.—117 x 093. — Collection Huber. — 1 sells.— Small cursive;

a different hand on the verso.

On the recto parts of 6 lines from an account. On the verso 8 incomplete lines from

another account. 2nd century.

Journal 7549.

10159 (ft), (b). Papyrus. — 098 x 09 and 091 x 09, — CoUection Huber.—
1 seUs. — SmaU cursive.

Parts of 23 lines from a money account, in two fragments. 2nd or 3rd century.

Journal 7549.
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10160. Papyrus. — 096 x 094.— Collection Huber.— 1 selis.— On the recto

medium-sized semi-uncial ; on the verso small cursive.

On the recto parts of two columns^ the second of which has only the beginnings of lines,

from a literary work, perhaps a scientific treatise. Col. 1 has 11 lines. On the verso

3 lines from an account (?), mentioning the 6th and 7th years. Recto 2nd century

;

verso 2nd or 3rd century.

Journal 7549.

Published in Univ. of Chicago Decennial Publications, V. no. 2, by E. J. Goodspeed.

10161. Papyrus. 083 x 088.— Collection Huber. — 1 sehs.— On the recto

small cursive ; on the verso good-sized cursive.

On the recto parts of two columns giving a hst of names. The first column contains 5 lines.

On the verso parts of 5 lines from an account of Ammonius. Recto 2nd or 3rd

century; verso 3rd century.

Journal 7549.

10162. Papyrus. — 084 x 087.— Collection Huber.— 1 selis.— On the recto

small cursive ; on the verso large semi-uncial.

On the recto parts of 7 lines from a document containing names and amounts of wheat. On
the verso ends of 4 lines from a document. 2nd or 3rd century.

Journal 7549.

10163. Papyrus.—07 x 102.— Collection Huber. — 2 seHdes.— On the recto

sloping cursive ; on the verso upright cursive.

On the recto parts of 7 lines, much efEaced, from a document. On the verso beginnings of

6 much effaced lines. 3rd century.

Journal 7549.

10164 (a), (&), (c). Papyrus.—195 x 027 (fragment b). — 1 selis. — Cursive.

Three fragments from an accoimt. 2nd or 3rd century. Fragment (b) has parts of

9 lines.

Nos. 10164-10201 are gummed down on paper.

10165. Papyrus. — 036 x 032. — 1 sehs. — Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized

cursive.

Parts of 4 lines from a document. 3rd century B. c.

10166 {a), (h), (c), (i), (e). Papyrus.— 051 x 062 (fragment d).— l sehs. — Eude

uncials.

Five fragments, the largest {d) containing parts of 6 lines, from a prose literary work in

more than one column. 3rd century B. c.

10167 (a), (b). Papyrus. — 03 x 041 (fragment a). — 1 selis. — Large cursive.

Two fragments, containing parts of 4 and 3 lines respectively, from a document. 3rd

century b. c.

10168. Papyrus. 022 x 041.— 1 sehs.— Sloping cursive.

Fragment containing parts of 3 lines. 3rd century B. c.
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10169 (a), (6), (c). Papyrus. — 038 x 023 (fragment a). — 1 selis. — Upright

cursive.

Three fragments, the largest (a) containing parts of 4 lines, from a document. 4th or 5th

century.

10170. Papyrus.—031 x 03.— 1 selis.— Small cursive.

Parts of 2 lines from a document. 3rd century b. c.

10171 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (/), (g), (h), {i), {k), (l), (m), (n), (o), (p), (q), {r), {s). Papyrus.

07 X 059 (fragment d). — 2 selides. — Fibres vertical.— Clear semi-

uncial.

Eighteen fragments of a document, the largest {d) containing parts of 4 lines. 3rd

century b. c.

10172. Papyrus. 027 x 024.— 1 selis.— Kough cursive.

Parts of 3 lines from a document. 3rd century B.C.

10173. Papyrus. 03 x 016.— 1 selis. — Clear semi-uncial.

Parts of 3 lines from a document. 3rd century b. c.

10174 (a), (i), (c), ((f). Papyrus.— -122 x 124 (fragment 6). — 1 selis.— Clear

semi-uncial.

Four fragments, the largest (b) containing parts of 10 lines, from an account. 3rd

century b. c.

•10175 (a), (b). Papyrus.—012 x 013. — 1 selis. — Semi-uncial.

Two fragments, each containing part of a line. 3rd century b. c. 10105 perhaps belongs

to this.

10176. Papyrus. 025 x 019. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized

cursive.

Parts of 3 lines. 3rd century b. c,

10177 (a), (?>), (c), [d), (e), (/), {g), {h), (t), {k), {I), (m), («), (o), {p), (q), (r), (s). Papyrus.

116 X 123 (fragment d).— 2 selides. — Thick cursive.

Eighteen fragments from an account, giving a list of names and amounts in obols, written

chiefly in Greek, but five small fragments (c), (</), (n), (q), and (#), which is written only

on the verso, are in demotic. The largest fragment {d) contains parts of two columns,

the ends of 14 lines, and the beginnings of 9 lines. On the verso of (d) 5 lines from

another account. 3rd century b. c.

10178. Papyrus. 021 x 019.— 1 selis.— Sloping cursive.

Fragment containing parts of 2 lines. 3rd century b. c.

10179. Papyrus. 013 x 012.— 1 selis.— Cursive.

Parts of 2 lines. 3rd century B. 0.
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10180. Papyrus. 013 x 012. — 1 selis. — Cureive.

Fragment containing the beginning of a line. About the 4th century ;
perhaps belonging

to 10169.

10181. Papyrus. 023 x 023.— 1 selis.— Fibres vertical. — Semi-uncial.

Fragment containing part of a line. 3rd century b. c.

10182. Papyrus. - 019 x 019.— 1 selis. — Fibres vertical, — Cursive.

Fragment containing part of a line. 3rd century b. c. Perhaps belonging to 10177.

10183. Papyrus.—012 x 023. — 1 selis.— Fibres vertical.— Semi-uncial.

Parts of 2 lines. 3rd century b. c.

10184 {a), {b), (c), {d), {e), (/), (g), [h), (i). Papyrus.— 053 x -045 (fragment g).
—

1 selis.— Rough uncial.

Nine fragments from an account of payments for provisions and other expenses. The

largest fragment {ff)
contains 9 lines from the top of a column. 3rd century B. C.

10185. Papyrus.—02 x 018.— 1 selis.— Cursive. •

Parts of 4 lines. 3rd century b. c.

10186. Papyrus, 016 x 015. — 1 selis. — Upright cursive.

Fragment containing part of a line. 2nd century b. c.

10187. Papyrus. 018 x 012. — 1 selis. — Cursive.

Fragment containing parts of 2 lines. 3rd century b. c.

10188. Papyrus. 017 x 015. — 1 selis. — Cursive.

Fragment containing part of a line. About the 4th century (?). Perhaps belonging

trt 10169.

10189. Papyrus. 023 x 01.— 1 selis. — Cursive.

Fragment containing part of a line. 3rd century b. c.

10190 {a), {b). Papyrus.—083 x 055 (fragment a).— 1 selis. — Fibres vertical.

— Good-sized cursive.

Two fragments from an account, chiefly concerning wheat, each containing parts of 6 lines.

3rd century b. c.

10191. Papyrus. 043 x 02.— 1 selis, — Upright cursive.

Parts of 4 lines. 3rd century b. c.

10192 (a), (6), (c). Papyrus. — 096 x 039 (fragment a).— 1 selis,— Cursive.

Three fragments, the largest [a) containing 6 lines, from an account. 3rd century b. c.

10193. Papyrus. 065 x 066.— 1 sehs.— Fibres vertical, — Sloping cursive.

Fragment containing the beginnings of 5 lines. 3rd century b. c.

£
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10194. Papyrus. — 075 x 17. — 2 selides. — Fibres vertical.— Clear good-

sized cursive.

Part of a letter, reproaching the addressee for going away. 3rd century b. c. Incomplete,

the beginnings of lines being lost. 3 lines.

10195. Papyrus. 038 x 037.— 1 sells. — Semi-uncial.

Parts of 2 lines from the top of a column. 3rd century b. c. Perhaps belonging to 10175.

10196. Papyrus. 038 x 038. — 1 sells. — Small cursive.

Beginnings of 2 lines from the top of a column. 3rd century b. c

10197. Papyrus. 019 x 026. — 1 sells.— Fibres vertical.— Cursive.

Parts of 2 lines. 3rd century b. c.

10198. Papyrus. 036 x 031. — 1 sells. — Cursive.

Parts of 2 lines. 3rd century b. c.

10199. Papyrus.—071 x 027.— 1 sells. — Semi-uncial.

Parts of 5 lines from the top of a column. 3rd century b. c.

10200. Papyrus. 013 x 018. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical.— Small cursive.

Fragment containing part of a line. 3rd century B. c.

10201 (a), (h), (c), {(l), (e). Papyrus.—146 x -155 (fragment c).— 1 sells and

a strip to the right. — Medium-sized cursive.

Five fragments of a document, apparently a receipt, mentioning a Traoro^opoy of Ammon and

the Memnonium. 2nd or 3rd century. Fragment (e) contains 12 lines.

10202 (a), {h), (c), (d), (e), (/), (g), {h), {i). Papyrus.— -127 x -078 (fragment i).

— 2 selides. — Large cursive ; written on both sides.

Nine fragments of an official document in two columns, mentioning Senthotes, Kpirijpia, and

(on the verso) the 4th year of the king. 2nd century b. c. The largest fragment (4)

contains the beginnings of 13 lines.

Journal d'entr^e du Musee 12207.

10203 (a), (h), (c), (d). Papyrus. — 128 x 067 (fragment d).— 1 seHs.— Fibres

vertical.— Thick cursive.

Four fragments of a letter, the largest [d) containing the ends of 6 lines. 3rd century b. c.

10204 (ff), (i), (c), {(t). Papyrus.— 037 x 029 (fragment h).— 1 sells.— Small

cursive ; a different hand on the verso.

Four fragments, the largest (i) containing on the recto the ends of 5 lines, and on the verso

parts of 4 lines. 2nd century b. c.

10205. Papyrus. — 063 x 062.— 1 seUs. — On the recto small cursive ; on the

verso medium-sized cursive.

On the recto ends of 4 lines, 3 of them containing the date. On the verso ends of

4 lines. Dated in the reign of Septimius Severus and Caracalla (a. d. 198-201).
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10206. Papyrus.—063 x 042.— 1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive ; a different

hand on the verso.

On the recto parts of 7 lines. On the verso ends of 4 lines. 2nd or 3rd century.

10207. Papyrus.—022 x 023.— 1 sells.— Small cursive ; a different hand on

the verso.

On the recto parts of 3 lines. On the verso parts of 3 lines. 2nd century (?).

10208 (a), (&), (c), {d), (e). Papyrus. — -041 x 041 (fragment b).— l sells.— On
the recto uncial ; on the verso small cursive.

Five fragments, the largest (b) containing on the recto parts of 3 lines, and on the verso the

ends and beginnings of 3 lines. 3rd or 2nd century b. c.

10209. Papyrus.—098 x 041.— 1 sells. — On the recto small cursive ; on the

verso large cursive.

On the recto parts of 13 lines of an account. On the verso parts of 7 lines of another

account. 3rd century b. c.

10210. Papyrus.—027 x -029. — 1 seUs. — Small cursive ; a different hand on

the verso.

On the recto parts of 3 lines, mentioning the 22nd year of an emperor. On the verso parts

of 4 lines. 2nd or 3rd century.

10211. Papyrus. 012 x -019.— 1 sells. — Small cursive ; a different hand on

the verso.

On the recto parts of 2 lines. On the verso part of 1 line. 3rd century b. c.

10212. Papyrus.—02 x 019.— 1 sehs.— Small cursive ; a different hand on

the verso.

On the recto parts of 2 lines. On the verso parts of 2 lines. 3rd century b. c. Probably

from the same papyrus as 10211, and perhaps 10214.

10213. Papyrus. 018 x 032. — 1 sells. — Upright seml-unclal.

Fragment containing the end of a line. 3rd or 2nd century b. c.

10214 (a), {b). Papyrus.— 023 x 015 (fragment ft). — 1 sells. —Small cursive;

a different hand on the verso.

Two fragments, the larger (b) containing on the recto parts of 2 lines, and on the verso parts

of 3 lines. 3rd century b. c.

10215. Papyrus.—013 x -013. — 1 sehs.— Fibres vertical.— Semi-uncial.

Fragment containing part of a line. 3rd century b. c.

10216. Papyrus. 048 x 04.— 1 sells. — Large cursive.

Ends of 3 lines and beginnings of 5 more. 3rd century b. c.

E 2
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10217. Papyrus. — -144 x 133 (largest fragment), -02 x 015 (smallest).—Kom
Ushim (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Grenfell). — 2 selides. — Good-sized

uncial.

Fourteen fragments of two columns, containing parts of Iliad L 273-362. 1st or 2nd

century. 45 lines in each column.

Journal d'entree du Musee 31667.

Described and collated in Fayilm Towns and their Papyri, no. 141, by Grenfell and Hunt.

10218. Papyrus.— 158 x 115 (largest), 047 x 03 (smallest). — Umm el Atl

(Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Grenfell).— 2 selides. — Medium-sized uncial.

Ten fragments of two columns containing parts of Iliad XX. 36-110. 1st or 2nd century.

Journal 31667.

Described and collated in op. cit. no. 160.

10219. Papyrus.—315 x 109.—Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-GrenfeU).

—1 sells and a strip to the left. — Fibres horizontal ; in the strip to the

left vertical.— Medium-sized cursive.

Letter from Isidorus, nearly complete, but much effaced. Dated in the 28th year (of

Philometor or Euergetes II, i. e. B. c. 154 or 143). 19 lines.

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 144.

10220. Papyrus.— 09 x 131. — Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-GrenfeU).

— 1 seUs.— Very cm-sive.

Receipt given by Heracleides to Herais, stating that he had received 24^ artabae of wheat,

being a year's rent. Dated in the 14th year of Claudius (a. d, 53). Practically

complete. 8 lines.

Journal 31667.
,

Described in op. cit. no. 152.

10221. Papyrus. — 083 x 07.—Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Grenfell).

— 1 sells. — Small cursive.

Receipt for the tax upon the sale of a cow. Dated in the 18th year of Hadrian (a. d. 134).

Complete. 8 lines.

Journal 31667.

Published in op. cit. no. 62.

10222. Papyrus. — 07 x 05. — Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-GrenfeU).

— 1 sells.— Small cursive.

Ends of 13 lines of a contract for a loan of corn ; cancelled. Late 2nd century.

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 205.

10223. Papyrus.— 092 x 076. —Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-GrenfeU).

— 1 sehs. — Medium-sized cursive.

End of a return probably relating to the (-nUpidn of a boy. Written in the reign of Anto-

ninus (a. d. 138-161).

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 206.
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10224. Papyrus.— 122 x 108. — Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-GrenfeU).

— 1 sells.— Medium-sized cursive.

Acknowledgement by the sitologi of NeoTou fnoCK{iov) of the payment of IJ^ artabae of wheat

for the ' KOTotKoi of Hephaestias.' Dated in the 3rd year of Marcus and Verus

(a. d. 163). Practically complete. 11 lines.

Journal 31667.

Published in op. cii. no. 84.

10225. Papyrus. — 125 x 115. — Unun el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Gren-

fell). — 1 sells. — Sloping cursive.

Receipt for vavp{wv) K(ar)oi(Ka)i>) and minor taxes. Dated in the 5th year of Marcus and

Verus (a. d. 164). Complete. 6 lines.

Journal 31667.

Published in op. cit. no. 57.

10226. Papyi-us. — 15 x 14.—Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Grenfell).

— 1 seKs.— Small neat uncial.

Fragment of an account of judicial proceedings, mentioning a letter of the praefect Hono-

ratus and the decisions of Calpurnianus and other 6i/coio6o'rai. 2nd century. 26

incomplete lines.

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 203.

10227. Papyrus.— 097 x 08.—Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-GrenfeU).

— 1 sells.— Small, very cursive.

Receipt for 20 drachmae and 10 obols for TTpoabiaypa(l)6iJ.eva paid for poll-tax by Soterichus.

Dated in the 6th year of Marcus and Verus (a. d. 166). Complete. 7 lines.

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 199.

10228 («), {b). Papyrus.— 048 x -122.—Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-

GrenfeU).— 1 sells.— Clear cursive.

Part of a receipt for a tax paid by Dioscorus. Dated in the 13th year of Marcus (a. d. 173).

Incomplete. 6 lines.

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 200.

10229. Papyrus.— 093 x 061.— Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Gren-

feU).— 1 seUs.— Medium-sized cursive.

Acknowledgement by the sitologi of Bacchias Hephaestias of a payment of wheat. Dated

in the 12th year of Marcus (a. d. 172). Incomplete. 13 lines.

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 207.

10230. Papyrus. — 069 x 092.—Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Gren-

feU). — 1 sells.— Good-sized cursive.

Receipt for 20 drachmae and [10] obols for npo(xbiaypati>6ixiva paid for poll-tax by Heron.

2nd century. Written in the, 16th year of an emperor. Incomplete, 5 lines.

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 198.
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10231. Papyrus.— 059 x 123.— Umni el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Grenfell).

— 1 selis.— Small cursive.

List of fines paid by various persons. "Written in the 26th year of an emperor, who must
be Commodus or Caracalla (i. e. in a. d. 185 or 217). Incomplete, having lost the
beginnings of lines. 4 lines.

Journal 31667.

PubHshed in op. cit. no. 66.

10232. Papyrus.— -236 x 094.—Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Gren-

fell).— 1 seUs.— Very cursive.

Acknowledgement by the sitologi of Bacchias Hephaestias of the receipt of 3§ artabae of wheat
and /f artaba for iTpo(Ty.{(Tpovniva) paid by Orsenouphis through Tesenouphis. Dated

in the 13th year of M. Aurelius. Nearly complete. 13 lines.

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 162.

10233. Papyrus. — 141 x 113.—Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Gren-

fell).— 1 selis.— Medium-sized cursive.

Account of receipts and expenditure. 2nd or 3rd century. Incomplete, being broken at the

bottom. 12 lines.

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 163.

10234. Papyrus.— 128 x -232.—Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Gren-

fell).— 2 selides.— Fibres vertical.— Clear cursive.

Order, addressed to the chief of police at Bacchias, to send certain accused persons. 2nd or

3rd century. Incomplete. 8 lines.

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 161.

10235. Papyrus.— 059 x -22.— Kom Ushim (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Grenfell).

— 1 selis.— Fibres vertical.— Clear cursive.

Order, addressed to the chief of police at Psenuris, to send Emes, who was accused by Aurelius

Nilus. Address on the verso. 3rd century. Practically complete. 3 lines.

Journal 31667.

Published in op. cit. no 37.

10236. Papyrus.— 053 x -061. —Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Gren-

feU).— 1 selis.— Small cui'sive ; same hand as 10237.

Receipt for the tax o£ yj^ and -j^j paid by Paesis on goods transported across the desert to

Memphis. 2nd century. "Written in the 18th year of an emperor. Complete. 5 lines.

Journal 31667.

Published in op. cit. no. 73.
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10237. Papyrus. — 053 x 055.—Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Grenfell).

— 1 sells.— Small cursive ; same hand as 10236.

Receipt for the tax Xiix^vos NW/xc^eo) ? paid by Paesis. 2nd century. Written on the same day

as 10236. Complete. 5 lines.

Journal 31667.

Published in op. cit. no. 74.

10238. Papyrus.— 053 x -045.—Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Grenfell).

— 2 selides.— Medium-sized cursive.

Receipt for the tax of yJit a,nd j\ paid by Chaeremon. 2nd or early 3rd century. Written

in the 5th year of an emperor. Complete. 6 lines.

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 185 (a).

10239. Papyrus.— 048 x 044.— Kom Ushim (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Gren-

fell).— 1 seHs. — Medium-sized cursive.

Receipt for Xinivos Me/x<^fojy paid by Horus on goods transported from Socnopaei Nesus to

Memphis. 2nd or early 3rd century. Nearly complete. 6 lines.

Journal 31667.

Published in op. cit. no. 69.

10240. Papyrus.— 039 x 053.— Kom Ushim (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Gren-

fell). — 1 sells. — Sloping cursive.

Receipt for the tax of j^^ and /^ paid by Erieus. 2nd or early 3rd century, in the 7th year

of an emperor. Complete. 5 lines.

Journal 81667.

Published in op. cit. no. 70.

10241. Papyrus.— 043 x 05. —Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Grenfell).

— 1 sehs. — Small cursive.

Certificate showing that Petesuchus had worked the statutory five days at the embankments.

Dated in the 5th year of Septimius Severus (a. d. 197). Complete. 6 lines.

Journal 31667.

Published in op. cit. no. 79.

10242. Papyrus.— 043 x 047. — Kom Ushim (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Gren-

fell).— 1 sells.— Upright cursive.

Tax-receipt showing that Abraham had paid \\\ artabae of wheat. 6th century. Nearly

complete. 6 lines. The document is cancelled.

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 143.

10243. Papyrus.— 113 x 088.—Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Gren-

fell). — 2 sehdes. — Clear cursive.

Letter from Taorsenouphis to her mother, stating that she had sent various articles as presents.

Address on the verso. 2nd or 3rd century. Complete. 16 lines.

Journal 31667.

Published in op. cit. no. 127.
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10244. Papyrus.— 085 x 045.—Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Gren-

fell). — 1 selis.— On the recto small cursive ; on the verso rough uncial.

On the recto parts of 11 lines from a document, much effaced; on the verso beginnings of 12

lines of moral maxims, probably a schoolboy's exercise. 2ud or 3rd century.

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 204.

10245. Papyrus. — 12 x 162. — Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Grenfell).

— 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.— Partly written in red ink.

List of persons, being an extract from an official list. 2nd or 3rd century. The 4th yeaj of

an emperor is mentioned. Incomplete, the end being lost. 12 lines.

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 201.

10246. Papyrus. — 124 x -206. —Umm el Atl (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Gren-

feU).— 2 selides. — Sloping cursive.

Parts of two columns from a list of names with amounts of land. Dated in the 22nd year of

Caracalla (a. D. 213-14). Incomplete. 24 lines.

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 202.

10247. Papyrus. 255 x 118. — Kom Ushim (Fayoum) 1896 (Hogarth-Gren-

fell). — 1 selis and a strip to the right.— Good-sized cursive.

Letter of Pnepheros (?) to his mother Tamizas. Address on the verso. 3rd century. Incom-

plete. 27 hues.

Journal 31667.

Described in op. cit. no. 142.

10248. Papyrus. 251 x 125.— 1 selis and a strip to the left.— Good-sized

cursive.

Letter from Polycrates (?) to Philoxenus, stating that he had sent his friend Glaucias to

consult him. Address on the verso. 2nd century B. c. Written in the 29th year of

a Ptolemy, who is either Philometor or Euergetes II (i. e. B. c. 152 or 141).

Published in Univ. of Chicago Decennial PuhUcations, V. no. 4, by E. J. Goodspeed.

10249 {a), {!)), (c), {(T), (e), (/). Papyrus.— 166 x 11 (fragment /). — Probably

from Gurob (Fayoum). — 2 selides. — On the recto medium-sized

cursive ; on the verso very cursive.

Six fragments from a document containing on the recto a list of persons with amounts of

land, crops, and seed, the largest fragment (_/) containing parts of 20 lines. On the

verso accounts rather defaced. 3rd century b. c.

10250. Papyrus. 146 x 126. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 selis

Medium-sized cursive ; a different hand on the verso.

On the recto acknowledgement given by Agron, son of Leontiscus, to Dionysius, agent of

Heracleides, of the receipt of 1000 (?) artabae of com for the use of Chrysippus, apxia-io-

lxaTo<pv\a$ and dioecetes. Dated in the 20th year of Ptolemy III (b. c. 227). Nearly

complete. 19 lines. On the verso 20 lines of a rather defaced letter.

Recto published in Archiv fur Papyrusforschung, II. p. 79, by Grenfell and Hunt.
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10251. Papynis,—053 x 079. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 1 sells. —
Semi-uncial.

Parts of 6 lines from the end of a contract (?). 3rd century b. c.

10252. Papyrus.— -21 x 076. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 1 sells.

—

Medium-sized cursive on both sides.

Beginnings of lines of a letter, apparently continued on the verso. 3rd century b. c.

44 lines.

10253 (a), (6). Papyrus. — 153 x 132 (fragment h). — Probably from Gurob

(Fayoum).— 2 selides.— Medium-sized cursive on both sides.

Two fragments, containing on the recto parts of four columns from an account, giving a list

of payments on different days, and on the verso parts of five columns from a similar

account. Recto col. 1 contains 16 lines. 3rd century b. c.

10264 and 10265 are written apparently in the same hand.

10254. Papyrus. 166 x 113. — Probably from Gm-ob (Fayoum).— 1 sells. —
Medium-sized cursive on both sides.

On the recto two columns of an account of payments from various persons. 28 lines. On

the verso another account in one column. 15 lines, 3rd century b. c. Practically

complete, so far as it goes.

In the same hand apparently as 10263 and 10266.

10255 (a), (b). Papyrus. — 135 x 051 (fragment a). — Probably from Gurob

(Fayoum). — 2 selides, joined so that the fibres of the second are at right

angles to those of the first.— Fibres partly horizontal, partly vertical on

both sides. — Medium-sized cursive on both sides.

Two fragments, having on either side accounts of payments from various persons, and con-

taining in all parts of five columns, of which two are complete. 3rd century b. c.

In the same hand apparently as 10253 and 10264

10256. Papyrus. 16 x -215. — Probably from the Fayoum. — 2 sehdes. —
On the recto cursive, much abbreviated ; on the verso uncial with a few

ligatures.

On the recto account of payments in com for various purposes, in two columns, of which the

first is broken at the bottom, the second has only the beginnings of lines. Col. 1 con-

tains 15 lines. On the verso ofiicial accounts of receipts and expenditure drawn up by

the (TtroXo'yoj Colluthus and others. In two complete columns. 40 lines. Verso dated

in the 52nd year of Ptolemaeus, Cleopatra the sister, and Cleopatra the wife, the gods

Euergetae(B.c. 119-118).

Published in Univ. of Chicago Decennial Publieations, V. no. 7, by E. J. Goodspeed. Cf. The Tebtunis

Papyri, Part I, pp. 429 and 472.

10257. Papyrus. 134 x 141. — 2 selides.— On the recto very sloping cursive
;

on the verso good-sized cursive.

On the recto part of an official document containing 9 lines, of which the ends are lost. On

the verso parts of 15 lines from a report of judicial proceedings. Juncinus and Phanias

are mentioned as speakers. Recto late 3rd or early 4th century ; verso 4th century.

P
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10258 (a), (h), (c). Papyrus —11 x 163 (fragment a).— 1 selis. — On the recto

upright cursive ; on the verso shorthand.

Three fragments, containing on the recto parts of two much mutilated columns, from a list of

names and amounts of corn. Col. 1, in its present condition, has 14 lines. 5th or 6th

century. On the verso parts of 10 tachygraphical lines.

10259. Papyrus. — -25 x -317. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 3 selides. —
Careful cursive.

Contract for the sale of a piece of waste land in Hermopolis by Aurelius Silvanus to Aurelius

Asclepiades. Signed by the scribe Aurelius Pinoution. Dated in the consulship of

Antonius Marcellinus and Petronius Probinus (a. d. 341). Nearly complet«. 20 lines.

Published in Univ. of Chicago Decennial Publications, V. no. 13, by E. J. Goodspeed.

10260. Papyrus.—25 x -36. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 3 selides and a

strip to the right. — Fibres horizontal. — Careful cursive.

Copy of 10268. Same date as 10259. Complete. 19 lines.

Published ibid.

10261. Papyrus. 367 x -345. — Probably from the Fayoum. — 3 selides. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of five columns from an official account of receipts from the three fxepiSey of the Arsi-

noite nome. 1st century. Much mutilated and partly defaced. Col. 3 contains

40 lines,

10262 (a), {h), (c). Papyrus. — -122 x -263 (fragment b). — Probably from the

Fayoum. — 3 selides or more. — Two lines in large cursive, two lines

in small cursive.

Three fragments of a demotic document in 4 lines, with two Greek dockets. 3rd cen-

tury B. c. Dated in the 16th year of a Ptolemy.

10263. Papyrus. 187 x -33. — 1 selis. — Good-sized semi-uncial.

Christian prayer addressing Christ under various titles. 4th or 5th century. Nearly com-

plete. 18 lines.

Apparently the papyrus had been buried with a mummy.

Published by A. Jacoby from R. Reitzenstein's copy in Ein neues Evangelienfragment (Strassburg,

1900), pp. 22 sqq.

10264. Papyrus. 25 x -345. — Probably from Ashmunen.— 2 selides and a

strip to the left. — 5 hands, small or medium-sized cursive.

Parts of eight receipts for corn paid to the public granaries from different villages in the

Hermopolite nome, in the 11th year of Severus Alexander (a.d. 232-3). Written in

three columns. Four receipts are practically complete, the rest are mutilated. Col. 2

has 19 lines.

10265. Papyrus. 198 x -279. — Probably from Ashmunen.— 2 selides.—
Medium-sized cursive.

Concluding part of a contract for the transport of corn, probably to Hermopolis. Dated in

the consulship of Placidus and Romulus (a. d. 343). 20 lines.

Published in Univ. of Chicago Decennial Publications, V. no. 14, by E. J. Goodspeed.
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10266. Papyrus. — -236 x -369. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 3 selides. —
Medium-sized cursive.

List of land-holders (?), with amounts in arourae opposite to them. 4th century. In four

columns, of which the first three are practically complete. Col. 1 has 24 lines.

10267. Papyrus. — -235 x 42. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 3 selides. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Declaration on oath addressed to Aurelius Asclepiades by a number of village officials that

the accompanying list of land-holders was correct. Dated in the consulship of Acin-

dynus and Proculus (A. d. 340). In four columns, of which the first three are practi-

cally complete. The first col. has 23 lines.

PubliBhed in op. cit. V. no. 12.

10268. Papyrus. — -222 x -315. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
Good-sized cursive.

Conclusion of a report of proceedings before Athenodorus, governor of the Thebaid, with

reference to a law-suit. The names of the speakers are in Latin, their remarks are in

Greek. On the left edge vestiges of a previous column. 4th century. 12 lines.

Cf. 10723, a similar fragment, perhaps belonging to 10268.

10269. Papyrus. 245 x -284. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Petition addressed to Aurelius Nilus Gennadius and Aurelius Theodorus Comasius by Aurelia

Eus, complaining of an assault upon herself and two friends, committed by Isakis, son

of Ammonion, Tapiomis and other persons. Dated in the consulship of Mamertinus

and Nevitta (a. d. 362) Nearly complete. 27 lines.

10270 is written by the same scribe.

Published in op. cit. V. no. 15.

10270. Papyrus. 247 x -248. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Copy of 10269, with a few variations. Title on the verso. Dated in the consulship of

Mamertinus and Nevitta (a.d. 362). Nearly complete. 27 lines.

10271 (a), {b). Papyrus. — 104 x -261 and -119 x -234. — Probably from Gurob

(Fayoum). — 2 seUdes. — Fibres vertical. — Large cursive.

Two fragments, containing the greater part of a column, of a letter instructing Euphranor to

pay to two paTiXiKol yeupyoc the price of 300 artabae of castor-oil, seed, in accordance

with the request of the yecopyoC, of which a copy is appended. 3rd century B.C.

Written in the 24th year of a Ptolemy, who is either Philadelphus or Euergetes (b. c.

263-1 or 224-3). 16 incomplete lines.

Fragm. (a) 1 '. Fragm. (b) 24.

Published in Archiv fur Fapyrusforschung, II. p. 80, by Grenfell and Hunt.

' The numbers from 1-731 appended to 10271-10736 are the previous numbers of the papyri. Most

of these have been gummed down, and it is generally not possible to say what, if anything, was on the

other side.

p2
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10272. Papyrus. 098 x 153. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 2 selides.

— Fibres vertical. — Large semi-uncial.

Portions of three lines from the end o£ a letter. 3rd century b. c.

2.

10273. Papyrus. 132 x -119. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 sells.—
Fibres vertical. — Two hands, one large cursive, the other small.

Fragment of a letter. 3rd century B. c. Parts of 8 lines.

7.

10274. Papyrus. 127 x 119. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 sells. —
Good-sized semi-uncial.

Letter announcing that the writer had made a return of his property at Mouchis, in the

division of Polemon, to Callicrates and to Imouthes, the basilico-grammateus, 3rd

century b. c. Incomplete, being broken at the top and bottom. 15 lines.

The letter was doubtless sent to Apollonius, 1 7n/i(XF;Tijr ; cf. 10206 and 10323.

9.

Published in Archiv fUr Papytmsforachung, II. p. 83, by Grenfell and Hunt.'

10275. Papyrus. 095 x 132. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 sells.—
Small cursive.

Middle part of a letter in which the addressee is requested to investigate certain grievances

concerning Ammonius and others. 3rd century b. c. Incomplete. 9 lines.

11.

10276. Papyrus.— 108 x 073. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 1 selis.—
Good-sized cursive.

Parts of 6 lines from the end of a letter. 3rd century B. c.

12.

10277. Papyrus. 177 x 164.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 selis.—
Fibres vertical.— Medium-sized cursive.

Return of property in the division of Polemon, addressed to Apollonius, (VijiitXTjT^s, by Sebthos,

daughter of Horus. 3rd century b. c. Dated in the 14th year of a Ptomely. Nearly

complete. 11 lines.

19.

Published in Archiv filr Papyrus/orschung, II. p. 82, by Grenfell and Hunt.

10278. Papyrus. — 076 x 086.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 1 selis. —
Fibres vertical. — Small semi-uncial.

Contract for the sale of some property from Demetrius, son of Jason, to Psa . . tes, son of

Nemesesis. 3rd century b. c. Incomplete. 12 lines.

22.

10279. Papyrus. 101 x -24. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 selis.

—

Fibres vertical. — Large cursive.

Parts of 4 lines from a letter, much defaced. 3rd century B. c. Dated in the 7th year.

25.
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10280. Papyrus. 087 x -269. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 1 sells.—
Fibres horizontal ; written on the verso.— Large semi-uncial.

Address on the verso of a letter, 'A<rK\r)Triib€i, and a nearly effaced line of writing. 3rd

century b. c. 2 lines.

26.

10281 (a), (b), (c). Papyrus.— 11 x 145 (fragment c).— Probably from Gurob

(Fayoum).— 1 sells.— Large semi-uncial.

Three fragments of a letter from Diodorus to Heracleides, stating that he had been summoned

by Artemidorus to bring samples of corn to the public granary. 3rd century b. C.

Imperfect, containing 13 complete and 13 incomplete lines.

Fragment (a) 27. Fragment (6) 29. Fragment (c) 114.

10282 (a), (b). Papyrus. 144 x -263 (fragments a and b combined).— Probably

from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 sehs. — Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized

cursive.

Letter addressed to Asclepiades with reference to the taxes collected from certain -nevTipovpot,

/lixipioi, who had crossed over from the Memphite noma to the Fayoum. 8rd

century b. c. Written in the 14th year of a Ptolemy. Incomplete. 11 lines.

Fragment (a) 31. Fragment (6) 36.

Cf. Tebtunis Papyri, Part I, p. 36.

10283. Papyrus.— 063 x 127.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 2 selldes.

— Fibres vertical.— Large cursive.

Parts of 3 lines from a letter. 3rd century B. c.

34.

10284 (a), (6). Papyrus.— 098 x 089 (fragment h).— Probably from Gurob

(Fayoum).— 1 seUs.— Fibres vertical.— Large cursive.

Two fragments of a letter, of which the larger contains parts of 6 lines from the bottom of

a column. 3rd century b. c.

Fragment (a) is wrongly joined to 10283.

Fragment (a) 34. Fragment (6) 35 bis.

10285. Papyrus.— -085 x 088.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 1 seUs.—
Medium-sized cursive.

Ends of 5 lines from a letter. 3rd century b. c.

35.

10286. Papyrus.—057 x 065.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 1 sells. —
Large semi-uncial.

Parts of 3 lines, probably from a letter. 3rd century B. c.

87.

10287. Papyrus. 165 x 063.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 2 selldes.

— Good-sized semi-uncial.

Parts of 13 lines from a letter. 3rd century b. c.

48.
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10288. Papyrus. 08 x -309.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 2 selides. —
Fibres vertical. — Large cursive.

5 lines from the beginning of a letter, defaced in parts, with reference to the security of the

dykes. 3rd century b. c.

44.

10289. Papyrus.— 086 x -268. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 1 selis.—
Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 3 much effaced lines from a letter (?). 3rd century b. c.

46.

10290. Papyrus. 116 x 093.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 2 selides.

— Very sloping cursive.

12 incomplete lines from the beginning of an account concerning corn. 3rd century b. c.

50.

10291. Papyrus. — 16 x 094.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 2 selides.—
Large semi-uncial.

Parts of 12 lines from the beginning of a letter (?), mentioning Semthortaeus. 3rd

century b. c.

58.

10292. Papyrus.—04 x 121.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 selis. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 4 lines from a letter. 3rd century b. c.

57.

10293. Papyrus.—055 x -089. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 2 selides.

— Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized cursive.

Ends of 7 lines from a letter (?). 3rd century b. c.

76.

10294 {a), {b). Papyrus. 169 x 132 (fragments (a) and (6) combined).— Pro-

bably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 selis.— Good-sized semi-uncial.

Portion of a timber-account, with measurements in 77jjx<«- 3rd century b. c. 19 incomplete

lines.

Fragment (a) 75. Fragment (6) 117.

10295. Papyrus.— 093 x 074. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 selis.—
Good-sized semi-uncial.

Letter addressed to Apollonius, ewi/ieXjjT^'y, by Teros son of Lysimachus, stating that the

writer had made a return of his property to Callicrates and Imouthes, the basilico-

grammateus ; cf. 10274. 3rd century B. c. Incomplete ; ends of 9 lines.

80.

Cf. Archiv/Hr Papyrusforechung, II. p. 84.
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10296 (ft), {b). Papyrus. 115 x 162 (fragments (a) and (ft) combined), — Pro-

bably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive.

Portions of 12 lines from an official document. On the left vestiges of a previous column.

3rd century B. c.

Fragment (a) 90. Fragment (b) 118.

10297. Papyrus. 113 x 126.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum), — 1 sells.—
Medium-sized cursive.

Part of an official letter. 3rd century B. c. 14 incomplete lines.

129.

In the same hand as 10296, perhaps forming part of the same document.

10298 (ft) {h). Papyrus. 144: x -22 (fragments (ft) and (h) combined). — Pro-

bably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Large semi-

uncial.

Letter from Pyrrandrus to Heracleides about the produce of a vineyard. 3rd century b. c.

Written in the fourth year of a Ptolemy.

Fragment (a) 97. Fragment (6) 124.

10299. Papyrus. 082 x 132.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 sells.—
Thick cursive.

4 lines from the beginning of a letter from Thoas to Heracleides. 3rd century b. c.

113.

10300. Papyrus.—143 x 079. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 1 sells.—
Medium-sized cursive.

Beginnings of 9 lines from an official document. At the top part of a line in demotic.

3rd century b. c. Written in the 3rd year.

120.

10301. Papyrus. 178 x 086. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 2 selides.

— Small cursive.

List of names with amounts of barley. 3rd century b. c. 18 lines, the beginnings of which

are lost.

121.

10302. Papyrus.— 092 x 096. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 sells. —
Medium-sized cm"sive.

Accounts of payments in naubia for various purposes. 3rd century b. c. Parts of 14 lines.

127.

10303. Papyrus. 07 x 08. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 seUs.—
Large cursive.

Parts of 4 lines from a letter. 3rd century

131.
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10304 (a), (h), (c). Papyrus.— 137 x 19 (fragment (a)).— Probably from Gurob

(Fayoum). — 1 sells.— Medium-sized cursive.

Conclusion of a letter, in parts much defaced. 3rd century b. c. Fragment (a) contains

7 lines.

145.

Fragments (6) and (c) are incorrectly joined to (o).

10305. Papyrus. — -238 x 069.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 2 selides.

— Small cursive.

Portion of two columns giving a list of names. 3rd century b. c. 35 incomplete lines.

163.

10306. Papyrus. 082 x 04:9.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 sells.—
Medium-sized cursive.

Ends of 9 lines from a letter (?). 3rd century B. c.

187.

10307. Papyrus.—043 x 088. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 sells, —
Medium-sized cursive.

5 lines from a return of property, mentioning Imouthes, the basilico-grammateus ; cf. 10274.

3rd century b. c. .

197.

10308. Papyrus.—09 x 195.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 2 selides.—
Small very cursive.

Portions of two columns from an account containing respectively the ends of 3 lines and 6

complete lines. Late 3rd or early 2nd century b. c.

208.

10309. Papyrus. 146 x 097.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 1 sells.

—

Large cursive.

Ends of 6 rather defaced lines from the conclusion of a letter. 3rd century B. c. Written

in the 5th year.

210.

10310. Papyrus. 128 x 036. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 sells. —
Small cursive.

12 incomplete lines from a list of names with amounts. 3rd century b. c.

246.

10311. Papyrus. 172 x 1. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 sells.

—

Small cursive.

Conclusion of a letter asking for fodder to be sent. 3rd or early 2nd century B. c.

15 lines.

266.
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10312 («), (b), (c), (d). Papyrus.— 145 x 134 (fragments (a) and (c) combined).
— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 2 selides. — Good-sized semi-

unciaJ.

Part of letter concerning a loan from the writer to Pembrueris, son of Imouthes. 3rd

century b. c. 24 lines, of which 8 are complete.

Fragments (o) and (c) join, and (6) and (d).

Fragment (a) 291. Fragment (c) 298. Fragment (d) 397.

10313. Papyrus. — 05 x -117. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — ! sells.—

Large cursive.

Beginning of a letter from Ptolemaeus to Achilleus. 3rd centiu-y b. c. 3 lines.

Cf. 10328, probably from the same document.

. 292.

Pul^ished in Univ. of Chicago Decennial Publications, Y. no. 3, by E. J. Goodspeed.

10314 (a), (b). Papyrus. — 053 x 104 (fragment a). — Probably from Gurob
(Fayoum). — 2 selides.— Good-sized cursive.

Two fragments from a letter concerning the building of a workshop, containing in all 12

complete lines. 3rd century b. c.

Fragment (a) 293. Fragment (6) 294.

10315. Papyrus.— 084 x 081. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 1 sells. —
Good-sized cursive.

9 lines from the middle of a letter. 3rd century s. c.

294.

10316. Papyrus.— 044 x 127.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 1 seHs. —
Small cursive.

Beginning of an agreement, similar to 10250, made by Agrou, son of Leontiscus. 3rd

century b. c. Written in the 20th year (of Ptolemy III, i. e. B. c. 227). 5 lines.

296.

10317. Papyrus.— 054 x 079.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 sells.—
Fibres vertical.— Medium-sized, very cursive.

Ends of 5 lines from the middle of a document. Late 3rd or early 2nd century B. c. Written

in the 2nd year.

297.

10318 (a), (b), (c). Papyrus.— 042 x -143 (fragment a). — Probably from Gurob
(Fayoum).— 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Large cursive.

Three fragments, the largest (a) containing parts of 4 lines, of a letter from Ptolemaeus

to Poseidonius (?). 3rd century b. c.

Fragment (a) 335. Fragment (6) 336. Fragment (c) 338.

10319. Papyrus. — 061 x 052.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 1 selis.—
Fibres vertical.— Good-sized cursive.

Ends of 3 lines from a document. 3rd century b. c.

S89.

O
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10320. Papyrus.— 06 x 09.— Probably from Gurob (Faiyoum). — 1 sells. ^^

Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized cursive. v

Parts of 7 lines from a letter. 3rd century B. c. .

'

398. (
'

10321. Papyrus.— 038 x 108.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 1 sells. —
Fibres vertical.— Small, very cursive.

Beginnings of 6 lines from a letter. Late 3rd or early 2nd century b. c.

401. .-...
- •

•

10322 (a), (&). Papyrus.— 083 X 119 (fragment a). — Probably from Gurob

(Fayoum). — 1 sells.— Large cursive.

Two fragments, containing in all the beginnings of 8 lines, from a letter. 3rd century B. c.

Perhaps part of the same document as 10309.

Fragment (a) 403. Fragment {h) 404. ^

10323. Papyrus. 147 x 069. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 selis

and a strip to the left.— Medium-sized cursive.

Letter addressed to Apollonius, «7rt/xeA»jT^j (cf. 10295), by two brothers called Paopis, stating

that they had made a return of their property to Callicrates, the oeconomus, and

Imouthes, the basilico-grammateus. 3rd century B.C. Written in the 14th year.

Incomplete, being broken at the bottom. 20 lines. .
.

409.

Published in ArchivfUr Papyrusforschung, II. p. 83, by Grenfell and Hunt.

10324. Papyrus.— 062 x 18. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 selis. —
Medium-sLzed cursive.

6 lines from the middle of a letter. 3rd century B. c. •
....

410. .- '
: :

10325. Papyrus.— 055 x 082. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 selis. —
Small cursive.

Beginning of a letter addressed to Apollonius, ^irt/x€X.jr7Js (cf. 10295), by Nephorses, stating

that. he had made a return of his property. 3rd century B.C. Written in the 14th

year. 4 lines.

456.

10326. Papyrus.— -325 x 175. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum).— 1 selis. —
Good-.sized cursive.

Two incomplete columns, containing portions of a list of names and amounts. 3rd cen-

tury B. c. 42 lines,

489. ,.
...

10327. Papyrus. — -21 x -268.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 3 selides. —
Small cursive ; on the verso the same hand (?), but more cursive. ;:

On the recto parts of an account, in three columns, of produce received as taxes. Col, 1

contains 16 lines. On the verso parts of three columns from another account. 3rd

century b. c. The 2l8t and 22nd years of a king are mentioned (probably Philadelphus,

i. e, B. c. 265-3). Incomplete.

717.
'^ '•
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10328. Papyrus, — 11 x 116. — Probtably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 selis.

—

On the recto good-.sized .semi-uncial ; on the verso demotic.

. On the recto 13 lines from the middle of a letter, referring to two previous letters which the

sender had written. 3rd century b. c. On the verso 8 lines of demotic.

Probably part of the same document as 10313.

— . '720.

Published in Univ. of Chicago Decennial Puhlications, V. no. 3, by E. J. Goodspeed.

10329. Papyrus. 16 x 083. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 selis.

—

On the recto good-sized thick cursive ; on the verso similar.

On the recto 7 incomplete lines from an account in artabae. On the verso beginnings of

13 lines from a list of names. 3rd century B. c.

720.

10330 (a), {b). Papyrus, — 048 x 118, — Probably from Akhmim, — 1 selis.—
Medium-sized cursive.

Two fragments, each containing 4 partly effaced lines from a letter (?), 2nd century B. c.

Fragment (a) 290. Fragment (6) 412,

10331, Papyrus, 134 x 094, — Probably from Akhmim,— 1 selis. — Small

cursive,

.; Petition addressed to Herodes by Taous, an inhabitant of Panopolis, complaining of the

conduct of her husband Pelilius. 2nd century b. c. Dated in the 5th year (probably

of Philometor, i. e, B. c, 177-6). Incomplete, being broken at the bottom, 15 lines.

299,

10332, Papyrus, 129 x 048, — Probably from Akhmim, — 1 selis, — Small

cursive.

Ends of 15 lines from a letter. 2nd century b. c.

800.

10333, Papyrus, 098 x 064, — Probably from Akhmim.— 1 selis. — Good-

sized cursive.

Ends of 10 lines from a letter. 2nd century b. c.

301.

10334 (a), (b), (c). Papyrus. — -131 x 067 (fragment b). — Probably from

Akhmim,— 2 seUdes,— Good-sized cursive.

Three fragments, the largest (4) containing parts of 10 lines, from an official account. 2nd

century B. c.

Fragment (a) 302. Fragment (b) 303. Fragment (c) 304.

10335, Papyrus, 094 x 053, — Probably from Akhmim, — 1 selis. — Small

cursive.

Parts of 7 lines from an account. 2nd century B. c.

805.

g2
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10336. Papyrus. — 086 x 086. — Probably from Akbmim.— 1 sells.— Medium-

sized cursive.

Parts of 10 lines from a petition. 2nd century b. c. The 2nd year of a king is mentioned.

337.

10337 (a), (h). Papyrus.— 079 x 08. — Probably from Akhmim.— 2 selides.—
Small cursive.

Two fragments containing parts of 10 lines from a document. 2nd century b. c.

340.

10338. Papyrus.— 072 x 061. — Probably from Akhmim. — 1 selis. — Small

cursive.

Parts of 10 lines from a letter (?). 2nd century b. c.

344.

10339 (a), (h), (c), (d), (e), (/), (g), {h), (i), {k), {I), (m). Papyrus.- -189 x 096

(fragment I).— Probably from Akhmim. — 2 or more selides. — Large

semi-uncial.

Twelve fragments, the largest (/) containing parts of two columns with portions of 11 and

14 lines, from an account. 2nd century b. c.

Fragments : (o) 341
;

(b) 342
;

(d) 343 ; (e) 345
; (/) 348

; (g) 346
; (70 347

;
(k) 349

;
(l) 350 ;

(m) 351.

10340 {a), (h), (c), (d), (e), (/), (^f), {h), (i), (k), {!), (m), (n), (o), (p), {q), (r), (s), {t), {u),

(w), (x), (</). Papyrus. — "lOS x 096 (fragment h). — Probably from

Aklimim.— 2 or more selides. — Lai'ge semi-uncial.

Twenty-three fragments, the largest (b) containing parts of 10 lines, from a copy of oiBcial

correspondence concerning payment of sums to the royal bank. One letter is written

by Theon, and another by Dioscurides. 2nd century b. c. The 25th year of a king,

probably Philometor (b. c. 157-6), is mentioned.

Fragments: (a) 379; (6)380; (d) S81 ; (/) 382
; (^)383; (h)S8i; («)385; (0 386; (i>) 388 ; (3)389;

(m)387; (x) 390; (t/) 391.

10341. Papyrus.— 088 x 075. — Probably from Akhmim.— 1 selis. — On the

recto medium-sized cursive ; on the verso small cursive.

On the recto parts of 8 lines from a document mentioning [Isidjorus, basilico-grammateus.

On the verso parts of 9 lines from a kind of diary. 2nd century b. c.

722.

10342. Papyrus. 113 x 139. — Probably from the Fayoum. — 1 selis.— On
the recto small cursive ; on the verso small, very cursive.

On the recto portions of 14 lines, effaced in parts, from an oflicial document. On the verso

parts of two petitions (?) addressed to King Ptolemaeus and Queen Cleopatra. 2nd

century b. c. The first petition contains 6 lines broken at the ends, and the second

5 lines much broken and defaced.

721.
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10343. Papyrus. 132 x OSi. — Probably from Gebelen. — 1 sells. — Small

cursive.

Parts of 11 lines from a declaration on oath. At the bottom a line of demotic. 2nd

century b. c.

68.

10344. Papyrus. 1 x 055.— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 2 selides.—
Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 12 lines from an account (?). Late 3rd or early 2nd century B. c.

225.

10345. Papyrus. 163 x -215. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 2 selides.

— Good-sized semi-uncial.

On the recto parts of three columns from an account of expenditure. Col. 1 contains

22 lines. On the verso continuation of the same account in one column. Late 3rd

or 2nd century b. c.

719.

10346. Papyrus. 069 x 054. — Probably from Gebelen. — 2 selides. — On
the recto medium-sized cursive ; on the verso two hands, one small

cm-sive, the other good-sized cursive.

On the recto parts of 6 lines from the bottom of a column. On the verso parts of two

columns containing the ends of 6 and the beginnings of 7 lines. 2nd century b. c.

718-

10347. Papyrus. — 072 x 057. — Probably from Gebelen. — 2 selides. —
Medium-sized cursive ; a different and more cursive hand on the verso.

On the recto parts of 9 lines from a letter (?). On the verso parts of 8 lines from a much

abbreviated document. 2nd century b. c.

718.

10348. Papyrus. 15 x 095. — Probably from Gebelen. — 1 sells. — On the

recto good-sized cursive ; on the verso small, very cursive.

Parts of 15 lines from a document, followed by parts of 5 lines from a declaration on oath (?).

On the verso parts of 17 lines from a document mentioning the guards of the dykes,

somewhat effaced. 2nd century B. c.

718.

10349. Papyrus. — 054 x 034. — Gebelen.— 1 sells. — On the recto small

cursive ; on the verso medium-sized cursive.

On the recto parts of 6 lines from the date-formula of a contract. On the verso beginnings

of 4 lines from a docket, stating that a marriage had taken place. Verso dated the

31st year (of Philometor or Euergetes II, i. e. b. c. 150 or 139).

718.

10350. Papyrus.— 049 x 033.— Gebelen. — 1 sells.— Medium-sized cursive.

Fragment of a contract concerning house or land property. 2nd century B.C. Parts of 5 lines.

81.
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10351 (a), (h), (c), (d). Papyrus. 151 x -267 (fragmjents (a) and (c) combined).

— Gebelen. — 2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive.

; Letter in two columns, continued on the verso, describing an encounter near Crocodilopolis

between the inhabitants of Crocodilopolis and those of Hermonthis. Written about

123-2 B.C.; cf. 10371, a petition referring to the same events. Incomplete, being

_ ,
. broken at the top and bottom. 58 lines in all. ...;._.
Fragment (a) 82. Fragment (6) 469. Fragment (c) 266. Fragment (d) 287.

Published in the Archivfur Papyrusforachung, I. p. 59, by Grenfell and Hunt.

10352 («), (J), (c), (rf). Papyrus. — 097 x 06 (fragment a). — Gebelen.— 1 seHs.

— Medium-sized cursive.

Four fragments of a contract between Phibis and another person. Written by Hermias, who

was agent of Paniscus, the agoranomus, at Pathyris in the years 105-98 B.C.

.
. (cf. Grenfell and Hunt, Greek Paj)i/ri, 11. p. 185). Fragments (a) a,nd (c) each contain

the ends of 11 lines.

Fragment (a) 270. Fragments (fc) and (d) 320. Fragment (c) 321. :.

.'

10353. Papyrus. 11 x 093.— Gebelen. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive, "i

Beginning of a contract made at Crocodilopolis (of the Thebaid) between Petesuchus, son of

Petearsemtheus, and . . . tomminis, daughter of Schotes, referring to the completion of

the sale of some property. Latter half of the 2nd century B. c. 10 lines, the

beginnings of which are lost.

308.

10354. Papyrus. 053 x 066.— Gebelen. — 1 selis.— Fibres vertical.— Good-

sized cursive.

Fragment of a contract, probably a loan of money, mentioning Anicetus and Nechthnibis.

Latter half of the 2nd century b. c. Beginnings of 9 lines.

310.

10355. Papyrus. 061 x 073.— Gebelen.— 1 selis.— Medium-sized cursive.

7 incomplete lines from the end of a contract mentioning Dryton and ' household slaves.'

Latter half of the 2nd century b. c.

Diyton and his 'household slaves' are mentioned in Grenfell, Oreek Papyri, I. no. 21.

311.

10356. Papyrus. 043 x 051. — Gebelen. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Beginnings of 6 lines from a contract. Latter half of the 2nd century b. c.

312.

10357. Papyrus. — 138 x 065. — Gebelen. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical. —
Written on the verso.— Small cursive.

Beginnings of 15 lines from a contract for loan, mentioning Dioscurides. Written by Areius,

agoranomus of Pathyris, in B. c. 132-127 (cf. Grenfell, Greek Papyri, I. nos. 18 and 20).

813.
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10356. Papyrus. — 11 x 065. — Gebelen. — 2 selides.— Small cursive. ' .7 '. ..'

Parts of 9 lines from a contract for the sale of house or land property, Nebthus being one

,-.'• of the ipafties to the agreement. Lattef half of the 2nd century b. c. . .. _;.;

314.

10359. Papyrus. 046 x 094. — Gebelen.— 1 selis. — Small cursive. '

""''

Parts of 5 lines from a letter (?). Late 2nd century B. c. ,
'

315.
'

'

'.

10360. Papyrus. 062 x 065.— Gebelen. — 1 selis. — Small cursive.

Portions of 6 lines from a docket stating that the tax on sales had been paid on the sale of

property near Pathyris by Phmois. Latter half of the 2nd century b. c.

316.

10361 (a), {h). Papyrus. 127 x 126 (fragment a). — Gebelen, — 1 selis.

—

•
;

Medium-sized cursive.
,

.

"

Beginning of a petition addressed to Ptolemaeus and Cleopatra, gods Philometores, by the

priests of the temple at Pathyris. Written in the 32nd year of Philometor (b. c. 150-149).

10 lines.

Fragment (a) 317. Fragme^t (6) 319.

10362. Papyrus. 121 x 066.— Gebelen. — 1 seKs. — Medium-sized cursive.

Fragment from the beginning of another petition similar to 10361. About B. c. 150.

.318.

Written in the same hand as 10361, perhaps another column of the same document

10363. Papyrus. 139 x 07. — Gebelen. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Ends of 15 lines from a petition complaining of the conduct of Psennou[thes]. Latter half

.- .

"
: of the 2nd century B. 0.

322.

10364. Papyrus. 074 x 198. — Gebelen.— 1 selis and a strip to the left. —
Large cursive.

End of a receipt for the payment of the price of a horse. Latter half of the 2nd century b. c.

7 lines.

323.

10365. Papyrus.— 101 x 093.— Gebelen.— 1 selis.— Good-sized cursive.

Ends of 9 lines from a contract. Latter half of the 2nd century b. c.

325.

10366. Papyrus.— 076 x 092.— Gebelen.— 2 selides.— Medium-sized cursive
;

a different hand begins at the 6th hne.

__ Beginning of a contract for a loan of money. Written in the 7th year of a king, in the

same hand as 10370. The 7th year therefore refers to Cleopatra III and Soter II

(b. c. 111). Parts of 8 lines.

326.
,

. "

Published in Univ. of Chicago Decennial Publications, V. no. 8, by E. J. Goodspeed.
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10367 (a), (6), (c), (d), (e), (/). Papyi-us. — 111 x 038 (fragment c). — Gebelen.

— 1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive.

Six fragments of a document, the largest (c) containing parts of 1 1 lines. 2nd century b. c.

10368. Papjnnis. 067 x -283. — Gebelen. — 3 selides. — Small cursive.

Part of a contract for the sale of 13^ w^x*'^ of land to Pates. Dated in the 4th year of

Cleopatra III and Ptolemy Soter II (b. c. 113). The first column, which conta,ins

in 5 lines a short abstract of the sale, is nearly complete ; of the second column 6 lines

of the date-formula are preserved.

330.

10369. Papyrus. 071 x -311. — Gebelen. — 2 selides. — Small cursive.

Contract for the cession by Horus, son of Imouthes, to his son Petosiris of the fourth part of

a property, which amounted to 16 arourae. Dated in the 41st year (of Euergetes II,

i. e. B. c. 129). Of the first column, containing the abstract of the contract, 2 lines

are preserved ; of the second column 6 lines, broken at the ends.

331.

Published in Univ. of Chicago Decennial Publications, V. no. 6, by E. J. Goodspeed.

10370 (a), {h). Papyrus. — 038 x 098 (fragment a). — Gebelen. — 1 sells. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Two fragments from a contract for the loan of money and barley from Panobchounis, son of

Nechoutes. Written at Pathyris in the 8th year, Sosus being the agoranomus. Cf.

Grenfell, Greek Papyri, I. nos. 26-7, which show that the 8th year refers to

Cleopatra III and Soter II (b. c. 110). In all, parts of 8 lines are preserved.

Fragment (a) 332. Fragment (h) 333.

10371 (a), {V). Papyrus. 118 x -195 (fragment I). — Gebelen. — 1 sells. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Petition addressed to Amphicles, vironvrjij.aToypA<poi, by the priests of the temple of Suchus at

Crocodilopolis, complaining of a raid upon their property by inhabitants of Hermonthis.

The 48th year of a king is mentioned, which must refer to Euergetes II (b. c. 123).

Incomplete, 15 lines.

Cf. 10351, which refers to the same afiFair.

Fragment (o) 334.

Published in ArchivfUr Papyrusforschung, I. p. 61, by Grenfell and Hunt.

10372. Papyrus. 136 x 075.— Probably from Akhmim. — 1 sells. — Fibres

vertical. — Written on the verso, — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 18 lines from a letter (?), much effaced. 2nd century b. c.

392.

10373. Papyrus. — 045 x 085. — Gebelen. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 4 lines from the top of a column, giving a list of persons. 2nd century b. c.

396.
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10374. Papyrus. — 09 x 095. — Gebelen. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Large

cursive.

Promise by Peteuris to pay 5 talents of copper. 2nd century b. c. Complete. 7 lines.

40.5.

Cf. 10375 and Grenfell, Greek Papyri, I. no. 4, which are similar promises made by Peteuns.

10375. Papyrus. — 096 x 051. — Gebelen.— 1 sells.— Medium-sized cursive.

Promise by Peteuris to pay 5 talents of copper; similar to 10374. 2nd century B.C.

Complete. 8 lines.

408.

Published in Univ. of Chicago Decennial Puhlications, V. no. 5, by E. J. Goodspeed.

10376. Papyrus.— 132 x 068.— Gebelen. — 1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive.

Agreement by Pates, son of Panebchonis, that he would pay 45 artabae of wheat

and ten birds as rent for an island which he had leased. Early 1st century B. c. The

16th year of a king mentioned in line 6 probably refers to Ptolemy Alexander I

(b. c. 99-8). Practically complete. 9 lines.

407.

Published in op. cit. no. 9.

10377. Papyrus.- 101 x 105.- Gebelen. - 1 seUs. - Fibres vertical
;
written

on the verso.— Medium-sized cursive.

Abstiuct of a contract, forming the first column of the document, for the sale of ^\ aroura

from Pachnoubis to Thrason and others for 4000 copper drachmae. Dated m

Pharmouthi of the 41st year (of Euergetes II, b. c. 129). 8 lines. At the top 5 Imes

washed out.

406.

10378. Papyrus. -11 x -067. - Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). - 1 sells.

-

Small cursive.

Parts of 10 lines from an account. 3rd century b. c.

474.

10379. Papyrus. - 161 x 145 (fragment d). - Gebelen.- 2 selldes or more.-
Medium-sized cursive ; signature in rude uncials.

Seven fragments of a document in two columns, to which is appended a declaration on oath

wriTten by Anicetus, son of Ptolemaeus. Written in the 35th year (of Phdometor or

Euergetes 11, B.C. 147-6 or 136-5). Of col. 1 parts of 12 lines are preserved; of

col. 2 parts of 11 lines.

10380 (a), {h), (c), id), (e), (/), {^), W, i^h i^), (0, W. i-l iP]^

^J'
(«)' Wj

Papyrus. -211 x 1 (fragment o). - Gebelen. - 2 selides (?).- Small

cursive ; col. 2 by a different hand.

Parts of two columns from a list of abstracts of contracts for sales, loans, &c Latter half

of the 2nd century B.C. The first column, contained in fragments {a) to {k) and

(5), (r), is much mutilated; the second, (k) to (p), is better preserved, and has

24 lines.

Cf. 10381, 10382, 10383, which may all have formed part of this docnment.

H
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10381 (a), {b), (c), (d). Papyrus.— -158 x -127 (fragments (c) and (d) combined).—
Gebelen. — 2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive.

List of abstracts of contracts, similar to 10380. Latter half of the 2nd century B.C.

Imperfect. 25 lines.

10382 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e). Papyrus. — -212 x -286. — Gebelen. — 3 seUdes.—

Medium-sized cursive.

List of abstracts of contracts, similar to 10380. Latter half of the 2nd century B.C.

Nearly complete. 16 lines.

Fragment (o) 329.

10383 (a), {h), (c), {d). Papyrus. — 119 x 051 (fragment c). — Gebelen. — 1 sells.

— Small cursive.

Four fragments from a list of abstracts of contracts, similar to 10380. Latter half of the

2nd century b. c. The largest fragment (c) contains parts of 22 lines.

10384. Papyrus. — 058 x 03. — Gebelen.— 1 sells.— Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 5 lines from the middle of a document. Latter half of the 2nd century b. c.

10385. Papyrus. 046 x 035.— Gebelen. — 1 sells.— Small cursive.

Parts of 4 lines from the beginning of a contract. Latter half of the 2nd century b. c.

10386. Papyrus. OG x 01. — Gebelen. — 1 sells.— Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 7 lines from the middle of a document. Latter half of the 2nd century b. c.

10387 (ft), {h), (c). Papyi-us. — 085 x 037. — Gebelen. — 1 sells. — Small

cursive.

Three fragments of a contract, the largest (a) containing parts of 12 lines. Latter half of

the 2nd century b. c. The 7th year of a kingj probably Soter II, is mentioned.

10388 (a), {h), (c), (d), (e), (/), (g). Papyrus. — -29 x -221. — Gebelen.— 2 selides.

— Medium-sized cursive.

Will of Pachnoubis, son of Taskus, bequeathing his property to his wife Tathotes and his

sons, with copies of the signatures of six witnesses. Written by [Ammonius], the

agent of Heliodorus, agoranomus, in the 47th year (of Euergetes II, i.e. B.C. 123).

Nearly complete. 32 lines.

Cf. 10389, written in the same hand.

Published in Archivfur Papyrusforschwig, I. p. 62, by Grenfell and Hunt.

10389. Papyrus. 159 x 119. — Gebelen.— 1 sells. — Good-sized cursive.

Fragment from the conclusion of a sale of house or land property, written by Ammonius, the

agent of Heliodorus, agoranomus. At the end 2 lines from a signature. About

B. c. 123. Cf. 10388, written in the same hand. Parts of 11 lines.

10390. Papyrus. 047 x 035. — Gebelen. — 1 sells. — Small cursive.

Beginnings of 6 lines from a contract for a loan of corn, Petesuchus being one of the

parties. Latter half of the 2nd century b. c.
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10391. Papyrus. 021 x 025. — Gebelen. — 1 selis. — Small cursive.

Parts of 2 lines from a contract (?). Latter half of the 2nd century b. c.

10392. Papyrus. 118 x 062,— Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 selis. —
Good-sized semi-uncial.

Parts of 14 lines from an account. 3rd century b. c.

56.

10393. Papyi-us. 152 x 1 049. — 9 selides.— Large irregular uncial.

On the recto nine columns of a list of payments of wheat by different persons on different

days; the spaces between and below the columns have in several places been subse-

quently filled with rude diagrams of houses, gardens, and figures. On the verso eight

columns of similar accounts. At the end a sketch of a cat. Some effaced lines

occur on the verso. About the 1st century a. d. Written in the 6th year. 16 lines

in col. 1 of the recto.

10394. Papyrus. 061 x 085. — 1 selis and a strip along the top. — Fibres

vertical. — Small cursive.

Receipt written by John, showing that Apa Kro had paid 2^ carats for carriage of corn.

7th century. Nearly complete. 5 lines.

3.

10395 (a), {h), (c), {d), (e). Papyi'us.— -208 x -075 (fragment a).— 1 selis. —
Large cursive.

Part of a Christian prayer on behalf of saints, evangelists, prophets, &c. 5th or 6th century.

19 incomplete lines in fragment (a).

Fragments (6) to (e) have been incorrectly joined together.

Fragment (a) 4. Fragments (6)-(e) 15.

10396. Papyrus. 182 x 069. — 1 selis.— Fibres vertical.—Apparently written

on the verso.— Good-sized cursive.

Account of debts owing from various persons. 6th century. 16 incomplete lines.

6.

10397. Papyrus.— 126 x 123.— 1 selis.— Medium-sized uncial ; a scholium in

small ciu-sive.

Fragment containing the ends of Odyssey XV. 216-231, and the beginnings of 239-253.

2nd century.

8.

Published in Univ. of Chicago Decennial Publications, V. no. 1, by E. J. Goodspeed.

10398. Papyrus. — 105 x 113.-2 selides. — Two hands, both good-sized

cursive.

Parts of 6 lines from an account. 6th century.

16.

h2
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10399. Papyrus. — 055 x 082.— 2 selides. — Fibres vertical. — Small cursive.

Fragment containing the end of a line. 7th century.

Wrongly joined to 10400 and a piece of blank papyrus.

17.

10400. Papyrus. 055 x 149. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Beginning of a letter concerning the payment of wine. 6th century. 1 line.

Wrongly joined to 10S89 and a piece of blank papyrus.

17.

10401. Papyi'us. — 065 x 095. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical. — Small cursive.

Order for payment of one loaf and 10 jars of wine (?) to Geotoms. 6th or 7th century.

Practically complete. 5 lines.

20.

10402. Papyrus. 091 x 072. — 1 selis. — Good-sized cursive.

Fragment of a receipt. 6th century. Parts of 4 lines.

21.

10403 (a), (h). Papyrus.—083 x 029 (fragment a). — 1 selis. — Medium-sized

semi-cursive.

Two fragments, containing portions of 15 and 13 lines from a document. 2nd or 3rd

century. _

The two fragments are incorrectly joined to each other and to 10404.

28.

10404 (a), (b). Papyrus. 098 x 029. — 1 selis. — Sloping cursive.

Two fragments, the larger [b) containing the beginnings of 12 lines from a document. 3rd

century.

Incorrectly joined to 10403.

28.

10405 (a), (h), (c). Papyrus. — 084 x 08 (fragment a). — 1 selis (?). — Small

cursive.

Three fragments, the largest (a) containing parts of 6 lines, from a document. 3rd or 4th

century.

Incorrectly joined together.

30.

10406. Papyrus.— 172 x 074. — 1 selis. — Irregular cursive.

Part of an acknowledgement of a loan. 5th or 6th century. Ends of 12 lines.

40.

10407 (a), (&). Papyrus. 058 x 057 (fragment a). — Probably from the

Fayoum. — 2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive.

Two fragments, the largest (a) containing parts of 8 lines, from a declaration on oath.

Early 4th century. The 14th year of an emperor is mentioned and also indictions.

Incorrectly joined to 10408 and 10408.

42.
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10408. Papyrus. 043 x 07. — 1 sells. — Good-sized cursive.

Parts of 5 lines from a letter. 3rd century.

Cf. note on 10407.

42.

10409. Papyrus.— 039 x 046. — 1 sells. — Small cursive.

Parts of 3 lines from a document. 3rd or 4th century.

Cf. note on 10407.

42.

10410. Papyrus. 079 x 125. — 1 sells and a strip along the bottom. — Fibres

vertical.— Good-sized cursive.

Fart of an account in two columns. 7th century. In all 9 incomplete Lines.

47.

10411. Papyrus. 112 x 052. — 1 seUs. — Medium-sized cursive.

Beginnings of 4 lines from an account. 6th century.

Joined to two blank pieces which do not belong to it.

55.

10412. Papyrus.—065 x 134.— 1 sells.— Fibres vertical.— Medium-sized cursive.

Order addressed to John, receiver of ta:xes in wine, to pay to certain churches an amount

which is lost. 6th or 7th century. 4 lines, broken at the end.

60.

10413. Papyrus.— 1 x 068. — 1 sells. — Large cursive ; the last line in rude

uncials.

Beginnings of 6 lines from a receipt or account connected with wine. 6th or 7th century.

61.

10414. Papyrus. 043 x 131. — 1 sells.— Fibres vertical.— Small cursive.

3 incomplete lines from an account. 7th or 8th century.

62.

10416. Papyrus.—029 x 106. — 1 sehs. — Large cursive.

Parts of 3 lines from the end of a contract. 6th century.

Joined to 10416.

63.

10416 (a), (&). Papyrus. 08 x 048 (fragment a). — 1 sells. — Clear cursive.

Two fragments, the larger (a) containing parts of 3 lines from a document, 5th or 6th

century.

Joined to 10415.

63.

10417. Papyrus. 087 x -055. — 1 sells. — Good-sized cursive.

Parts of 4 lines from a receipt. 6th century.

65.
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10418. Papyrus. 098 x 079. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical ; written on the

verso.— Small cursive.

List of persons from whom smns were owing. 6th or 7th century. Incomplete. 1 1 lines.

66.

10419. Papyrus.^ 064: x 093.— 1 selis.— Medium-sized cursive.

Beginnings of 7 lines from the end of a document. 3rd century.

69.

10420. Papyrus. 095 x 056 — 1 selis. — Mediiun-sized cursive.

List of names. 4th century. Incomplete. 13 lines.

70,

10421. Papyrus. — 06 x 148. — 2 selides. — Fibres vertical. — Good-sized

cursive.

Parts of 4 lines from a letter. 5th or 6th century.

74.

10422. Pap3mis. — 073 x 072. — 1 selis.— Large cursive.

Ends of 5 lines from the beginning of a letter. Late 3rd or 4th century.

83.

10423. Papyrus.— 075 x 084. — 1 selis. — Small, very cursive.

Receipt for 6 artabae, signed by Agathus. About the 6th century. Complete. 5 lines.

84.

10424. Papyrus. 067 x 064. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 5 lines from the bottom of a column, giving topographical details. 2nd or 3rd /

century.

85.

10425. Papyrus. 068 x 129. — 1 selis and a strip to the right. — Medium-

sized cursive.

Ends of 2 lines from the signatures to a document. 5th or 6th century.

86,

10426. Papyrus. 035 x 093. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 5 lines from the beginning of a document. 2nd or 3rd century.

87,

10427. Papyrus.— 1 x 159.— 1 selis.— Fibres vertical. — Large semi-cursive.

Parts of 6 lines from the end of a letter. 5th or 6th century.

88.

10428. Papyrus. 139 x 051. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Beginnings of 4 lines from the end of a letter, and beginnings of 12 lines from another letter.

2nd or 3rd century.

91.
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10429. Papyrus. 141 x 09. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Tax-receipt showing that Erieus, son of Anoubion, had paid 400 drachmae as poll-tax and

! police-tax upon the members of his household at Memphis. Dated in the 20th year of

Commodus (a. D. 180). Complete. 12 lines.

93.

Published in Univ. of Chicago Decennial Puhlieations, V. no. 10, by E. J. Goodspeed.

10430. Papyrus. 091 x 097. — 1 selis. — Good-sized cursive.

End of an acknowledgement. Dated in the 14th year of Antoninus (a. d. 151). 5 lines.

94.

10431. Papyrus.—072 x 088.— 2 selides. — Fibres vertical. — Upright cursive.

Receipt for six jars of wine paid by (?) Christodora and Eulogla. 6th or 7th century.

Incomplete. 3 lines.

95.

10432. Papyrus. 155 x -262.— 2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive.

List of payments during Phamenoth from the village of Andromachis. 4th century. Prac-

tically complete. 11 lines.

96.

10433. Papyrus. 104 x 086. — 2 selides.— Fibres vertical. — Small sloping

cursive.

Part of a letter addressed to [Agrijcola and Cattius Clementinus. 3rd century. Ends of

13 lines.

98.

10434. Papyrus.—051 x 066. — 1 selis. — Large, rude uncial.

Fragment (or perhaps a complete document) containing the words + AflOC KYPIOC

ZABAtOT. About the 6th century.

99.

10435. Papyrus. — 104 x 077. — 1 selis. — Good-sized cursive.

Letter from Aias to his son Longinus, directing him to give some fleeces to Sarapammon,

and making other requests. 3rd century. Incomplete, being broken at the end.

13 lines.

102.

10436. Papyrus. 112 x 074.— 1 selis. — Small cursive.

.7 lines from the end of an account. 2nd or 3rd century.

103.

10437. Papyrus. 106 x 11.-2 selides. — Good-sized cursive.

Parts of 6 lines from an account in artabae. 6th or 7th century.

104.

10438. Papyrus.— 074 x 043. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 2 lines. 6th or 7th century.

Wrongly joined to 10437.

104.
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10439. Papyrus. — 076 x 078.— Probably from Dimeh (Fayoum).— 1 selis. —
Small, very cursive, except the signature, which is in rude uncials.

Certificate issued by Longinus to Panephrommis, son of Satabous, that he had worked the

statutory five days on the embankments at Socnopaei Nesus. Dated in the 1 1th year

of Antoninus (a. d. 148). Practically complete. 8 lines.

Wrongly joined to 10440 and to a piece turned over.

106.

10440. Papyrus. 059 x 072. — Probably from Dimeh (Fayoum). — 1 selis. —
Small, very cursive.

Similar certificate issued by Valerius to another Panephrommis. About 150 a. d. The body

of the document is written in the same hand as 10439. Incomplete, the beginning

being lost. 5 lines.

106.

10441. Papyrus. 151 x 067. — Probably from Dimeh (Fayoum). — 1 selis.—
Sloping cursive.

Beginnings of 20 lines from a tax-receipt. Dated in the 17th year of Septimius Severus,

Caracalla and Geta (a. d. 208-209).

115.

10442. Papjnnis. — 086 x 105.— 1 selis.— Small cursive.

Beginning of an account, much abbreviated. 7th or 8th century. 5 lines.

119.

10443. Papyi-us. 208 x 061,— 1 selis. — Fibres vertical ; written on the

verso. — Good-sized, neat uncial.

Ends of Homer's Iliad, IV. 191-219. About the 2nd century. Between line 194 (a;i]u/xoi/os

i7jTT)po[s) and line 198 (icTjpv]^ aniBrjafv a/co[vo-as) the papyrus has only one line,

] . . \aov Ax(uui[v (cf. 1. 184). Lines 195-7 were athetized by Aristarchus.

122.

10444. Papyrus.—112 x 073.— 1 selis.— Small cursive.

Ends of 6 lines from a money account. 2nd or 3rd century.

123.

10445. Papyrus, 114 x 058.— 1 selis. — Small cursive.

Receipt for 24 drachmae paid by Cha«ras to Ptolemaeus. 2nd or 3rd century. The 20th

and 21st years of an emperor are mentioned. Complete. 7 lines.

125.

10446. Papyrus. — 04 x 077, — 1 seUs, — Fibres vertical, — Medium-sized

cursive.

Parts of 3 lines from a receipt (?). 6th century.

Joined to 10447.

130.
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10447. Papyrus. — 04:8 x 12. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized

cursive.

Parts of 3 lines from a document. 6th or 7th centuiy.

Joined to 10446.

130.

10448. Papyrus. 193 x 106. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical.— Good-sized semi-

uncial.

Fragment containing 17 nearly complete lines of an account of an embassy of Alexandrian

officials to the Emperor Claudius, forming part of the same document as no. 511 of the

Berlin Griec/iische Urkunden.

132.

Published in Rente des Etudes Juires, XXXI. pp. 161 sqq., by T. Reinach, from a copy by P. Jouguet.

10449. Papyrus. 156 x 059. — Probably from the Fayoum. — 1 sells. —
Fibres vertical.— Small cursive.

Parts of 21 lines from an official account. 2nd or early 3rd century.

133.

10450. Papyrus. — 071 x 13, — 2 selides. — Fibres vertical.— Small cursive,

Pali; of a letter, containing 3 incomplete lines. 6th or 7th century.

134.

10451. Papyrus.— 073 x -133 (fragment a).— 2 selides. — Fibres vertical. —
Large cursive.

Three fragments, incorrectly joined together, from an agreement, the largest {a) containing

parts of 4 lines. 6th century.

136.

10452. Papyrus. 036 x -026. — 1 sells, — SmaU cursive.

Parts of 3 lines from the beginning of a contract. 6th century.

Joined to the following papyrus.

138.

10453. Papyrus. — 086 x 081.— 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized

cursive.

Parts of 8 lines from a letter. 6th or 7th century.

Joined to 10462.

138.

10454. Papyrus. 085 x 072. — 1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 10 lines from the end of a letter. 4th centuiy.

139.

10455. Papyrus.—107 x -079. — 1 sells. — Large cursive.

Parts of 7 lines from the beginning of a document. 3rd century.

Joined to the following and to a piece of blank papyrus.

141.

I
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10456. Papyrus. — 025 x 026. — 1 seUs.— SmaU cursive. ^ "
.

Parts of 4 lines from a document. 2nd or 3rd century.

Joined to the preceding and to a piece of blank papyrus.

141.

10457. Papyrus. — 016 x 071. — 1 selis. — Small cursive.
*' '

Fragment containing 1 line. 6th or 7th century. . .'. [

Joined to 10458-60.

143.

10458. Papyrus.— 02 x 071. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 3 lines from the beginning of a document. 6th or 7th century.

Joined to 10457, 10459-60.

143.

10459. Papyrus.—065 x 065. — 1 selis.— Good-sized cursive.

Parts of 6 lines from an agreement. 5th or 6th century.

Joined to 10457-8, 10460.

143.

10460. Papyrus. — 064 x 017. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized

cursive.

Ends of 3 lines of a document. 6th or 7th century.

Joined to 10457-9.

143.

10461. Papyrus. — -259 x 15, — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides.

—

Medium-sized cursive.
. ;

Account of receipts of wine. 4th century. Nearly complete. 14 lines. '
' -

146.
. . -

.

10462. Papyrus. — -194 x 14. — Probably from Ashmvmen. — 2 selides. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Letter addressed to an ofEcialis by a person whose name is lost, concerning military matters.

Dated in the consulship of Acindynus and Proculus (a. d. 340). Nearly complete.

21 lines.
"

. .

147.

10463. Papyrus.—136 x 086. — Probably from Aslmaunen.— 1 selis. — Large

cursive. \

Ends of 11 lines from the conclusion of a letter. 4th century. 1,

148.

'

• '
-.

10464. Papyrus. — 133 x 136. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis.

—

Medium-sized cursive.

Receipt for payment of 20 talents to herdsmen from the village of Magdola as wages for the

3rd indiction. Dated in the consulship of Sabinus and Rufinus (a. d. 316). Nearly

complete. 10 lines. , . ,,

149. . >

,'
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10465. Papyi-us. 14 x 133. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Acknowledgement given by Aurelia Charite to a son of Anoubion, of the receipt of 1200

talents on loan. 4th century. Incomplete. 11 lines.

Aurelia Charite occurs in FUhrer durch die Ausstellung Papyrus Erzherzog Rainer, nos. 303, 305, &c.

150.

10466. Papyrus. — 15 x 086. — Probably from Ashmunen.— 1 sells. — Medium-

sized cursive.

Ends of 14 lines from a letter, enclosing a copy of an order addressed to an exactor by Vale-

rius Dionysius, centurion, and mentioning the praefect Valerius Victorinianus. 4th

century.

151.

10467. Papyrus. — 16 x 133. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides.— Good-

sized cursive.

Beginnings of 11 lines from an acknowledgement addressed to Sarapion, son of Hermes, by

Charite (cf. 10465), of the receipt of some payment. 4th century. Dated in the con-

sulship of Vettius Pruci[ (?)

152.

10468. Papyrus. 17 x 078. — 1 sells. — 2 hands, one small semi-uncial, the

other cursive.

Beginnings of 23 lines from a taxing-account concerning corn. 3rd century.

153.

10469. Papyrus. 132 x 182. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 sehdes. —
Small cursive.

Notification addressed to Aurelius Asclepiades, praepositus, by the village officials of Prektis,

of persons eligible for holding the office of sitologus. 4th century. Incomplete, being

broken at the bottom. 15 lines.

10545 is a, duplicate copy of this papyrus.

154.

10470. Papyrus. 216 x 146. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides.

—

6 hands, medium-sized cursive.

List of persons holding municipal offices during the 15th indiction, and of their sureties.

4th century. Incomplete, being broken at the bottom. 28 lines.

155.

10471. Papyrus. 212 x -153. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
Good-sized cursive.

Conclusion of a contract for the hire and payment of labourers. 4th century. 19 lines.

156.

l2
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10472. Papyrus. — 142 x 184. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
Good-sized cursive.

Report addressed to Sostratus Aelianus, strategus, by Aurelius Palaus (?), a brjuotnos yeu-

fieVpi/s, and Aurelius Eudaemon, yrojo-TTjp Kaj/x/js, concerning the measurement of some

land. Dated in the 6th consulship of Licinius Augustus and the 2nd of Licinius

Caesar (a. d. 323). Incomplete, the end being lost. 13 lines.

157.

10473. Papyrus. — 131 x -214. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 3 selides. —
Medium-sized cursive.

List of persons eligible for holding the office of tax-collector (?), similar to 10468 and 10470.

4th century, Incomplete. 17 lines,

158.

10474. Papyi-us.—185 x 158. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis and a

strip to the right. — Medium-sized cursive.

Petition addressed to Aurelius Nilus (cf. 10269) and Aurelius Theodoras, riparii of the Her-

mopolite nome, by Aurelius Serenus, complaining that during his absence his wife had

been given in marriage by her parents to someone else. Dated in the consulship of

Mamertinus and Nevitta (a. d. 362). Incomplete, the end being lost. 19 lines,

159.

10475. Papyrus. — 147 x 124. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis and a

strip to the right,— Medium-sized cursive, the same as 10474.

Duplicate of 10474, dated in the same year (a. d. 362). Incomplete. Parts of 15 lines.

160.

10476. Papyrus. — -238 x 127. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis, —
Medium-sized cursive.

Proposal addressed to Aurelia Charite (ef. 10465, 10467) by Elavius Casius to lease 15

arourae of land near the dyke of Magdola in the Hermopolite nome, at the rent of 30

artabae of wheat for one year. Dated in the consulship of Vulcacius Rufinus and

Flavius [Eusebius] (a. d. 347). Practically complete. 25 lines.

161.

The date discussed in The Amherst Papyri, II. p. 169 ; cf.Wilcken i^ArchivfurPapyrusforschung, II. p. 135.

10477 (a), (b). Papyi-us. — -219 x -177 (fragment a). — Probably from Ash-

munen.— 1 selis. — Small flowing cursive.

Part of a petition (?) with a list (in three columns) of indictments against the accused persons.

4th century. Much mutilated. 31 lines in the body of the document. Of the three

columns below, col. 2 has 24 lines preserved.

Fragment (o) 162. Fragment (h) 354.

10478. Papyrus. — 13 x 094. —^ Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis.— Good-

sized cursive.

"Beginnings of 13 lines from a notification of persons eligible for some office; cf. 10469-70.

4th century.

164.
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10479. Papyrus. 111 x 185.—Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides.— Good-

sized cursive.

Account of payments for various purposes. 4th century. Incomplete. 15 lines.

165.

10480. Papyrus. — -251 x 161. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Receipt for payments to a bank for transport. 4th century. Nearly complete. 10 lines.

166.

10481. Papyrus. 12 x -128. — Probably from Ashmimen. — 2 selides.— Clear

semi-uncial.

Conclusion of a petition (?). 4th century. Beginnings of 1 lines.

167.

10482 (a), (ft). Papyrus. — 095 x 124 (fragment a). — Probably from Ashmu-

nen.— 2 selides. — Good-sized cursive.

Two fragments from the beginning of a Greek document. Dated in Latin at the top in the

consulship of [Theodosius and Rumojridus (a. d. 403). Parts of 8 lines.

Fragment (a) 168. Fragment (ft) 178.

10483. Papyrus. — 143 x 071. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Account of payments. 4th century. Incomplete. 17 lines.

169.

10484. Papyrus. — 131 x 141. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Declaration on oath addressed to Aurelius Adelphius, prytanis-elect, by a member of the

boule of Hermopolis, that he would be surety for Aurelius Olympius. Early 4th

century ; cf. 10485, 10530. Incomplete. 15 lines.

170.

Cf. 10493, perhaps a duplicate with slight variations. For Aurelius Adelphius cf. Fuhrer diirch die

Ausstellung Papynis Erzherzog Jtainer, nos. 313-4.

10485. Papyrus.— 131 x 16,— Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. — Good-

sized cursive.

Proposal addressed to Aurelius Adelphius (cf . 10484) by Aurelius Silvanus to lease a farm

at the rent of 30 artabae of barley. The 3rd indiction is mentioned. Dated in the

consulship of Volusianus and Annianus (a. d. 314). Incomplete, the end being lost.

13 lines.

171.

The date discussed in "Die Amherst Papyri, Part II, p. 169.

10486. Papyrus. — 13 x 152. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis and a strip

to the left. — Good-sized cursive.

Order from Aurelius Cyrillus to Aurelia Charite (cf. 10465, &c.) to send 104 sextarii of wine

by boat for the use of a body of soldiers. 4th century. Practically complete.

10 lines.

172.

Published in Univ. of Chicago Decennial Publications, V. no. 11, by E. J. Goodspeed.
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10487. Papyrus. — 118 x 185. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Fragment of a list of land-holders in various villages of the Hermopolite nome. 4th century.

Parts of two columnSj of which the first has only the ends of lines. Col. 2 has 8 lines.

173.

10488. Papyrus. 151 x 104. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells. —
Medium-sized cm'sive.

Declaration on oath that the writer would be surety for Aurelius Horus, a ship's captain.

Dated in the consulship of Plaeidus and Romulus (a. d. 343). Incomplete, having lost

the beginnings of lines. 18 lines.

174.

10489. Papyrus. — 11 x 087. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Account of payments in talents for various purposes. 4th century. Incomplete, the beginning

being lost. 13 lines.

175.

10490. Papyrus.— 12 x 161. — Probably from Aslimunen. — 2 selides.— Good-

sized cursive.

Fragment from the conclusion of a petition, asking that certain persons may be brought to

justice. 4th century. Parts of 8 lines.

176.

10491. PapjTus. — 175 x 145. — Probably from Aslimunen. — 1 sells. —

:

Medium-sized cursive.

Declaration on oath by Aurelius Tothes that he would be surety for Aurelius Pankolasuchis'

remaining at his post. 4th century. Nearly complete. 15 lines.

177.

10492. Papyrus. — 141 x 109.— Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Fragment of a memorandum from two persons called . .]onynus and Copreas with reference

to the dispatch of wood for building purposes. 4th century. Parts of 12 lines.

Cf. 10516, written in the same hand and perhaps forming part of the same document.

179.

10493. Papyrus. — -243 x 09. — Probably from Ashmunen.— 1 sells. — Good-

sized cursive.

Declaration on oath by Aurelius Proclinus, member of the boule of Ilermopolis, that he would

be surety for Aurelius Olympius. Early 4th century. Incomplete. Parts of 19 lines.

180.

Cf. 10484, perhaps a duplicate with slight variations.

10494. Papyrus. — 05 x -218. — Ashmunen (?).— 2 seUdes. — Fibres vertical. —
Good-sized cursive.

Fragment of a letter. Late 4th or 5th century. Parts of 6 lines.

182.
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10495. Papyrus. — -242 x 07. — Ashmunen (?). — 1 sells.— Good-sized semi-

uncial.

Ends of 32 lines from a letter. 4th century.

181.
•

10496. Papyrus. 167 x 078. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 seUdes. —
Small cursive.

Fragment of a lease of land in the Hermojwlite noma. 4th century. Parts of 27 lines.

183.

10497 (a), (b). Papyrus. — 08 x 143 (fragments a, h combined).— Ashmurien (?).

— 2 seUdes. — Medium-sized cursive.

Two fragments (which join together) of the will of a native of Alexandria, containing the

ends of 12 lines. 3rd or early 4th century.

" Fragment (a) 184. Fragment (6) 239.

10498. Papyrus. — 15 x 193.— Probably from Aslmiunen.— 1 sells. — Fibres

vertical. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of two orders from the praepositus to village officials req^uesting the dispatch of certain

persons. 4th century. Much mutilated. 10 lines.

185.

10499. Papyrus.— 088 x 067. — Probably from the Fayoum.— 1 sells. — Small

cursive, except the first three Unes, which are in large cursive.

Fragment of an acknowledgement of the receipt of a loan amounting to 1300 drachmae. At

the end two demotic lines. 2nd century. Parts of 15 lines.

186.

10500. Papyrus. 076 x 067. — Probably fr-om Ashmunen. — 1 sells.— Large

cursive.

Fragment containing parts of 5 lines from the end of an agreement. 4th century.

188.

10501. Papyrus.—083 x 046.— 2 selides.— Good-sized cursive.

Fragment containing parts of 8 lines of a document. 6th century.

189.

10502 {a), (h). Papyi-us. — 095 x -068 (fragment a). —2 selides (?).— Medium-

sized cursive.

Two fragments, incorrectly joined together, of an account. 6th or 7th century. Fragment (a)

has parts of 5 lines, fragment (5) parts of 8.

Perhaps the two fragments belong to separate documents.

190.

10503. Papyrus. 11 x 108. — 1 sells. — Medium-sized cm-sive.

Part of an account of payments for various purposes. 5th or 6th century. 9 lines.

191. o r
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10504. Papyrus. — 046 x -13. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Good-sized upright

cursive.

Part of one line from the beginning of a document. 7th or 8th century.

192.

10505. Papyrus. — 066 x -233. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Good-sized sloping

cursive.

Part of a letter. 6th century. 3 incomplete lines.

193.

10506. Papyrus.— -106 x 113. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized

sloping cursive.

Parts of 10 lines from an account (?). 6th or 7th century.

194.

10507. Papyrus. — 062 x 051. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Small cursive.

Parts of 4 lines from an account (?). 6th or 7th century.

Wrongly joined to 10508.

195.

10508. Papyrus. — 068 x -059. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Good-sized clear

cursive.

Parts of 3 lines from an account. 6th or 7th century.

Wrongly joined to 10507.

195.

10509. Papyrus.^ 086 x 065. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Good-sized cursive.

Parts of 6 lines from the end of a letter (?). 6th or 7th century.

Wrongly joined to 10510.

196.

10510. Papyrus. 1 x 05. — Probably from Medinet el Fayoum. — 2selldes.

—

Good-sized sloping cursive.

Beginning of a contract in which one of the parties is a woman called Isis. Dated in the 6th

year of Maurice, 6th indiction (a. d. 587-8). 1 1 incomplete lines.

Wrongly joined to 10509.

196.

10511. Papyrus. 242 x -075. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells. — Fibres

vertical ; written on the verso. — Good-sized cursive, the last 10 lines in

a .smaller hand.

Account of payments for various purposes. 4th century. Nearly complete, but the last 10

lines are obliterated. 30 lines.

198.

10512. Papyrus.—11 x 131. — Probably from Ashmunen.— 1 seHs. — Large

cursive.

Beginning of a letter from Hermodorus to his brother Nearchius (?). 4th century. Parts

of 6 lines.

199.
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10513. Papyi'us. 06 x 186. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. — Good-

sized cursive.

Fragment o£ a petition from a woman, complaining of some injustice. 4th century. Parts

of 6 lines.

201.

10514. Papyrus. 27 x 085.— Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells. — Medium-

sized upright cursive.

Agreement for the sale of house property by four persons, one of whom is called Paesis, to

Aurelia Demetria. 4th century. Part of the date is preserved, showing that the

second consul was a Caesar, consul for the first time. Incomplete, the beginnings of

lines being lost. 30 lines.

202.

10515. Papyrus. 243 x 114.— Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells.—Medium-

sized cursive.

Lease of land at a rent of 4 artabae of wheat for each aroura (?). Dated in the consulship of

Pacatianus and Hilarianus (a. d. 332). Much mutilated. 32 lines.

203.

10516. Papyrus. ^ -13 x 076. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells. — Medium-

sized cursive.

Fragment of a memorandum concerning the transport of stores. 4th century. Parts of

10 lines.

Cf. 10492, written in tlie same hand and perhaps forming part of the same document.

204.

10517. Papyrus.— 122 x 091. — Probably from Ashmunen.— 1 sells.— Medium-

sized cursive.

Declaration on oath made by Aurelius Ctistes, a ship's captain, that he had received on his

boat various amounts of grain. A single emperor and the Caesars Constantius and

Consta(ns) are mentioned, as is the ' new 8th indiction.' The date of the papyrus is

therefore a. d. 333-4. Incomplete. 13 lines, of which the ends are lost.

205.

10518 (a), (b). Papyrus. — 082 x -13 (fragment a). — Probably from Ashmu-

nen. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — (1) large cursive, (2) small cursive.

(1) Order from Nearchides for payment of money into a bank. Nearly complete. 5 lines.

(2) At right angles ends of 6 lines from an account. 4th century.

Fragment (a) 206. Fragment (6) 237.

10519. Papyrus. — -075 x 05. — Probably from the Fayoum. — 1 sells. —Small

cursive.

Parts of 8 lines from a copy of a return connected with the census. Dated in the reign of

Antoninus (138-161).

207.

K
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10520. Papyrus. — 167 x -113. — Probably from Aslimunen. — 2 selides.—
Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of two acknowledgements addressed to the hiiaiTrjTai by Aurelius Ammonas and Aure-

lius ApoUonius respectively, stating that they had embarked certain quantities of grain

and had received the transporc dues. The first acknowledgement is better preserved

than the second, and is dated in the joint consulship (or reign, but less probably) of

Constantine and Licinius, i.e. a. D. 312, 313,315, or 319. The 19th indiction (or

indiction of the 19th year) occurs. 21 lines, the ends of which are lost.

209.

The date discussed by Wilcken in ArchivfUr Papynis/orschuiuj, II. p. 135, where he decides for a.d. 315.

10521. Papyrus. — -138 x 07. — 1 selis. — Large cursive.

Parts of 10 lines from a letter (?). 4th century.

211.

10522 (a), {h), (c). Papyrus. — 149 x 08 (fragment a). — 1 selis. — Small

cursive.

Three fragments of a taxing-account, containing a list of names with amounts of arourae.

3rd century. Fragment (a) has 18 lines.

213.

10523. Papyi'us. — -205 x 04. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical ; written on the

verso. — Small cursive.

Parts of 19 lines from an account. 2nd or 3rd century.

214.

10524. Papyrus. 112 x 08. — 1 selis. — Large rude uncial.

Beginnings of 12 lines from the end of a letter. 1st or 2nd century.

215.

10525. Papyrus. — 064 x 033. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical ; written on the

vei-so. — Good-sized semi-uncial.

Parts of 9 lines, each containing about 8 letters. 2nd or 3rd century.

216.

10526 [a), (h), (c), {d), (e). Papyrus. — 118 x 099 (fragment a). — Probably from

the Fayoum. — 2 or more selides. — Small round cursive.

Five fragments from a list of abstracts of contracts, probably in several columns. Fragments

(a) and (<?) refer to the same transactions and probably form part of the same column.

The position of the other fragments is doubtful. The 3rd year of Antoninus (a.d. 140-1)

occurs in several of the abstracts. Fragment (a) contains parts of 28 lines, (i) of 27,

(c) of 29, (d) of 18, and (e) of 16.

Fragment (a) 217. Fragment (6) 218. Fragment (c) 219. Fragment (d) 220. Fragment (e) 221.

10527. Papyrus. 083 x 07. — Probably from the Fayoum. — 1 selis. — Small

ornamental cursive.

Fragment of a similar list of abstracts (?). 2nd or 3rd century. Parts of 14 lines,

222.
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10528. Papyrus.—08 x 083.—Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells.— Medium-

sized cursive.

Ends of 12 lines, forming part of two documents, of which the second is addressed to an

epistrategus. 3rd century.

223.

10529. Papyrus. — 178 x 08. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides.

—

Large cursive.

Ends of 15 lines from a letter. 4th century.

224.

10530. Papyrus. 168 x 175. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Part of an acknowledgement addressed to Aurelius Adelphius by an fTrififXTjrrjj olvov, of the

receipt of 3500 sextarii of wine for the use of a troop of soldiers. Dated in the 4th

consulship of Constantino and Licinius (a. d. 315). 11 incomplete lines.

For Aurelius Adelphius cf. 10484, 10485.

226.

10531. Papyrus. — -232 x 142. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
Large upright cursive, the last two lines sloping cursive.

Petition addressed to Diogenes, a high official, probably the praefect, by Ammonia, also

called Demetria. Late 3rd or early 4th century. Much mutilated. 20 lines.

228.

10532. Papyrus. 17 x 181. — Probably from the Fayoum. — 1 sells and

a strip to the left. — Large rude semi-uncial.

Letter, in very corrupt Greek, from a person whose name is defaced to his father, announcing

the dispatch of various articles, &e. 1st century. Practically complete. 19 lines.

229.

10533 (a), (b). Papyrus. — 08 x 064 (fragment a). — 1 sells. — Small sloping

cursive.

Two fragments, incorrectly joined, from an order for payment (?). 4th century. Fragment (a)

has 6, (b) has 8 lines.

230.

10534. Papyrus. 116 x 108. — 1 seHs. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 5 lines from a receipt (?). 6th or 7th century.

Incorrectly mounted, and joined to 10535.

281.

10535. Papyrus.—043 x 066. — 1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 4 lines from a document. 6th or 7th century.

Incorrectly joined to 10534.

231.

k2
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10536. Papyrus. 185 x 128. — 1 selis. — Good-sized cursive.

Conclusion of a list of articles. 6th century. 1 1 lines.

233.

10537. Papyi-us. 106 x 044. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 12 lines from an account. 6th or 7th century.

Incorrectly joined to 10538.

234.

10538 («), {h). Papyi'us.—062 x 065 (fragment a). — 2 selides. — Good-sized

cursive.

Two fragments, incorrectly joined, from the signatures to a document. 6th or 7th century.

Parts of 4 lines in fragment (a). Fragment (6) contains parts of 5 lines.

Incorrectly joined to 10537.

234.

10539. Papyrus. — 124 x 19. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis and

a strip along the bottom. — Fibres vertical. — Good-sized cm-sive.

Order from the praepositus to send a certain perfume-seller. 4th century. Incomplete,

having lost the beginnings of lines. 4 lines.

235.

10540. Papyrus. — 121 x 109. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical ; written on the

verso (?). — Partly in large, partly in medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 6 lines from an account (?). 6th or 7th century.

236.

10541. Papyrus.—032 x 071.— Probably from Ashmunen.— 1 selis.—Medium-

sized cursive.

Ends of 4 lines from the beginning of a contract. 3rd or 4th century.

Incorrectly joined to 10542.

238.

10542. Papyrus.—081 x 128 (fragment a). — Probably from Ashmimen. —
1 selis. — Good-sized cursive.

Two fragments of a document, the larger (a) containing parts of 6 lines. 4th century.

Incorrectly mounted, and joined to 10541.

238.

10543. Papyrus. — 114 x 093. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Part of an account of payments for timber and other purposes. 4th century. Complete, so

far as it goes, but broken at the bottom. 10 lines.

242.
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10544. Papyrus. — 125 x 103. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis and

a strip to the right. — Medium-sized cursive.

Declaiatiou on oath by a ship's captain, whose name is lost, stating that he had embarked

various amounts of grain. Written in the reign of Constantine and the Caesars

Constantine and Constantius, i. e. between a. d. 324 and 337. Incomplete, having lost

the beginnings of lines and being broken at the bottom. 13 lines.

243.

10545. Papyrus. — 105 x 173. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
Small cursive, in the same hand as 10469.

Duplicate of 10469. 4th century. Incomplete. 1 1 lines.

244.

10546. Papyrus. — 118 X 14. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides.

—

Medium-sized cursive.

Fragment of a list of names of individuals, parts of two columns being preserved, containing

15 and 12 lines. 4th century.

245.

10547. Papyrus. — 18 x 184. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 sehdes. —
Good-sized cursive ; three hands.

Part of an account, much obliterated, in two columns of which the first has only the ends of

lines preserved. 4th century. Col. 2 contains 16 lines.

247,

10548. Papyrus.— 107 x 145.— 1 selis.— Large cursive.

Parts of two columns from an account of payments for taxes and other purposes. 3rd or

early 4th century. In all 16 incomplete lines.

248.

10549. Papyrus. — 078 x 08. — Probably from the Fayoum. — 1 selis. —
Medium-sized cursive ; two hands.

Parts of 8 lines from the conclusion of an agreement, with the signature of Theano, daughter

of Heron. Dated in the reign of Antoninus (a. d. 138-161).

249.

10550. Papyrus.— 088 x 113. — 2 selides.— Medium-sized semi-uncial.

Parts of two columns, of which the first has only a few letters from the ends of 9 lines,

while the second contains 14 incomplete lines from a marriage contract between

Areius, also called Menelaus, and Thermoutharion. 2nd century.

250.

10551. Papyrus. — 093 x 076. — 1 selis, — Medium-sized flowing cursive.

Part of an account of payments by various persons, signed at the end by Vettius Zoilus,

exegetes. 3rd century. Beginning lost. 14 lines.

251.
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10552. Papyrus. 116 x 135. — 1 sells. — Good-sized cursive.

Parts of two columns from an account. 3rd or early 4th centurj'. In all 17 incomplete

lines.

252.

10553. Papyrus. 114 x 082. — 1 selis. — Good-sized cursive.

Beginnings of 12 lines from a letter (?). 4th century.

253.

10554. Papyrus. 145 x 115. — 2 selides. —^ Small cursive.

Part of a petition addressed to a high official by Aurelius Serenus, asking him to procure

the repayment of a loan made by Serenus to Aurelius Horion. A copy of the contract

referred to is included in the petition. The contract was dated in the reign of (Decius)

and Q. Herennius (Decius Caesar) (a. d. 250-1). 24 incomplete lines.

265.

10555. Papyrus. — 105 x 104. — 2 selides. — Large cursive.

Ends of 13 lines from a mortgage or lease of landed property. 3rd or early 4th century.

267.

10556. Papyrus. 226 x 082. — 2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive.

One column containing a list of names and beginnings of lines of a second. 3rd or early

4th century. 25 lines in col. 1.

269.

10557. Papyrus. 048 x 084.— 1 selis. — Fibres vertical. — Small cursive.

Part of an order for payment (?) issued by Theodoras, a comes. 6th or 7th century. 3 lines,

of which the ends are lost.

268.

10558. Papyi-us. — 062 x 091. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical ; written on the

verso.— Small cursive.

Fragment of an account of receipts and expenditure. 3rd or early 4th century. 7 lines,

from the beginning of the document.

271.

10559. Papyrus. 131 x 09. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive; a dififerent

hand on the verso.

On the recto 12 incomplete lines recording various payments by different persons in the

32nd year of Augustus (a. d. 2-3). On the verso ends of 6 lines from an account of

payments of corn. Early 1st century.

267.

10560. Papyrus. — -254 x -274. — 2 sehdes. — On the recto large upright cursive,

on the verso a dififerent and smaller hand.

The recto contains most of two columns from an official account connected with the com

supply and transport. Col. 1 has 18 lines, col. 2 has 13 lines. The verso contains

two nearly complete columns, with 17 and 19 lines of a list of names, accompanied in

three cases by amounts of sextarii. Recto 3rd century; verso late 3rd or 4th

century.

Recto 268. Verso 269.
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10561. Papyrus. — 108 x 107. — Probably from the Fayoum. — 1 selis. —
Recto medium-sized semi-uncial, verso medium-sized cursive.

On the recto pai-ts of 11 lines from a document concerning a sale or lease of land. The

verso contains parts of 12 lines from a document of uncertain character, probably

concerned with taxation. 2nd century.

270.

10562. Papyrus. 161 x 079. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive on both sides.

Fragment of a list of names with amounts in artabae, probably a taxation-list. The verso is

a continuation of the same subject. 6th or 7th century. 19 incomplete lines on

each side.

271.

10563 (a\ (6). Papyrus. — 152 x 066 (fragment a). — 1 selis (?). — Good-sized

semi-uncial.

Two fragments of a magical papyrus, containing invocations to various gods, mingled with

magical formulae. 2nd or 3rd century. The beginnings and ends of lines are

preserved, but a strip of uncertain width is lost between the two fragments. 14 lines.

The verso of fragment {/j) contains 2 lines.

272.

10564. Papyrus. — 166 x 086. — Probably from the Fayoum.— 2 selides.—
Recto large regular cursive, on the verso small cursive.

On the recto fragment of a letter addressed to a strategus of the Arsinoite nome and

enclosing a letter addressed to the t-nlrpoiioi, containing in all parts of 13 lines. On

the verso 19 incomplete lines of a list of names with amounts in artabae and drachmae,

probably a taxing-list. 3rd century.

273.

10565. Papyrus. — -244 x 125. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
Small cursive on both sides ; 6 lines on the recto in a different hand.

Both recto and verso contain two columns, tolerably complete but defaced in parts, of a list

of payments on different days from various villages in the Hermopolite nome. 4th

century. Recto col. 1 has 38 lines.

274.

10566. Papyrus. — 13 x 176.— 2 selides.— Medium-sized cursive
;
a different

hand on the verso.

On the recto parts of two columns, the first having only the ends of lines preserved, from

a list of money payments. 12 lines in col. 2. On the verso 8 nearly complete Imes

from a list of payments in wheat by different persons. Recto 2nd century; verso

2nd or 3rd century.

275.
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10567. Papyrus. — -253 x -286. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
On the recto two hands, one good-sized cursive, the other smaller ; two

hands on the verso, both good-sized cursive.

On the recto parts of three columns, the second being tolerably complete, while the other two

have only ends and beginnings of lines respectively, from an account of receipts and

expenditure in connexion with an estate. Late 3rd or early 4th century. 26 lines in

col. 2. The verso contains (a) ends of 9 lines from a document; (i) (in the same

hand) a copy of a petition addressed to Sostratus Aelianus, exactor of tlie Hermopolite

noma, by Aurelius Adelphius, complaining that he had been prevented by Sois and

other persons from gathering the crops on an estate belonging to him. Dated in the

6th consulship of Constantinus Augustus and 1st of Constantinus Caesar (a. d. 320).

Nearly complete. 23 lines, (c) a list of names, containing 9 lines.

276.

10568. Papyrus, 138 x 044. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 16 lines from the beginning of a document addressed to the ^ovXivrai of Hermopolis

and other officials. 4th century.

277.

10569. Papyrus. — 141 x 046. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 18 lines from the beginning of a document addressed to a strategus by a certain

Eudaemon. Dated in the year after the 6th (?) consulship of [Licinius ?] Augustus

and the 2nd of Li[ciniusJ Caesar, i. e. A. D. 324 (?).

279.

10570. Papyrus.— 112 x 038.— 1 selis. — Good-sized cursive.

Ends of 14 lines from the conclusion of a contract. 5th or 6th century.

280.

10571. Papyi-us. — 092 x 104. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Beginning of an account of payments in folles and denarii from (?) sitologi and comarchs of

different villages in the Hermopolite nome. Dated in the consulship of Acindynus

and Proculus (a. d. 340). 10 nearly complete lines.

281.

10572. Papyrus.— 138 x 191.— 1 selis. — Large regular cursive.

Fragment of a letter or petition. 3rd century. 2 complete and 14 incomplete lines.

282.

10573. Papyrus. — 061 x 079. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical ; written on the

verso.— Large thick cursive.

Parts of 5 lines from a letter (?). 2nd or 3rd century.

283.
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10574. Papyrus. 165 x 068. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells. — Good-

sized regular cursive.

Beginnings of 16 lines from a contract for the loan of money. 3rd century.

284.

10575 (a), (h). Papyrus. — 082 x 068 (fragment a). — Probably from the

Fayoum.— 1 selis. — Good-sized cursive.

Two fragments, containing in all beginnings of 13 lines, from a document connected with

the transfer of 5 arourae to or from a woman called Zois, daughter of Chaerion.

End of the 2nd or beginning of the 3rd century. A date in the sole reign of Septimius

Severus (a. d. 193-198) is referred to in lines 5 and 6.

Fragment (o) 285. Fragment (b) 327.

10576. Papyrus. — 083 x 068. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Ends of 7 lines from the conclusion of a receipt issued by the sitologi. 4th century.

286.

10577. Papyrus.—057 x 089. — 1 selis. — Small cursive.

Beginnings of 10 lines from an agreement of some kind. 1st century.

288.

10578. Papyrus. 03 x 051. — 1 seUs.— Good-sized rather irregular uncial.

Beginnings of 6 hexameter lines. Lines 2-5 jxi; Ta^a- x-ai [, ovbe yevos [, eTrXao-e? aaw[, oi8 ort

y3a(rK[. 1st or early 2nd century.

289.

10579. Papyrus.—088 x 076.— Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. — Good-

sized cursive.

Parts of 8 lines from tlie beginning of a contract concerning a deposit of money. Early 4th

century. The second consul was a Constantinus.

306.

10580. Papyrus.— 13 x 081. — Probably from Ashmunen.— 1 selis.—Medium-

sized cursive.

Beginnings of 15 lines from an acknowledgement on oath (cf. 10520) concerning the

transport of grain. 4th century.

307.

10581. Papyrus.—166 x 089.— Probably from the Fayoum. — 2 seHdes.

—

Good-sized cursive.

Letter trom Stotoetis to his brother Tesenouphis, acknowledging the receipt of various

articles entrusted to Tesenouphis during Stotoetis' absence, &c. 2nd or 3rd century.

Incomplete, the end being lost. 19 lines.

309.

L
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10582. Papyrus. 116 x 1. — 1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive.

Part of an official document of some kind, apparently containing instructions from the

strategi. 2nd or 3rd century. 9 lines, the ends of which are lost.

324.

10583. Papyrus.— 114 x 098. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 10 lines from the conclusion of a contract for a loan or lease of some kind. 2nd or

3rd century. Dated in the 7th year of two or more emperors, probably M. Aurelius

and Verus, or Septimius Severus and Caracalla (i. e. a. d. 166-7 or 198-9).

328.

10584. Papyrus. 08 x 064. — 1 selis.— Small cursive.

Ends of 16 lines from an official letter. 2nd or 3rd century.

352.

10585. Papyrus. — 083 x 084. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Part of a list of names. 3rd or early 4th century. 1 1 lines.

353.

10586. Papyrus.—055 x 072. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selide.s. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Ends of 7 lines from the beginning of a contract for sale. 4th century. Dated in the

consulship of two persons whose names are much mutilated, the second being Julius

Salot[.

355.

10587. PapyiTJS. — -117 x 069. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. —
Medium-sized cursive (two hands).

Beginnings of 13 lines from the conclusion of a contract. 4th century.

356.

10588 (a), (b), (c). Papyrus.—108 x 075 (fragment a). — Probably from the

Fayoum. — 2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive.

Three fragments of a return of house property at Arsinoe, addressed to an official. 3rd or

early 4th century.

Fragment (a) 357. Fragments (6) and (c) 360.

10589. Papyrus.—071 x 046. — 1 selis.— Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 11 lines from a receipt (?). 3rd or early 4th century.

358.

10590. Papyrus.—118 x 11. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. — Good-

sized cursive (several hands).

Ends of 13 lines containing signatures to some official document. Late 3rd or early

4th century.

859.
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10591. Papyi-us. 058 x 157, — Probably from Ashmimen. — 2 selides.

—

Two hands, the date in small sloping cursive, the body of the document

in medium-sized cursive.

5 lines from the beginning of a contract. Dated in the 12th year of Diocletian = the 11th

of Maximian (a. d. 296).

361.

10592. Papyrus. — 106 X -348. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 3 selides.—

Good-sized cursive.

Parts of two columns, of which the first has only the ends of lines, from an account of

payments, chiefly connected with a catholicus. 4th century. 10 lines in each

column.

362.

10593. Papyrus. — 136 x 128. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis and

a strip to the right. — Medium-sized cursive.

12 nearly complete lines from the beginning of a contract for the lease of land. Dated in

the 5th consulship of Licinius and the 1st of Crispus (a. d. 318).

363.

10594. Papyrus. — 135 x -209.— Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides.—

Large cursive.

Official letter addressed to the exactor (?) of the Hermopolite nome, concerning arrears of

taxes. 4th century. Incomplete. 9 lines, of which the beginnings are lost.

364.

10595. Papyrus. — 163 x -207. — 2 selides.— Fibres vertical. — Large irregular

cursive.

Fragment of a letter. About the 5th century. Parts of 14 lines.

365.

10596. Papyrus. — 109 x 147. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical. —Good-sized upright

cursive.

8 incomplete lines from the beginning of a letter. 6th century.

366.

10597. Papyrus. — 075 x 096.— 2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive.

Ends of 6 lines from a contract. 5th or 6th century.

367.

10598. Papyrus. — 126 x 164. — 1 .selis. — Fibres vertical. — Large sloping

cursive.

Parts of 6 lines from a letter. 6th or 7th century.

368.

10599. Papyrus.— 067 x 121. — 2 selides.— Fibres vertical. — Large cursive.

Receipt for 30 artabae (?) paid on behalf of Arcadius. 6th or early 7th century.

369.

l2
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10600. Papyrus.—08 x 143, — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis.— Good-

sized cursive.

Receipt signed by Olympius, dirairrjr^s, showing that Demetria had paid 7^ artabae for the

transport of barley in the 9th indiction. 4th century. Complete. 5 lines.

370.

10601. Papyrus. — 076 x 097. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized

sloping cursive.

Beginnings of 3 lines from a letter. 7th century.

371.

10602. Papyrus. 106 x 066.— 1 selis.— Medium-sized cursive.

11 incomplete lines from an account connected with land. 3rd century.

372.

10603. Papyrus.— 074 x -205. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical. — Large cursive.

5 incomplete lines from a letter. 6th or 7th century.

373.

10604. Papyrus. 095 x 104.— 1 selis.— Medium-sized cursive.

Part of a taxing-list. 3rd century. 8 lines.

374.

10605. Papyrus, — 094 x 138. — 1 selis, — Fibres vertical, — Good-sized

cursive.

Parts of 4 lines from a letter. 6th or 7th century.

375.

10606. Papyi-us. — 043 x 079.— 1 selis.— Medium-sized cursive,

6 incomplete lines from the beginning of a letter. 4th century.

376.

10607. Papyrus.— 057 x 083,— 2 selides. Large cursive.

Fragment containing the words trnxapti' and in the next line a<n:pova. 5th or 6th century.

377.

10608. Papyrus. — 06 x 068. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Fragment of a tax-receipt (?). 3rd century. 4 incomplete lines.

378.

10609. Papyrus. — 079 x 045. — Probably from the Fayoum. — 1 selis, —
Small cursive.

Ends of 7 lines of a document. 4th century.

393.

10610. Papyrus. — 045 x 081. — Probably from Ashmunen.— 1 selis. — Small

cursive.

Part of the date of a document. Dated in the consulship of [Licinius] Augustus for the

sixth time and Licinius [Caesar for the second time], i. e. A. D. 323. 2 hnes.

394.
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10611. Papyrus, 08 x 099. — Probably from Ashmunen.— 2 selides.— Rude
uncial.

Part of a letter. 4tli century. 8 incomplete lines.

395,

10612. Papyrus. 098 x 098. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Large cursive.

Fragment of a letter. 6th or 7th century. 5 lines.

399.

10613. Papyrus. — 082 x 047. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Ends of 8 lines from the concluding part of a petition. 4th century.

400.

10614. Papyrus,— -083 x 065. — Probably from Ashmunen.— 1 sells,— Good-

sized cursive.

Parts of 10 lines from a letter. 4th century.

402.

10615. Papyrus. 072 x 12.—Probably from Ashmunen.— 1 sells.—Medium-

sized cursive.

8 nearly complete lines from the beginning of a letter. 4th century.

411,

10616. Papyrus. 217 x 126. — 1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive.

Letter, nearly complete, but partly obliterated. 1st century. 14 lines.

413.

10617. Papyrus. 11 x 083. — Probably from Ashmunen,— 1 seUs,—Medium-

sized cui'sive.

Ends of 9 lines, the first 6 being concerned with a payment of wheat. 4th century.

414.

10618. Papyrus, 125 x 142. — Probably from Aslimunen,— 1 selis,— Good-

sized cursive.

Part of an account of payments in wine. 4th century. 11 lines.

415,

10619. Papyrus. — -095 x 079. — Probably from Ashmunen, — 1 selis. —
Medium-sized cursive.

9 lines from the beginning of a request for a lease, addressed to Aurelius Asclepiades

(cf. 10469) by Aurelius Hierax. 4th century.

416.

10620. Papyrus, 045 x -152.— 1 selis. — Large cursive,

4 incomplete lines from a contract. 6th century.

417.
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10621. Papyrus. 13 x 043.— 1 sells. — Small cursive.

Acknowledgement for payment of rent for the 9th year of Antoninus. Dated in the 9th

year of Antoninus (a.d. 145-6). Incomplete, the beginnings of lines being lost.

17 lines.

418.

10622. Papyrus. — 12 x 197. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 seHdes. —
Good-sized cursive.

Part of an official account (?) of proceedings of the senate of Hermopolis. Dated in the 6th

consulship of Licinius Augustus and the 2nd of Licinius Caesar, /x^AAoixrt inraToii

btvTipq aixoi-lifi (a. D. 323). 13 lines.

419.

10623. Papyrus. 104 x 034. — 1 selis. — Clear good-sized cursive.

Parts of 12 lines of a document. 2nd or 3rd century.

420.

10624 (a), (h). Papyrus. 09 x 112 (fragment b). — Probably from Ashmunen.

— 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Two fragments from the beginning of an application by Flavia, daughter of Hermogenes,

for a lease. 4th century. 7 lines.

421.

10625. Papyrus. 11 x 071. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. — Good-

sized cursive.

Parts of 1 1 lines from a contract. 4th century.

422.

10626. Papyrus. 102 x 084. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides.—
Good-sized cursive.

Parts of 12 lines from a contract (?) concerning house property. 4th century.

423.

10627. Papyrus. 121 x 095. — 1 selis.— Large cursive.

Parts of 8 lines from a letter. 1st century.

424.

10628. Papyrus. 192 x 125.— 2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive.

Account of payments by various persons. 6th or 7th century. Practically complete.

18 lines.

425.

10629. Papyrus.— -2 x 085.— Probably from Ashmimen.— 1 selis. — Medium-

sized cursive.

Parts of 30 lines from a letter. 4th century.

426.
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10630. Papyrus. 136 x 1. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells. — Good-

sized cursive.

Beginning of a letter from Isidorus to Asclepiades. 4tb century. 11 lines.

427.

10631. Papyrus. 12 x 073. — 1 sells. — Small cursive.

Account of payments by various persons, preceded by two lines of Coptic. 8tb century.

11 incomplete lines.

428.

10632. Papyrus. — 136 x 076. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Fragment of an account of payments for various purposes. 4th century. 13 lines.

429.

10633. Papyrus. 091 x 07. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Good-sized cursive.

Parts of 7 lines from a receipt. 6tb century.

430.

10634. Papyrus. 085 x 075, — 2 selides. — Fibres vertical. — Large sloping

cursive.

Beginnings of the last 5 lines of a letter. 6th or 7th century.

431.

10635. Papyrus. — 077 x 095. — 1 sells, — Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized

cursive,

5 incomplete lines from a receipt. 6th or 7th century.

432.

10636. Papyrus. 066 x 12. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells.— Large

cursive.

Ends of 7 lines from the conclusion of a petition. 4th century.

433.

10637. Papyrus. 1 x 13. — 1 sells. — Good-sized cursive.

10 lines from the beginning of an account. 6th or 7th century.

434.

10638. Papyrus. — 095 x 102. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Part of an account. 3rd or 4th century. 13 lines.

435.

10639. Papyrus. — -045 x 046. — Probably from Ashmunen, — 1 sells,—
Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 6 lines from a letter. 4tb century.

436.
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10640. Papyrus. 066 x 076.— 1 sells, — Meclium-sized cursive.

7 lines from the conclusion of a contract. Signature of the scribe, Jasoub, in Latin. Late

6th or 7th century.

437.

10641. Papyrus. — 062 x 082. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells. —
Medium-sized cursive.

7 incomplete lines from an account of com. 4th century.

438. .

10642. Papyrus. 055 x 083. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 6 lines from an application for a lease. 4th century.

439.

10643. Papyrus. 06 x 13. — Probably from Ashmunen.— 1 sells. — Good-

sized cursive.

Parts of 7 lines from the conclusion of an agreement. 4th century.

440.

10644. Papyrus. — 048 x 109.— Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells.— Fibres

vertical.— Large cm-sive.

Beginnings of 3 lines of a receipt (?). 5th century.

441.

10645. Papyrus. — 112 x 139. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Part of a petition addressed to the praefeet (^yefiuj'). 4th century. 17 incomplete lines.

442.

10646. Papyrus,—064 x 07. — 1 selis. — Small cursive.

Parts of 7 lines from a document mentioning the 12th year of the deified Hadrian. 2nd

century.

Perhaps part of the same document as 10661.

443.

10647. Papyrus. — 067 x 07. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Fragment of a taxing-list. 2nd or 3rd century. 8 incomplete lines.

444.

10648. Papyrus. 096 x 06. — 1 sehs. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 15 lines from a document mentioning the Emperor Antoninus. Late 2nd or 3rd

century.

445.

10649. Papyrus. 08 x 08. — 1 selis. — Small cursive.

Conclusion of an account of payments of wheat by various persons. 3rd century. 12 lines.

446.
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10650. Papyrus. — 066 x 086. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Fragment of a taxing-list, containing 8 lines. 2nd or 3rd century.

447.

10651. Papyrus, — 066 x 056. — 1 selis. — Small cursive.

Parts of 11 lines of a document. 2nd century.

Perhaps part of the same document as 10648.

448.

10652. Papyrus. — 065 x -173. — 2 selides. — Good-sized semi-uncial.

Fragment of an account of legal proceedings before an archidicastes. 2nd or 3rd century.

6 incomplete lines.

449.

10653. Papyrus. 051 x 082. — 1 selis. — Small cursive.

Parts of 8 lines from a contract mentioning a sum of 3050 drachmae. 2nd or 3rd century.

450.

10654. Papyrus. 131 x 076. — 1 .selis. — Good-sized cursive.

Parts of 14 lines of a document. 2nd century.

451.

10655 (a), {b). Papyrus. — -065 x 106 (fragment a). — 1 selis. — Fibres ver-

tical.— Good-sized cursive.

Two fragments containing 5 lines from the end of a contract. 6th or 7th century.

Fragment (a) 452. Fragment (6) 453.

10656. Papyrus. 18 x 069.— 1 selis. — Large cursive.

Ends of 12 lines from the beginning of a contract. 6th or 7th century.

454.

10657. Papyrus. 15 x 152. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical. — Large cursive.

Parts of 12 lines from a letter. 6th or 7th century.

456.

10658. Papyrus. — -136 x 072. — 1 selis. — Good-sized cursive.

Parts of 13 lines from an official document. 3rd century.

457.

10659. Papyrus, 126 x 167. — 1 selis. — Large cursive.

Ends of 8 lines from a letter. 6th century.

458.

10660. Papyrus. 127 x 105. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. — Good-

sized cursive.

15 incomplete lines from the beginning of a contract for a lease of property by Aurelia

Charite (cf. 10465) to Aurelius Philohermes. 4th century.

459.
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10661 («), {b), (c), {(l). (e). Papyrus. — 046 x 072 (fragment b). — 1 seHs. —
Good-sized semi-uncial.

Five fragments of a contract for divorce. 11 lines in fragment (i). 2nd or 3rd century.

460,461.

10662. Papyrus. — 071 x 034.— 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 9 lines from the beginning of a letter (?). 1st century.

462.

10663. Papyrus. 117 x 081. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis.— Large

cursive.

Beginnings of 11 lines from the conclusion of a contract. 4th century.

463.

10664. Papyrus. — 068 x 058.— 2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 7 lines from the conclusion of a contract. Signature of the scribe, Jonas, in Latin.

6th century.

464.

10665. Papyrus. — 093 x 078.— Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. — Large

cursive.

6 incomplete lines from an account in denarii. 4th century.

465.

10666. Papyrus.—072 x 112. — Probably from Ashmunen,— 1 selis.— Good-

sized cursive.

Parts of 8 lines from a document. 3rd century.

466.

10667. Papyrus. 065 x 038. — 1 selis. — Good-sized ornamental cursive.

Parts of 8 lines of a document. 3rd century.

467.

10668. Papyrus. — 097 x 08.— Probably from Ashmunen.— 1 selis. — Medium-

sized cursive.

Parts of 12 lines from a receipt for 17 talents 3000 drachmae. 4th century.

468.

10669. Papyrus. — 118 x 063. — Probably from Aslimunen, — 1 selis. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Ends of 13 lines of a document. 4th century.

470.

10670. Papyrus. — 09 x 108. — 1 selis.— Medium-sized cursive.

Conclusion of a return {&Tioypa4>ii) of sheep. Dated in the 19th year of Augustus, Phame-

noth 2 (B.C. 11). 9 lines.

471.
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10671. Papyrus. — 044 x 136. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
Small cursive.

6 incomplete lines from the conclusion of a petition (?). The year of the sixth consulship of

Licinius Augustus and the second of Licinius Caesar (?) (a. d. 323) is referred to, and

the papyrus was probably written a few years later.

472,

10672. Papyrus. — 122 x 086. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Ends of 13 lines from a list of landed property. 4th century.

473.

10673. Papyrus. — -275 x 168. — Probably from the Fayoum. — 1 selis. — Small

cursive (several hands).

A list of property-owners and their holdings for purposes of taxation. 2nd century. Imper-

fect. 27 lines.

475.

10674. Papyrus. 176 x 121. — 2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive.

Money account in two columns. 5th or 6th century. Nearly complete. 39 lines in all.

476.

10675. Papyrus. 1 x 093. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Ends of 12 lines from the conclusion of a contract of surety. 4th century.

477.

10676. Papyrus. — 057 x 095. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical. — Good-sized cursive.

Parts of 3 lines from a letter. 6th or 7th century.

478.

10677. Papyrus. 132 x 096. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 11 lines from a list of persons, with their ages. 2nd century.

479.

10678. Papyrus. — 084 x 075. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical ; written on the

verso. — Good-sized cursive.

Beginning of a letter. Late 4th or 5th century. 9 lines.

480.

10679. Papyrus. —065 x 077. — 2 selides. — Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized

cursive.

Beginnings of 5 lines of a receipt. Late 6th or 7th century.

Cf. 10714, a Bimilar receipt, probably in the same hand.

481.

10680. Papyrus.—075 x -162. — 1 selis.—Fibres vertical.— Good-sized cursive.

Parts of 5 lines from a receipt (?), cancelled. 6th or 7th century.

482.

m2
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10681. Papyrus. 148 x 106. — 2 selides. — Large cursive.

Parts of 11 lines from a lease, much obliterated. 4tli century.

483.

10682. Papyrus. 134 x 118. — 1 selis. — Good-sized cursive (2 hands).

Parts of 14 lines from an official letter and another document. Dated in the reign of Anto-

ninus (a. d. 138-161).

484.

10683. Papyrus. 164 x 11. — 1 selis. — Good-sized cursive.

Tax-receipt, imperfect and obliterated in parts. Dated in the 29th year of Commodus

(a. d. 188-9). 8 lines, of which the beginnings are lost.

485.

10684. Papyrus. 21 x 118. — Probably from the Fayoum. — 1 selis. — Good-

sized clear cursive.

List of buildings constructed at different villages. Last half of the 2nd century. Otds

'AvToivlvoi is mentioned. 21 lines, of which the ends are lost.

486.

10685. Papyrus. — -091 x -11. — 1 seHs. — Medium-sized cursive (2 hands).

Parts of 13 lines from a petition to Ischyrion, strategus of the Diospolite nome. Dated in

the reign of Severus Alexander (a. d. 222-35).

487.

10686. Papyrus. — 085 x 085. — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Ends of 9 lines from the beginning of a contract for sale of land. 3rd or early 4th century.

488.

10687 (a), {h), (c), (d). Papyrus. — -106 x -077 (fragment a). — 2 or more selides.—
Medium-sized cui'sive.

Four fragments of an official letter (?). 3rd century. 13 lines in fragment (a).

Fragment (o) 490. Fragment (6) 491. Fragment (c) 492. Fragment id) 493.

10688. Papyrus. — 164 x 128. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. —
Medium-sized cursive (2 hands).

Contract of surety made by Aurelius Artemidorus that Aurelius Hermaeus would fulfil his

duties. Early 4th century. Incomplete. 17 lines.

494.

10689. Papyrus. — 163 x -128. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. —
Medium-sized cursive (2 hands).

Duplicate of 10688. Early 4th century. Incomplete. 19 lines.

495.

10600. Papyrus.—07 x 112. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis and a strip

to the right. — Medium-sized cursive.

11 lines from the conclusion of a lease of land. Dated in the consulship of Marcellinus and

Probinus (a. d. 341).

496.
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10691. Papyrus. 077 x 088. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. — Small

cursive.

Ends of 12 lines from a petition to a high official, probably the praefect. 4th century.

497.

10692. Papyrus.—304 x 089. — 2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive.

List of names with amounts of wheat. 6th or 7th century. Incomplete. 29 lines.

498.

10693. Papyrus. 16 x 065. — Probably from Ashmuncia. — 1 selis. — Good-

sLzed cursive (2 hands).

Ends of 13 lines containing parts of two receipts in which Aurelia Charite (cf. 10465) is

mentioned. 4th century.

499.

10694. Papyrus. 14 x 056. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. — Good-

sized cursive.

Ends of 10 lines from the beginning of a petition. 4th century.

500.

10695. Papyrus. — 161 x 136. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. — Large

cursive.

Letter from a man to his two brothers, Demetrius and . . . phius. 4th century. Nearly

complete. 13 lines.

501.

10696. Papyrus. — 064 x -264. — 1 sehs. — Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized

semi-cursive.

Prayer of a Christian woman, concluding with the quotation of the opening words of the

Gospels according to St. Luke, St. Matthew (?), and St. John, and an invocation to

Saints Phocas and Mercurius. 5th or 6th century. Imperfect, the beginnings of lines

being lost. 6 lines. The text is :

—

] . I TTjv afTiXrjfiyjffiv fiov npoa^e^ (K ^eipoi Ktvco [11 letters] . [. . • •] atro Kfparoav

flOVOKfpT

T]ots aSeXcpois p.ov iv fiea-m (KKXtjinai vfivrjcra) crai (1. ere) efiov [11 letters] Kat fiaprvpcop

fiapTvpTjcravToji'

]y aa^^arios npofiarios a-reyavos KvpiaKos ev^ais avTTjf [.] ..[..] ayaOe (pvXa^ov ttju

Sov\t]v aov

]t( ) avTT}^ Kai Xvrpmaif avTTjs avo naarjs appaxmias Ti;y irtpi <|'VX?7^ avT{r]^) Sia to

OVOfia TOV KV T] (TCOTTJpla f

5 t]ov Qv ^<ovto9 [fTr(iSr]Tr]ep noXXoi i[TTe]^iipr]a-av avara^aaOiai) Sir^yricnv Ttepi riatv)

tTiiTXripo(f)o{prjiiev<oi') iv rjiiiv npayn{oL)T{aiv) ^t^Xoi

yevf(r(a>s Iv Xv ec ap^rj rjv o] Xoyos i^ai] o Xo[y]o[s tjv npos rov] Qv Kai 09 [l"] o Xoyos f

ayii $o)Afa ayi( MtpKOVpK ^vXa^ov ttjv SovX{i]i>) aov f

502.
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10697. Papyrus. 09 x 194. — 2 selides. — Small cursive.

Top parts of two columns from a list of cultivated or unwatered farms. Early 1st century.

18 lines in all.

503.

10698. Papyrus. — 128 x 155. — Probably from the Fayoum. — 1 sells. —
Good-sized cursive.

13 lines from the beginning of a memorandum addressed to a strategus in the Arsinoite nome

concerning the receipts of the royal domains. Dated in the 6th year of Gordianus

(a. d. 243-4).

504.

10699. Papyrus.— 121 x 073. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 2 selides. —
Medimnsized cursive.

Beginnings of 13 lines from a petition to the praefeet. 3rd century.

505.

10700. Papyrus. — 08 x -315. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Large cursive.

Letter concerning the dispatch of corn. 5th or 6th century. Nearly complete. 4 lines.

506.

10701. Papyrus.—077 x 141. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Large cursive.

Beginnings of lines of a letter. 6th or 7th century. 4 lines.

507.

10702. Papyi'us. 075 x 165. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Large cursive.

Parts of 5 lines of a letter. 6th or 7th century.

508.

10703. Pajiyi-us.—068 x 168. — 1 sells and a strip along the bottom. — Fibres

vertical. -— Large cursive.

Order for payment of wine addressed to John, oJvoxeipto-TTjs. 6th or 7th century. Complete.

3 lines.

509.

10704. Papyius.—068 x 161. — 1 sells and a strip along the bottom. — Fibres

vertical. — Medium-sized cursive.

Ends of 2 lines of a letter. 6th or 7th century.

510.

10705. Papyrus. 12 x 059. — 1 selis. — Large semi-uncial.

Beginnings of 11 lines from an official document. 3rd century.

511.

10706. Papyrus. — 114 x 078. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sehs. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Report of Aurelius Ammonius, public physician, addressed to Sallustius Olympiodorus. 3rd

or early 4th century. Incomplete, the ends of hues and the bottom being lost. 14

lines.

512.
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10707. Papyrus. 101 x 07. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. — Medium-

sized cursive.

Parts of 1 5 lines from a complaint of assault. 4tli century.

513.

10708. Papyrus. 056 x 08. — 1 selis. Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 9 lines from the end of an agreement involving the payment of money, probably

a dowry. 2nd or 3rd century.

514.

10709. Papyi-us.—218 x -202. — 1 sells and a strip to the right. — Large rude

uncial.

Concluding part of a letter. 1st century. 12 lines.

516.

10710. Papyrus. — 156 x 051. — 2 selides. — Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized

cursive.

Parts of 16 lines of a letter (?). 6th century.

516.

10711. Papyrus. 175 x 18. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. — Good-

sized cursive (2 hands).

17 incomplete lines from a petition (?). 3rd century. Dated in the 2nd year of an emperor

whose praenomen was Marcus.

517.

10712. Papyrus. — 053 x 067. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized

cursive.

Parts of 4 lines from a conti-act. 6th or 7th century.

518.

10713. Papyrus.—079 x 123. — 1 selis. — Good-sized cursive.

Fragment of a lease of land near Memphis. Late 3rd or 4th century. 10 lines.

520.

10714. Papyrus.— 073 x 135. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical. — Good-sized cursive.

Receipt for 32 artabae addressed to the overseers of granaries. Late 6th or 7th century.

Complete. 5 lines.

Cf. 10679, a similar receipt, probably in the same hand.

521.

10715. Papyrus. 101 x 063. — 1 selis. — Good-sized cursive.

Ends of 9 lines from a lease of land. 4th century.

522.

10716. Papyrus. — 081 x 099. — 1 selis. — Fibres vertical ; written on the

verso.— Small cursive.

12 lines from an account, giving a list of persons and amounts (of corn ?). 6th or 7th

century.

523.
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10717. PapjTus. 113 X 096.-1 sells. — Fibres vertical; written on the

verso. — Medium-sized cursive.

Ends of 10 lines from a letter. 6th century.

524.

10718. Papyrus. 079 x 093. — 2 selides. — Large cursive.

6 lines from the beginning of a letter. 4th century.

525.

10719. Papyrus. — 170 x 069. — 1 sells. — Fibres vertical; written on the

verso. — Good-sized cui'sive.

9 lines from the beginning of an account of receipts. 5th or early 6th century.

526.

10720. Papyrus. 063 x 078. — 1 sells.— Large cursive.

Parts of 5 lines from a contract, probably a lease. 6th century.

527.

10721. Papyius.—093 x -052, — 1 sells, — Good-sized cursive.

Beginnings of 8 lines from a contract. 6th or 7th century.

528.

10722. Papyrus. — 102 x 113. — Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells. —
Medium-sized cursive.

12 lines (incomplete) from a list of names with amounts in arourae. 4th century.

529.

10723. Papyrus. 086 x 065. — Probably from Ashmunen.— 1 sells. — Good- '

sized cursive.

Fragment containing 8 incomplete lines of an account of proceedings before a governor of the

Thebaid, the names of the speakers being in Latin, as in 10268. 4th century.

Cf. 10288, to which perhaps 10723 belongs.

530.

10724. Papyrus. — 059 x 07. — 1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of 8 lines of a document. 3rd century.

531.

10725. Papyrus.—258 x 082.— 1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive.

Ends of 26 lines of a taxing-list, mentioning Vespasian. Late 1st or early 2nd century.

532.

10726. Papyrus.—14 x 11. — Probably from Medinet el Fayum. — 1 sells, —
Medium-sized cursive.

12 lines from the beginning of a contract between Timotheus and another person. Dated in

the 14th year of Maurice (a.d. 595).

534.
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10727. Papyrus. 073 x -21. — 1 selis and a strip along the bottom. — Fibres

vertical. — Good-sized cursive.

Letter, incomplete, having lost the beginnings of lines. 6th century.

535.

10728. Papyrus. — 051 x 112. — 1 selis. — Good-sized cursive.

Parts of 6 lines from a letter. 6th century.

555.

10729 {a), {h), (c). Papyrus. — -048 x 055 (fragment «). — 1 selis. — Fibres

vertical. — Good-sized cursive (two hands).

Three fragments from the end of a contract, with part of the signatures. 6th or 7th century.

(a) and (c) together have parts of 7 lines, (b) has parts of 5 lines.

Fragment (o) 560. Fragment (6) 561. Fragment (c) 562.

10730. Papyrus.—047 x 123. — 1 sehs. — Medium-sized semi-uncial.

Fragment of a leaf out of a book, containing on both recto and verso parts of 7 lines of

a theological work. 5th or 6th century.

718.

10731. PapjTus. — 093 x 131. — 1 selis. — On the recto medium-sized, on the

verso large cursive.

The recto contains parts of two columns of an account. 16 lines in all. On the verso parts

of 5 lines from another account. 2nd or 3rd century.

721.

10732. Papyrus.— 087 x 09. — 2 selides. — On the recto medium-sized, on

the verso small cursive.

On the recto parts of 8 lines from the end of a document. On the verso parts of 15 lines

from the rough draft of a document, containing many erasures and abbreviations.

2nd or 3rd century.

722.

10733. Papyrus. 117 x 089.— 1 selis,— On the recto medium-sized careful

cursive ; on the verso good-sized cursive.

On the recto parts of 10 lines from a list of payments in corn by various persons, perhaps

tax-collectors. On the verso beginnings of 15 lines of a document. Recto 2nd

century ; verso late 2nd or 3rd century.

722.

10734 (a), {b). Papyrus. - 076 x 058 (fragment a). — 1 selis. — Small cursive.

On the recto two fragments of an account. 12 lines in all. On the verso part of a

similar account. 8 lines in fragment [b). 7th century.

722.

N
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10735. Papyrus.—053 x 063, — 1 sells. — Small uncial.

Fragment of a leaf out of a book contaiaing apparently an uncanonical gospel. The verso

(10 incomplete lines) is concerned with the Annunciation (?) ; the recto (9 incomplete

lines) with the flight to Egypt. 6th or 7th century. The text is :

—

Verso
Recto

ayyeXoy kv iXaXrjcrey Ico[a-rj(f) 1 . ep/j.7]i'€V(TQ> aoi o[

napaXa^i Mapiav jrjv y[vvaiKa aov Kai
] (pijcri tt} irapOifO) I'Sov

(fiivye (I? AiyvTTTOu koi[ o avy]yivr}s aov k^ avrr) avv

[ ] . a [..],.[ ]_y icTTi prjv avrrj tt] Ka[

5 T f§f9[- ••]•/?••[ 5 ]tco (kt<o o (CTTiy
[

nav Soopov k% (ay
[

. Ia)]ai>yrji' avffXafif

tpiXovs avTOV Ka6[ ]a-(iy Toy ap^tcrrpa

jSacriXem X[ ]p oiKiTrjv TrpojSaSi

no . . y[ ] napovciai

10 Ira

731.

10736. Papyrus.—138 x 166. — 1 sells, — Fibres on the recto vertical, on

the verso horizontal.

On the recto parts of 7 lines of a letter (?). On the verso parts of 9 lines of an account of

the correspondence of Christ and Abgarus. 6th or 7th century. The text is :

—

] A^yapov Tov /SacriXeooy

]i'[. . . .] ano avTcoy aytara . . /ze , «

.

] TOVTCoy avayvwcriy apyrjv tiroief

]fToy TOV ^aaiXecos tcov irapa tov Xv
]Toyeiiiyco[.] aviyvco Si (tti avTOV

]Kaios (t>fp . v[n]o<TTjp(to(rapfyo5

aKo]v(rai <Sc o ^acrtXevs A^yapoi e^eiaTTj

ijaTTjKocriy avTco fiiTaaTacny [. . .

] • «[

Another and larger fragment of apparently the eame MS. ia in the Bodleian Library.

731.

10737, Papyrus,—23 x 181,— Probably from Ashmunen, — 1 sells and a strip

to the right. — Good-sized cursive.

An account of payments for naubia and other purposes. Late 3rd or early 4th century.

Nearly complete. 15 lines,

10738. Papyrus.— 13 x 082.— Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 sells, — Medium-

sized cursive.

Parts of 1 5 lines from a contract. Late 3rd or early 4th century.
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10739. Papynis.— 108 x 044.— Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. — Small

cursive.

Parts of 12 lines from the beginning of an a7roypa<^7j of property. Written in the reign of

Diocletian and Maximian (a. D. 284-304).

10740. Papynis.— 161 x 098.— Probably from Ashmunen. — 1 selis. — Good-

sized cursive.

Part of an official letter addressed to Asclepiades. 4th century. 17 lines, of which the ends

are lost,

10741. Papyrus. — -31 x -368.— 2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive.

Parts of four columns of a taxing-list concerning rents of laud. 2nd century B.C.

Incomplete. 21 lines in col. 2.

10742. Papyrus. 15 x 097. — Probably from Gurob (Fayoum). — 1 selis. —
On the recto medium-sized cursive ; on the verso small cursive.

Part of an account of money payments on difEerent days, in three columns, written over an

obliterated document. 17 lines in col. 1. On the verso part of an account of money

payments for various purposes. 3rd century b. c.

10743. Papyrus.—316 x 192. — 1 selis. — On the recto good-sized cursive,

with insertions in a smaller hand ; on the verso medium-sized cursive,

with insertions in a different hand.

On the recto account of payments connected with oil, with numerous marginal insertions.

On the verso a return written by Ptolemaeus, tov TTpocrTarricravTos to 6 rb koI ij3L, of

sums with interest upon them. One column nearly complete, with the beginnings of

lines of a second column and marginal insertions. 2nd century B.C. The ' 9th = 12th

'

year probably refers to Ptolemy Alexander and Cleopatra III (i. e. B.C. 106-5), in spite

of the inversion of the usual order.

10744. Papyrus. 226 x -16.— 2 selides. — Fibres vertical ; written on the

verso, the recto being blank. — Good-sized cursive (two hands).

11 incomplete lines of a letter (?). At right angles an address, probably that of the document

originally on the recto. 2nd century b. c.

10745. Papyrus.— 176 x 105.—2 selides. — On the recto (Latin) small cursive
;

on the verso (Greek) medium-sized cursive.

On the recto ends of 13 lines of an account in Latin. On the verso parts of two columns

of an account in Greek. Recto 2nd century a. d. ; verso 2nd or 3rd century.

10746. Papyrus. — 108 x 071. — Ashmunen (Kom Kousoum) 1898. — 1 selis.

— Small cursive.

Receipt for 4 Kepiria paid in the 12th indiction. 7th century. Incomplete. 6 lines.

Journal d'entree du Musee 32957.

n2
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10747. Papyrus. 162 x 084.— Ashmunen (Kom Kousoum) 1898. — 1 sells.

— Medium-sized cursive.

Proposal for the lease of a share of a TTepicmptdv. Dated in the reign of Diocletian and

Maximian (a.d. 284-304). Incomplete. 21 lines.

Journal 32957.

10748. Papyrus. 152 x 095. — Ashmunen (Kom Kousoum) 1898. — 1 sells.

— Medium-sized cursive.

On both sides list of persons with payments in Kepiria. 6th century. Incomplete. 34

lines in all.

Journal 32957.

10749. Papyrus. 126 x 074. — Ashmunen (Kom Kousoum) 1898. — 1 sells.

—

Medium-sized cursive.

Beginnings of 17 lines of a contract for loan of money, with title on the verso. Early 4th

century, one of the consuls being Const[antinus ?].

Journal 32957.

10750. Papyrus. 28 x 064.— Ashmunen (Kom Kousoum) 1898. — 1 sells.

—

Fibres horizontal ; written on the verso.— Good-sized cursive.

Heading of an account. 3rd century. Complete. 3 lines.

Journal 32957.

10751. Papyrus. 104 x 078. — Ashmunen (Kom Kousoum) 1898.— 1 seUs. —
Fibres vertical. — Small cursive.

Parts of 10 lines from a list of names. 3rd century.

Journal 32957.

10752. Papyrus. 104 x 088. — Ashmunen (Kom Kousoum) 1898. — 1 seUs.

— Two hands, both large cursive.

Parts of 4 lines from the end of a contract. 4th or 5th century.

Journal 32957.

10753. Papyrus.—12 x -211. — Ashmunen (Kom Kousoum) 1898. — 1 sells. —
Medium-sized cursive.

Account, consisting of names and figures ; on the recto some of the writing is at right angles

to the rest. 7th or 8th century.

Journal 32957.

10754. Papyrus.— 098 x 155. — Ashmunen (Kom Kousoum) 1898. — 1 sells.

— Medium-sized cursive.

Beginning of an account concerning purple. 4th century. 6 lines.

Journal 32957.
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10755. Papyrus. — 168 x 08. — Ashmunen (Kom Kousoum) 1898. — 1 sells. —
Large cursive (two hands).

Part of a receipt. 5th century. Incomplete, the beginnings of lines being lost. 11 lines.

Journal 32957.

10756. Papyrus. — 086 x 08. — Ashmunen (Kom Kousoum) 1898. — 1 sehs. —
Small cursive, written in red ink.

Parts of 11 lines of a land-register (?). 2nd or 3rd century.

Journal 32957.

10757. Papyrus.—123 x 037. — Ashmunen (Kom Kousoum) 1898. — 1 sells.

— On the verso medium-sized upright cursive.

On the recto traces of obliterated writing. On the verso parts of 16 lines of a document.

4th century.

Journal 32957.

10758. Papyrus. — Average size of leaf -315 x -28. — Akhmim. — On the first

three pages medium-sized cursive, on the rest larger cursive.

Book made up of seven leaves, of which fol. 1 verso and recto and 2 recto (=pp. 1-3)

contain in all thirteen columns of mathematical tables. Fol. 2 verso and 3 verso

are blank. Fol. 3 recto, 4 recto and verso, 5 verso and recto, and 6 recto (=pp. 6-11)

contain mathematical problems, two columns on each page. Fol. 6 verso and 7 verso

and recto are blank. The binding, consisting of papyrus covered with leather, is

preserved. 6th century. Complete, but for a few lacunae.

Catalogue du Musee de Gizeh (1895) 1324.

Published in Mimoires de la Mission ArcMol. Fran^aise, IX. 1, pp. 1 sqq., by J. Baillet, with facsimiles.

10759. Vellum. — Average size of leaf 16 x 13. — Akhmim.

Book made up of 33 leaves (=66 pages). Fol. 1 verso (=p. 1) contains a chrism enclosed

in a square with the letters A and CO. Fol. 1 recto-fol. 5 (=pp. 2-10) contain

a fragment of the Gospel of Peter, written in a medium-sized cursive hand, in a single

column averaging 18 lines to a page. Fol. 6 (= pp. 11-12) is blank. Fol. 7-10 recto

(= pp. 19-13, these leaves having been bound upside down) contain a fragment of the

Apocalypse of Peter, written in the same hand as the Gospel of Peter. Fol. 10 verso

(= p. 20) is blank. Fol. 11-33 (= pp. 21-66) contain a portion of the book of Enoch,

pp. 21-50 being written in a good -sized square uncial of rather irregular appearance,

with an average of 21 lines to a column; pp. 51-66 are in a smaller more regular

calligraphic uncial, with an average of 28 lines to a column. The binding, which

consisted of papyrus covered with leather and faced on the inside with vellum, is

preserved. 5th or 6th century. A vellum leaf from another MS. was inserted in the

binding, containing a fragment of the Acts of St. Julian, written in a column of 22

lines on each side in a good-sized round upright uncial. Complete, except for a few

lacunae.

Catalogue du Musee de Gizeh (1895) 1323.

Published in op. cit., IX. 1, pp. 93-147, by U. Bouriant; cf. ibid. IX. 3. pp. 217-239, Appendix by
A. Lods, with facsimiles. Later editions of the Gospel by Swete, Harnack, &c.
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10760. Gazelle-skin.—241 x 494. — Gebelen. — Large cursive.

Promise addressed by Charachen, ^ao-iAio-Ko? of the Blemyes, to his sons Charapatkur and

Charahiet, guaranteeing them the administration of an island called Tanare. Written

in very corrupt Greek in the 1st indiction by the scribe Sansnos (?). 5th or 6th

century. Complete. 13 lines.

Catalogue du Musee de Gizeh (1895) 349.

Published by J. Baillet in Comptesrendus de VAcadimie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, 1888, pp. 326-

336, and by J. Krall in Beitrage zur Geschichte der Bhmyer itnd Nubier, no. 1 (Denkschr. d. k.

Akad. der Wissensch. in Wien, XLVI, iv).

10761. Gazelle-skin. 066 x 43. — Gebelen. — Good-sized cursive.

Promise in terms similar to 10760, but briefer, concerning the administration of the same

island, addressed by Pakutimne (?), /3aiTiXi<TKoj of the Blemyes, to a priest Poae.

Written in very corrupt Greek in the 11th indiction by the scribe ... on. 5th or

6th century. Complete. 4 lines.

Catalogue du Mus^e de Gizeh (1895) 349.

Published by J. Baillet, ibid., and by J. Krall, op. cit. no. 2.

10762. Gazelle-skin. 205 x -28. — Gebelen. — Good-sized cursive.

Acknowledgement by Argon, son of Laize, of the receipt of 11 solidi from Noaimek (?), to be

returned to him at his choice. Written in very corrupt Greek in the 2nd indiction

by the notary lani (?). 5th or 6th century. Complete. 8 lines.

Published by J. Krall in op. cit. no. 3.

10763. Papyrus. 214 x -177. — 2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive ; verso

perhaps in a different hand.

On the recto parts of two columns of a taxing-list of some kind mentioning the villages

^eXo, KpoKoidi, &c. Col. 1 has 19 lines. On the verso part of a list of persons (most

of whom are called Ntx^^P'Ss) and amounts in money in two columns. Late 3rd or

4th century.

10764. Papyrus. — 165 x 114. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (GrenfeU-

Hunt). — 1 seHs. — Good-sized uncial.

Fragment from the upper part of a column, containing the ends of Homer, Iliad XXI. 26-41.

Early 1st century.

Journal d'entree du Muses 34731/6.

Published in Fai/Um Towns and their Papyri, no. 6, by Grenfell and Hunt.

10765. Papyrus. — -26 x 12, — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 se-

lides. — Medium-sized cursive.

Petition addressed to Cleopatra II and Ptolemy Soter III by Demetrius, concerning the

repayments of certain loans of wheat. Written about B.C. 115. Nearly complete.

35 lines.

Journal 34731/11.

Published in op. cit. no. 11.
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10766. Papyrus.— -294 x -23. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 se-

lides. — Good-sized semi-uncial.

Proclamation of the praefect Marcus Petronius Mamertinus concerning receipts for payments.

Dated in the 18th year of Hadrian (a. d. 134). Practically complete. 27 lines.

Journal 34731/21.

Published in op. cit. no. 21.

10767. Papyrus. — -208 x 182. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (GrenfeU-Hunt). —
1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Reply from the scribes of Arsinoe and the village scribes of the divisions of Themistes and

Polemon to a letter from the strategus, of which a copy is enclosed, referring to the

diminution of the revenues of the nome. Dated in the 13th year of Antoninus

(a.d. 150). Incomplete. 20 lines.

• Journal 34731/26.

PubHshed in op. cit. no. 26.

10768. Papyrus. — -225 x 105. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (GrenfeU-Hunt). —
1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Agreement between Heron and two fio-qdol yetopyoii', by which Heron undertakes to act as

their substitute in collecting certain taxes at Polydeucia. Title on the verso. Dated

in the 1st year of M. Aurelius and Verus (a.d. 161). Complete. 28 lines in all.

Journal 34731/34.

Publibhed in op. cit. no. 34.

10769. Papyi-us. — -217 x 163 — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 seUs. — Medium-sized cursive.

Acknowledgement by Harpalus and another person to a tax-collector of Theadelphia, that they

had received 200 drachmae as their salary for acting as his deputy for one year

Written in the 14th year of Antoninus (a.d. 150-1). Incomplete. 12 lines.

Journal 34731/35.

Published in op. cit. no. 35.

10770. Papyrus. — 155 x 096. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 seHs. — Two hands, both medium-sized cursive.

An undertaking by Sanesneus to pay 80 drachmae with extra sums for the right to make

and sell bricks at Kerkethoeris for one year. Written in the 15th year of Trajan

(a.d. 111-2). Complete. 24 lines.

Journal 34731/36.

Published in op. cit. no. 36.

10771. Papyrus. — -259 x 073. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (GrenfeU-Hunt). —
1 selis. — 4 hands, mediimi-sized cursive.

Reply from the elders of Theadelphia to the farmers of a tax connected with the temples at

the village of BovkoKodv, stating who was the person responsible for a certain payment

in relation to the tax. Dated in the 23rd year of Commodus (a. d. 183). Complete.

29 lines.

Journal 34731/39.

Published in op. cit. no. 39.
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10772. Papyrus. — -148 x 077.— Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).—

1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive ; a different hand on the verso.

On the recto vestiges of 3 lines. On the verso two receipts for the tax on beer paid by Pete-

such us. Verso dated in the T'th and 8th years of Nero (a. d. 60-62). Complete.

14 lines.

Journal 34731/47.

Verso published in op. cit. no. 47.

10773. Papyrus. — 102 x 098. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-

Hunt). — 2 selides. — On the recto medium-sized, on the verso small

cui-sive.

On the recto 8 lines of a taxing-list. On the verso a receipt for beer-tax paid by Onnophris,

similar to 10772. Verso dated in the 18th year of Trajan (a. D. 114-15). Nearly

complete. 12 lines.

Journal 34731/47 (a).

Verso published in op. cit. no. 47 (a).

10774. Papyrus. — 073 x 173. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-

Hunt). — 1 sehs. — Fibres vertical. — Small cursive.

Two receipts for the tax on weaving, written in two columns, of which the first is complete,

the second has lost the ends of lines. Dated in the 2nd year of Nerva and the Ist of

Trajan (a. d. 98). 1 1 lines in all.

Journal 34731/48.S

P^iblished in op. cit. no. 48.

10775. Papyrus. — 102 x 087. — Wadfa (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 selis. — Medium-sized cursiva

Receipt for poll-tax paid by Ptolemaeus. Dated in the 2nd year of Antoninus (a. d. 138).

Nearly perfect. 6 lines.

Journal 34781/49.

Published in op. cit. no. 49.

10776. Papyrus. — -066 x 098. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 selis. — Small cursive.

Receipt for poll-tax paid by Chaeras, similar to 10775. Dated in the 22nd year of Com-

modus (a. d. 182). Complete. 6 lines.

Journal 34731/50.

Published in op. cit. no. 50.

10777. Papyrus. — 096 x -173. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 1 sehs

and a strip to the right. — Small cursive.

Receipt for poll-tax and (TrioraTtKdv Upioiv paid by two brothers. Dated in the 27th year of

Commodus (a. d. 186). Nearly complete. 6 lines.

Journal 34731/51.

Published in op. cit. no. 51.
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10778. Papyrus.—08 x 1. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Receipt for poll-tax paid by Suchammon, similar to 10775. Dated in the 2nd year of Sep-

timius Severus (a. d. 194). Complete. 6 lines.

Journal 34731/52.

Published in op. cit. no. 52.

10779. Papyrus. — 066 x 056. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-

Hunt). — 1 selis. — Small cursive.

Receipt for poll-tax paid by a slave. Written in the 3;ind year (of Commodus, i.e. a. d. 191-2).

Nearly perfect. 6 lines.

Journal 34731/52 (a).

Published in op. cit. no. 52 {a).

10780. Papyrus. — -225 x 087. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-

Hunt). — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Receipt for miscellaneous taxes paid by Onnophris. Dated in the 2nd year of Hadrian (a. d.

117-18). Practically complete. 18 lines.

Journal 34731/54.

Published in op. cit. no. 54.

10781. Papyrus. — 112 x 088. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 se-

lides. — Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized cursive.

One nearly complete receipt, and beginning of another, for vavfiiov KaToUuiv and minor taxes.

Dated in the 9th year of Trajan (a. d. 106). 8 lines in the first receipt.

Journal 34731/56.

Published in op. cit. no. 56.

10782. Papyrus. 122 x 107. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-

Hunt). — 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Receipt for the payment of 48 drachmae for <^o'pos ro/xur by Serenus. Dated in the 12th

year of Severus Alexander (a. d. 233). Nearly complete. 9 lines.

Journal 34731/61.

Published in op. cit. no. 61.

10783. Papyrus. — -205 x 086. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Acknowledgement by the sitologi of Berenicis KlyiaKov of payments of wheat and barley

from KXjjpoCxot and others. Dated in the 8th year of Antoninus (a. d. 145). Nearly

complete. 28 lines.

Journal 34731/82.

Published in op. cit. no. 82.

10784. Papyrus. — -285 x 082. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Acknowledgement by the sitologi of Euhemeria of the payment of 4^^ artabae of wheat to

the account of Sarapias. Dated in the 3rd year of M. Aurelius and Verus (a. d. 163).

Practically complete. 11 lines.

Journal 34731/83.

Published in op. cit. no. 83.
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10785. Papyrus. — 197 x 093. — Hai-it (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 sells. — Fibres vertical ; written on the vai-so, the recto being blank. —
Two hands, medium-sized cursive.

Acknowledgement by four decemprimi of various payments of wheat and barley. Dated in

the 4th year of the Philippi (a. d. 247). Complete. 20 lines.

Journal 34731/85.

Published in op. cit. no. 85.

10786. Papyi-us. — -211 x 097. — Harlt (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive.

Acknowledgement from Aurelius Polion to Aurelius Agatlunus of a loan of vegetable-seed.

Title on the verso. Dated in the 13th year of Severus Alexander (a. d. 234). Prac-

tically complete. 23 lines.

Journal 34731/90.

Published in op. cit. no. 90.

10787. Papyrus. — -241 x 1. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).—
2 sehdes. — 3 hands, medium-sized cursive.

Contract for the engagement of a woman named Thenetkoueis to serve in an oil-press

belonging to Lucius Bellenus Gemellus, part of the wages being paid in advance.

Dated in the 3rd year of Trajan (a. d. 99). On the verso 2 short, nearly effaced lines.

Practically complete. 53 lines in all.

Journal 34731/91.
'^

Published in op. cit. no. 91.

10788. Papyi-us. — 13 x 087. — Harlt (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).— 1 seUs.

— Medium-sized cursive.

Proposal addressed to Achilleus by Apollonius for the lease of an oil-press at Dionysias for

4 years. 2nd century. Incomplete. 26 lines, of which the ends are lost.

Journal 34731/95.

Published in op. cit. no. 95.

10789. Papyrus. — -202 x 095. — Harlt (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 seHs. — Medium-sized cursive.

Notice issued through a bank by Syrus to Nemesas, stating that he had paid Nemesas

5 metretae of oil, being the year's rent of an oil-press belonging to Pompeius Ptole-

maeus, of whose property Nemesas was guardian. Dated in the 7th year of Antoninus

(a. d. 143). Practically complete. 20 lines.

Journal 34731/96.

Published in op. cit. no. 96.

10790. Papyrus.— -27 x 078. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 seUs. — 3 hands, medium-sized cursive.

Receipt for 20 drachmae paid to Maron as his share of an inheritance. Title on the verso.

Dated in the 11th year of Vespasian (a. d. 78). Practically complete. 48 lines.

Journal 34731/97.

Published in op. cit. no. 97.
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10791. Papyrus. — -212 x 108. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 2 selides. - Two hands, medium-sized cursive.

Acknowledgement by Heraclides and Nilus of the receipt from Tauris of a year's rent for

a house at Euhemeria. Title on the verso. Dated in the 8th year of Hadrian (a. d.

123). Practically complete. 30 lines.

Journal 34731/98.

Published in oji. cit. no. 98.

10792. Papyrus. — 185 x 065. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 sells. — Good-sized cursive.

Acknowledgement by Didyme of the receipt of 2^ artabae from her tenant Heron. Dated in

the 22nd year of Antoninus (a. d. 159). Practically complete. 19 lines.

Journal 34731/99.

Published in op. cit. no. 99.

10793. Papyrus. — -255 x 113. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 sells. — 3 hands, medium-sized cursive.

Order to a banker from Aphrodous to pay two women 600 drachmae, being the price of half

a house and appurtenances at Theadelphia. On the verso traces of 4 obliterated lines.

Dated in the 2nd year of Trajan (a. d. 99). Practically complete. 33 lines in all.

Journal 34731/100.

Published in op. cit. no. 100.

10794 («), [h), (c). Papyrus. — -261 x -336 (fragment a). — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum)

1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 4 seUdes. — Small cursive.

Three fragments, the largest containing one complete column and the ends of lines of the

column preceding, of a wages account, probably on the estate of Gemellus (cf. 10787).

The 7th year is frequently mentioned, and probably refers to Trajan (a. d. 103-4).

Fragment ('?), col. 2, 30 lines.

Journal .34731/102.

Most of fragment (a) col. 2 published in op. cit. no. 102.

10795. Papyrus. — -3 x 155. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 1 sells.

On the recto medium-sized cursive ; on the verso good-sized cursive.

On the recto two mutilated columns of an account of payments for various purposes. Col. 2

has 33 lines. Late 3rd century. On the verso a letter from Alypius to Heron giving

him directions about making wine. Late 3rd or early 4th century. The 7th year is

mentioned (of Constantine II, i. e. a. d. 343-4 ?). Practically complete. 18 lines.

Journal 34731/104.

Recto col. 2 published in op. cit. no. 104, verso in op. cit. no. 133.

10796. Papyrus. — 102 x 063. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 seUs.— Medium-sized cursive.

Petition complaining of the theft of various skins and fleeces. Dated in the 18th year of

Hadrian (a. d. 133). Imperfect, the beginning being lost. 17 lines.

Journal 34731/107.

Published in op. cit. no. 107.

o2
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10797 {a), (b). Papyrus. — -132 x -102 (fragment a), — Qasr el Banat (Fayoiun)

1899 (Grenfell-Hunt) .—2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive.

Petition, in two fragments which do not join, to Megalonymus, strategus, by Pasion and

Onesimus, two pig-merchants, complaining of a robbery with violence committed upon

them. Written about a. d. 171, when Megalonymus is known from the Berlin

Griec/tisc/te Urhtnden, 91. 1, to have been in office. Parts of 30 lines in all.

Journal 34731/108.

Published in op. cii. no. 1C8.

10798. Papyi-us. 115 x 16. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 selis and a strip to the right. — Clear, good-sized semi-uncial.

Letter from Pisais to Heracleus, asking him to pay 12 drachmae to Cleon. Address and

parts of two red stamps on the verso. Early 1st century. Practically complete.

15 lines.

Journal 34731/109.

Publiahed in op. cit. no. 109.

10799. Papyrus. — -242 x 081. —Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

—
• 2 selides.— Good-sized cursive.

Letter from Gemellus (ef. 10787) to his son Sabinus, giving him directions on various sub-

jects. Dated in the 4th year of Trajan (a. d. 100). Complete. 27 lines.

Journal 34731/114.

Published in op. cit. no. 114.

10800. Papyrus.— -213 x 075. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

—1 selis. — Good-sized clear cursive.

Letter from Sabinus (cf. 10789) to Geminus, giving him various directions. Written about

A. D. 100. Practically complete. 16 lines.

Journal 34731/121.

Published in op. cit. no. 121.

10801. Papyrus. — -237 x 077. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 2 selides. — Small cursive.

Letter from Sabinus (cf. 10800) to Epagathus, giving him various directions concerning his

estate. Written about a. d. 100. Nearly complete. 26 lines.

Journal 34731/122.

Published in op. cit. no. 122.

10802. Papyrus. — -205 x 061. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 sehs. — Medium-sized cursive.

Letter from Harpocration to Sabinus (cf. 10800), chiefly concerning a Jew called Teuphilos,

who wished to be released from the obligation of cultivating domain land. Address on

the verso. Written about a. d. 100. Practically complete. 30 lines.

Journal 34731/123.

Published in op. cit. no. 123.
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10803. Papyrus. — 162 x 094. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Letter from Theogiton to Apollonius, remonstrating with him for his behaviour towards his

mother. 2nd century. Nearly complete. 27 lines.

Journal 34731/124.

Published in oj). cit. no. 124.

10804. Papyrus. - 147 x 133. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (GrenfeU-Hunt).

— 1 selis. — Large cursive.

Letter from Ptolemaeus, chief priest, to his brother Heron, urging him to use all his efforts

to be successful at an election. Address on the verso. 2nd century. Nearly com-

plete. 15 lines.

Journal 34731/125.

Published in op. cit. no. 12.5.

10805. Papyi-us.— 115 X 075. — Wadfa (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

—

1 selis. — Small uncial.

Letter from Dioxenus to his father Sarapion, asking him to return home. Address on the

verso. 2nd or 3rd century. Complete. 13 lines.

Journal 34731/126.

Published in op. cit. no. 126.

10806. Papyi-us. — 107 x 09. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).—

2 selides.— Medium-sized cursive ; a different hand on the verso.

On the recto letter from Midas to Akous with regard to some negotiations concerning the sale

of a house. Practically complete. 7 lines. On the verso 3 incomplete lines of an

account. 3rd century.

Journal 34731/128.

Published in op. cit. no. 188.

10807. Papyrus. — 125 x 085. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (GrenfeU-Hunt).

— 1 seUs. — Good-sized cursive.

Letter to Serenus, informing him that his presence was wanted. Address on the verso. 3rd

century. Practically complete. 10 lines.

Journal 3473] /129.

Published in op. cit. no. 129.

10808. Papyrus. — -23 x 12. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (GrenfeU-Hunt).—

1 seUs. — Good-sized cursive.

Letter of Mysthes to Serapammon with regard to some money. Address on the verso. 3rd

century. Practically complete. 23 lines.

Journal 34731/130.

Published in op. cit. no. 130.

10809. Papyrus. — -25 x 08. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 selis. — Large cui-sive.

Letter to Sarapion giving him directions about the sale of barley and irrigation. Address on

the verso. 3rd or early 4th century. Incomplete, the beginning being lost. 23

lines.

Journal 34731/131.

Published in op. cit. no. 131.
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10810. Papyrus.— 102 x 1. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive.

Letter from Eudaemon to Longinus asking- him to come and bring an implement for clipping

coins. Early 4th century. Practically complete. 8 lines.

Journal 34731/134.

Published in op. cit. no. 134.

10811. Papyrus.— 12 x 075. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).—
1 sells. — Good-sized cursive.

Letter in which the writer urges the addressees to return to their homes. Address on the

verso. 4th century. Incomplete, the beginning being lost. 15 lines.

Journal 34731/136.

Published in op. cit. no. 136.

10812. Papyrus. — -262 x 18. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive ; a diflferent hand on the verso.

On the recto parts of two columns of an account of legal proceedings (?). On the verso the

beginning of a horoscope, containing the date (July 29 a. d. 161), and complete as far

as it goes. Recto 2nd, verso late 2nd century.

Journal 34731/139.

Verso published in op. cit. no. 139.

10813. Papyrus. — 105 x 049. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 sells. — Text in good-sized uncial, marginal notes in small cursive.

Ends of Homer, Iliad III. 214-224, with marginal notes. 1st century.

Journal 34731/209.

Described and collated in op. cit. no. 209.

10814 (a), {h\ (c), {(l). Papyrus. — 072 x 114 (fragment a). — Qasr el Banat

(Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). — Several seHdes. — Recto medium-sized

cursive ; verso medium-sized uncial.

Four fragments, containing on the recto accounts, and on the verso parts of Homer, Iliad

VIII. 41-54, 86-104, 139-156, and 173-186. 2nd century.

Journal 34731/210.

Described and collated in op. cit. no. 210.

10815. Papyrus. — 116 x 074. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive.

Contract between Maron and Ninnas for the loan of 40 drachmae. Dated in the 13th year

of Antoninus (a. d. 149). Nearly complete. 21 lines.

Journal 34731/212.

Described in op. cit. no. 212.

10816. Papyrus.— 16 x 095.— Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive.

Acknowledgement by Apollonius of the receipt of rent for the 28th year from Ilorus and

another. Dated in the 28th year (of Augustus, i. e. B. c. 2). Complete. 7 lines.

Journal 34731/213.

Described in op. cit. no. 213.
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10817. Papynis. — -223 x 09. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfoll-Hunt).

— 1 sells. — Good-sized cursive.

Receipt for 140 drachmae paid Tjapa . . . tov CvTOT:{oL[ai) a'rxio\oviJ.fvov). Dated in the 13th

year of M. Aurelius (a. d. 173). Nearly complete. 8 lines.

Journal 34731/215.

Described in op. cit. no. 215.

10818. Papyrus. — 173 x 194. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 2 selides. — Eecto good-sized cursive ; verso medium-sized cursive.

On the recto parts of two columns of a list of landed property. Col. 1 has 16 lines. On

the verso an incomplete account. 2nd century.

Journal 34731/220.

Described in op. cit. no. 220.

10819. Papyrus. — 074 x 056.— Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Certificate of 5 days' work at the embankments. Dated in the 1st year of M. Aurelius and

Verus (a. D. 161). Practically complete. 10 lines.

Journal 34731/221.

Described in op. cit. no. 221.

10820. Papyrus. — 116 x 063. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

1 selis. — Medium-sized cursive.

Acknowledgement by six elders of Aut«dice of the receipt of 120 drachmae from the ktt)vo-

Tp6<t>oi. Dated in the 10th year of M. Aurelius (a. d. 170). Practically complete.

15 lines.

Journal 34731/223.

DsBcribed in op. cit. no. 223.

10821. Papyrus.— 086 x 08. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 selis. — Good-sized semi-uncial.

Letter from Ninnarus to his son Zosimus, announcing the dispatch of various articles.

Address on the verso. 2nd or 3rd century. Imperfect. 11 lines.

Journal 34731/224.

Described in op. cit. no. 224.

10822. Papyrus.— -225 x -33.— Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).—
4 selides.— Good-sized cursive ; a different hand on the verso.

On the recto three columns of a list of names with sums of money. Col. 1 has 8 lines. On

the verso parts of five columns of a similar list. Verso dated in the 13th year (of

Augustus, i. e. b. c. 17).

Journal 34731/231.

Described in op. cit. no. 231.

10823. Papyrus. — 105 x 152. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 2 selides. — Good-sized cursive.

Notice addressed to the basilico-grammateus by Sisois, announcing the death of his maternal

uncle. 2nd or 3rd century. Nearly complete. 10 lines.

Journal 34781/237.

Described in op. cit. no. 237.
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10824. Papyi-us. — -23 x -103. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 sells.— Good-sized cursive.

Acknowledgement by Chares of the return of a loan of 200 drachmae from Soterichus. Dated

in the 1st year of M. Aurelius and Verus (a. d. 161). Nearly complete. 12 lines.

Journal 34731/238.

Described in op. cit. no. 238.

10825. Papyrus. — -292 x 118. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (GrenfeU-Hunt).

— 2 selides.— Medium-sized cursive.

Contract for the loan of 3 artabae of pa(^avt,vov to Achilles, with the docket of the ypa<p('!ov of

Euhemeria. Late 2nd or 1st century b. c. Dated in the 7th year. Impei-fect.

15 lines.

Journal 34731/240.

Described in op. cit. no. 240.

10826. Papyrus. — 103 x 103. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 sells. — Large cursive.

Receipt for 144 Xirpat 'ItuXikqI of hay (?). 4th century. Nearly complete. 8 lines.

Journal 34731/242.

Described in op. cit. no. 242.

10827. Papyrus. — 04:7 x 104. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 sells. — Fibres vertical. — Medium-sized cursive.

Receipt for t«Xo$ ix6ax{ov) [Ovoiiivov ?] paid to a nomarch by Gaius Papirius Maximus. Dated

in the reign of M. Aurelius and Verus (a. d. 161-9). Nearly complete. 5 lines.

Journal 34731/244.

Described in op. cit. no. 244.

10828. Papyrus. — 09 x 058.— Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive.

Receipt for poll-tax (cf. 10844). Dated in the 18th year of Antoninus (a. u. 154). Nearly

complete. 9 lines.

Journal 34731/278.

Described in op. cit. no. 278.

10829. Papyrus. — 159 x 083. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive.

Receipt for poll-tax paid by Polydeuces. Dated in the 22nd year of Commodus (a. d. 182).

Practically complete. 6 lines.

Journal 34731/279.

Described in op. cit. no. 279.

10830. Papyrus. — 096 x 067. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 2 selides. — Good-sized cursive.

Receipt for poll-tax paid by Castor. Dated in the 14th year of M. Aurelius (a. d. 174).

Practically complete. 5 lines.

Journal 34731/280.

Described in op. cit. no. 280.
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10831. Papyrus. — 093 x 108. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 sells. — Small cursive.

Receipt for poll-tax. Dated in the 3rd year of M. Aurelius and Verus (a. d. 162-3). Nearly

complete. 7 lines.

Journal 347.31/281.

DeBcribed in op. cit. no. 281.

10832. Papyrus. — 083 x 09.— Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfcll-Hunt).

— 2 selides. — Small cursive.

Receipt for poll-tax. Dated in the reign of M. Aurelius and Commodus (a. d. 176-180).

Nearly complete, but much effaced. 7 lines.

Journal 34731/282.

Described in op. cit. no. 282.

10833. Papyrus. — 104 x 105. —Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive.

Receipt for poll-tax. Dated in the 7th year of M. Aurelius and Verus (a.d. 166-7).

Imperfect. 7 lines.

Journal 34731/283.

> Described in op. cit. no. 283.

10834. Papyrus. — 094 x 081. —Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 sells. — Small cursive.

Receipt for poll-tax. Dated in the 10th year of Antoninus (a.d. 146). Nearly complete.

7 lines.

Journal 34731/284.

Described in op. cit. no. 284.

10835. Papyrus. — 064 x 091. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 sells. — Two hands, small cursive.

Certificate of work done at the embankments by Menches. Dated in the reign of Claudius

(a.d. 40-54). Incomplete. 7 lines.

Journal 34731/286.

Described in op. cit. no. 286.

10836. Papyrus. — -063 x 068.— Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 sells.— Two hands, small cursive.

Certificate of five days' work at the embankments by Sathepas. Dated in the 16th year of

Antoninus (a.d. 153). Complete. 8 lines.

Journal 34731/287.

Described in op. cit. no. 287.

10837. Papyrus.— -089 x 07.— Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (GrenfeU-Hunt).

— 1 sells.— Two hands, mall cursive.

Certificate of two days' work at the embankments. Dated in the 10th year of Antoninus

(a.d. 147). Practically complete. 7 lines.

Journal 34731/288.

Described in op. cit. no. 288.
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10838. Papyrus. — 042 x 066. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt),

— 1 sells. — Two hands, small cursive.

Certificate of five days' work at the embankments. Dated in the 32nd year of Commodus

(a.d. 192). Incomplete. 6 lineSj of which the ends are lost.

Journal 34731/289.

Described in op. cit. no. 289.

10839. Papyrus.— 055 x 056.— Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 sells.— Small cursive.

Certificate of five days' work at the embankments by Sisois. Dated in the 3rd year of

Septimius Severus (a.d. 195). Nearly complete. 6 lines.

Journal 34731/290.

Described in op. cit. no. 290.

10840. Papyrus. — -21 x 17.— Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 2 selides. — Small cursive.

Two incomplete columns of a list of abstracts of contracts. 2nd century. Col. 1 has

40 lines.

Journal 34731/294.

Described in op. cit. no. 294.

10841. Papyrus. — -25 x 104.— Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive.

An account of corn paid by different persons. Late 1st century. Imperfect. 34 lines.

Journal 34731/300.

Described in op. cit. no. 300.

10842. Papyrus. — -23 x 134.— Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 seUs.— Medium-sized cursive.

Contract for the sale of two mares for apparently 440 drachmae from Heraclides to Didarous.

Dated in the 7th year of M. Aurelius and Verus (a.d. 167). Imperfect. 23 lines.

Journal 34731/301.

Described in op. cit. no. 301.

10843. Papyrus. — 17 x 12. — Wadfa (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive.

Application by ^axaipo^o'pot to an official, asking for a payment to be made to them. 2nd

century B.C. Practically complete. 5 lines.

Journal 34731/302.

Described in op. cit. no. 302.

10844. Papyrus. — 040 x 08. — Wadfa (Fayoum) 1899 (GrenfeU-Hunt). —
1 sells.— Small cursive.

Receipt for poll-tax. Written about a.d. 153; cf. 10828, which was issued by the same

person. Incomplete, the end being lost. 5 lines.

Journal 34731/303.

Described in op. cit. no. 303.
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10845. Papyrus. — -096 X OGl.—Wadfa (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

—

1 sells. — Good-sized cursive.

Receipt for rent of land paid by Hermes. 3rd century. Incomplete, the end being lost.

11 lines.

Journal .347.31/305.

Described in op. cit. no. 305.

10846. Papyrus. — -27 x 169. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
2 selides. — Eecto good-sized semi-uncial ; verso medium-sized cursive.

On the recto parts of two columns containing the ends of Homer, Iliad II. 611-646, and

beginnings of 647-683. 2nd century. On the verso traces of a 2nd or 3rd century

document.

Journal 34731/309.

Described and collated in op. cit. no. 309.

10847 (a), {b). Papyrus. — 065 x 08 (fragment a). — Harit (Fayoum) 1899

(Grenfell-Hunt). — 2 selides in (&), 1 in {a). — On the recto and verso

of (a) and verso of (6) large uncial ; a different hand, also uncial, on the

recto of (h).

Two fragments of a philosophical treatise, (a) containing on the recto the ends of 9 lines, and

on the verso parts of two columns, {h) on the recto beginnings of 5 lines, and on the

verso parts of 7 lines. About the 2nd century.

Journal 34731/311.

Described in op. cit. no. 311.

10848. Papyrus. — -2 x 05. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells.

— Small uncial.

Parts of 33 lines from a commentary on Homer, Odyssey XXI; quotations from lines 218-

234 occur. Late 1st or 2nd century.

Journal 34731/312.

Described in op. cit. no. 312.

10849. Papyrus. — 13 x 073. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 sells.— Good-sized cursive.

Receipt for a payment of wheat (?) to the collector of com revenues at Theadelphia. Dated

in the 24th year of Commodus (a.d. 184). Nearly complete. 8 lines.

Journal 34731/318.

Described in op. cit. no. 318.

10850. Papyrus. — -131 x -062. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (GrenfeU-Hunt). —
1 sells. — The first line in large cursive, the rest in small cursive.

Copies of various documents, of which the first is an application from Thermouthion for the

i-nUpKTii of her son, the second a census-return of a.d. 161-2, the third a census-

return made 14 years earlier. Late 2nd century. Incomplete, the ends of lines being

lost. 26 lines.

Journal 34731/319.

Described in op. cit. no. 319.

p2
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10851. Papyrus. — -225 x 091. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 selis. — Good-sized cursive.

Letter from Chaer[emon ?] to liis mother, requesting her to let part of a house, &c. 2nd or

Srd century. Incomplete. 26 lines.

Journal 34731/323.

Described in op. cit. no. 323.

10852. Papyrus. — -294 x -28. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
2 selides. — Medium-sized cursive ; a different hand (?) on the verso.

On the recto account concerning \6pTos and cipaKos in three columns, of which two are nearly-

complete. On the verso parts of four columns of a money account, mentioning the

30th year (of Augustus, i.e. B.C. 1-a.d. 1).

Journal 34731/326.

Described in op. cit. no. 326.

10853. Papyrus. 214 x -265. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
2 selides. — On the recto large cursive ; on the verso medium-sized

cursive.

On the recto a receipt for a series of payments, generally 180 drachmae, into the bank of

Demetrius for ^vrr^pa. 9 incomplete lines, above which are the beginnings of 4 more,

and remains of a preceding column. Late 1st century. On the verso parts of two

columns of an account.

Journal 34731/327.

Described in op. cit. no. 327.

10854. Papyi-us. — -305 x 128. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 selis.— Small cursive ; a different hand on the verso.

On the recto a list of persons, each line beginning with Kki](poi ?) and ending xai ' kKi^{avhpi'i.a^ ?)

oixoMi. One column of 41 lines, nearly complete, and traces of a preceding column.

2nd century. On the verso part of a list of persons.

Journal 34731/328.

Described in op. cit. no. 328.

10855. Papyrus.— 159 x 071.— Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 1 selis.

— Small cursive.

Receipt for a/ji^r/nicoC) Ka[T(oiKoiv)]. Dated in the 15th year of Trajan (a.d. 104-5).

Imperfect, the ends of lines being lost. 8 lines.

Journal 34731/330.

Described in op. cit. no. 330.

10856. Papyrus. — 095 x 138. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 seUs— Medium-sized cursive.

Beginning of a return of produce from the sitologi of Magais. Written in the 15th year of

M. Aurelius (a.d. 175). 8 lines.

Journal 34731/332.

Described in op. cit. no. 332.
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10857. Papyrus. — 164 x 106. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 sells.— Two hands, one medium-sized, the other small cursive.

Accounts of sums owed in the 14th year of an emperor. 2n(l or Srcl century. Practically

complete. 18 lines. Below these, in the opposite direction, 9 lines of a document.

Journal 34731/334.

Described in op. cit. no. 334.

10858. Papyrus. - 17 x 084. - Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). -
1 sells. — Medium-sized semi-uncial.

Parts of two columns of a philosophical work concerning the gods. Col. 1 has 29 lines, of

which the beginnings are lost. 2nd century.

Journal 34731/337.

Described in op. cit. no. 337.

10859. Papyrus.- -21 x 18.- Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). - 1 selis.

Medium-sized cursive ; a different hand on the verso.

On the recto 16 Unes of a list of payments in kind upon o-<fpayT8es of land. 2nd century.

On the verso ends of 4 lines of another account.

Journal 34731/339.

Described in op. cit. no. 339.

10860 (a), (6). Papyrus. - -203 X -23 (fragment a). — Harit (Fayoum) 1899

(Grenfell-Hunt). — 3 selides in (a) ; 1 in (t).— Medium-sized cursive;

a different hand on the verso.

Two fragments, containing on the recto parts of three columns of a list of K^poi), with

apparently a statement of the holders of the several parts. On the verso parts of five

columns of a sitologus' account of payments on different days. 2nd century. Frag-

ment (a) verso col. 2 has 22 lines.

Journal 34731/340.

Described in op. cit. no. 340.

10861. Papyrus. — 138 x 085. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 selis. — Two hands, medium-sized cursive.

Acknowledgement by the sitologi of Berenicis klyiakov of a payment of lOi artabae of wheat.

Dated in the 7th year of Antoninus (a.d. 143-4). Incomplete. 21 lines.

Journal 34731/342.

Described in op. cit. no. 342.

10862. Papyrus. — -25 x -208. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (GrenfeU-Hunt). — 1 seUs.

— Recto small, verso large cursive.

On the recto a list of abstracts of contracts. Late 1st or 2nd century. Incomplete.

47 lines. On the verso a letter from Ptolemais to Papirianus. 2nd century. Nearly

complete. 24 lines.

Journal 34731/344.

Described in op. cit. no. 344.
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10863. Papyrus.— 14 x 111. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 1 sells.

— Small cursive ; signature in rude uncial.

Lease of a K^ijpos at Theadelpbia, nearly complete, but much obliterated in parts. Written

in the 3rd year of Antoninus (a.d. 139-140). 27 lines.

Journal 34731/345. "

Described in op. cit. no. 345.

10864. Papyrus. — -221 x -203. — Harit (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt). —
1 sells. — Medium-sized cursive ; signature smaller.

Contract appointing Dioscorus to sell at Alexandria a female slave on behalf of Aphrodous.

Written in the 11th year of M. Aurelius (a.d. 171). Imperfect. 27 lines.

Journal 34781/346.

DeBcribed in op. cit. no. 346.

10865. Papyrus. 18 x 14. — Umm el Baragat (Fayoum) 1900 (Grenfell-

Hunt).— 2 selides. — Good-sized cursive.

Receipt issued by the bank at Crocodilopolis to Sokonopis, a priest of Soknebtunis (cf. 10866)

for 1200 copper drachmae, being the tax of 10 per cent, upon the purchase of a piece

of open ground at Tebtunis from Phanesis. Dated in the 44th year (of Euergetes II,

i.e. B.C. 126). Complete. 18 lines.

10866. Papyrus. — -276 x 09. — Umm el Baragat (Fayoum) 1900 (GrenfeU-

Hunt). — 1 sells. — Good-sized cursive.

Receipt issued by Marres, a priest of Suchus, who farmed for the benefit of the temple the

tax of 10 per cent, levied upon sales of house and land property, to Sokonopis (cf.

10865) for the payment of the tax upon a piece of open land at Tebtunis bought by

Sokonopis from Phanesis. Dated in the 45th year (of Euergetes II, i. e. B. c. 125).

Complete. 24 lines.

10867. Papyrus. — -433 x 186. — Behnesa 1897 (Grenfell-Hunt). — 3 selides. —
Fibres vertical. — Large cursive.

A letter in which the writer acknowledges the receipt through Georgius, chartularius, of 2016

solidi and renders an account of the expenditure of this sum, concluding with a request

for two carpets and an acknowledgement of the receipt of various linen cloths.

Address on the verso obliterated. 6th century. Complete. 23 lines.

10868. Wood. 072 x -116. — Probably from Gebelen.— Medium-sized cursive.

Receipt for 3, and subsequently 2 more, artabae of wheat paid by Erienoupis for the iTtiypa<pr\

at Pathyris. Dated in the 14th which = the 11th year (of Cleopatra III and Ptolemy

Alexander, i. e. B. c. 103). Complete. 5 lines.

10869. Papyrus. — -225 x 087. — Qasr el Banat (Fayoum) 1899 (Grenfell-Hunt).

— 1 seUs. — Small cursive.

Declaration on oath addressed to Diodorus, strategus, by a village police-oflBcer, stating that

he had put up a copy of an edict of the praefect Sempronius Liberalis. Dated in the

22nd year of Antoninus (a. d. 158). Practically complete. 23 lines.

Journal 34731/24.

Published in op. cit. no. 24.
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Fayoum (continued)—
Qasr el Banat (Euhemeria) : 10764,

10772-4, 10776, 10778-10780, 10782,

10784, 10787, 107901,10794,10797-

10804, 10806-10842, 10869.

Umm el Atl (Bacchias) : 10218-10234,

10236-8, 10241, 10243-6.

Umm el Baragat (Tebtunis) :
10865-6.

Fayoum (continued)—
\Vadfa(Philoteri8): 10775,10805,10843-5.

Uncertain : 10256,10261-2,10342,10407.

10449, 10499, 10519, 10526-7,10532,

10549, 10561, 10564, 10575, 10581,

10588, 10609, 10673, 10684, 10698.

Gebelen (Pathyris) : 10343, 10346-10371,

10373-7, 10379-10391, 10760-2, 10868.

III. CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO SUBJECTS-.

A. Literary.

(1) Classical:

Epic (?) Poetry, 10578.

Homer 7Z. i, 10217.

Jl. ii, 10846.

H. iii, 10813.

11. iv, 10443.

II. viii, 10814.

II. XX, 10218.

II. xxi, 10764.

Od. XV, 10397.

Commentary on OcZ. xxi, 10848.

Mathematics, 10758.

Philosophy, 10244, 10847, 10858.

Science, 10160 R.

Uncertain, 10166.

(2) Theological:

Acts of St. Julian, 10759.

Apocalypse of Peter, 10759.

Book of Enoch, 10759.

Gospel of Peter, 10759.

Uncanonical Gospel, 10735.

Letter of Christ to Abgarus, 10736.

Prayers (heathen), 10563.

(Christian), 10263, 10395,

10434, 10696.

Uncertain, 10730.

B. Documents.

(1) vTiofivrinaTKTiJioi:

Embassy before the Emperor (Rom.),

10448.

Proceedings of the Boule (Early Byz.),

10622.

Proceedings of the Ecclesia (Early

Byz.), 10073.

Trial before the apxiotxao-Tj/s (Rom.),

10652.

Trial before the governor of the Thebaid

(Early Byz.), 10268, 10723.

Other trials (Rom.), 10226, 10812 R;

(Early Byz.), 10257.

(2) Edicts and official orders:

Edict of the praefect (Rom.), 10766.

Orders for sending accused persons

(Rom.), 10234, 10235
;
(Early Byz.),

10498, 10539.

Promise of administi'ation (Late Byz.),

10760-1.

(3) Official reports and correspondence

:

(Ftol.) 10202, 10271, 10275, 10282,

10296, 10297, 10300,10340, 10342E,

10843.

(Rom.) 10005, 10582, 10584, 10658,

10682, 10687, 10698, 10705, 10771.

' This classification is based upon that instituted by Wilcken in Archiv fur Papyrusforschung, I. pp. 4-24,

but is necessarily much less detailed, since many of the Cairo papyri have not been copied in extenso or are

too fragmentary to admit of a precise determination of their contents. With regard to the chronological

grouping of them, we have in preference to Wilcken's division of the periods into Ptolemaic, Roman

IB.C.30-A. D.284), Byzantine (a. d. 284-642), and Arabic (later than a.d. 642), divided the periods into

Ptolemaic, Roman (b. c. 30-a. d. 284), Early Byzantine (a. d. 284-400) and Late Byzantine (later than

A. D. 400). Since fifth century papyri are very rare, and fourth century documents are both internally and

externally much more closely connected with those of the third than with those of the sixth century, and

since on the other hand papyri of the Arabic period can but rarely be distinguished from those of the sixth

and early seventh centuries, a line of division at A. D. 400 seems more convenient and practical than one

at A. D. 642.

R and V following a number signify recto and verso.
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Documents (continued)—
{Early Byz.), 10257 R, 10267, 10462,

10466, 10469, 10470, 10472-3,10478,

10594, 10706, 10740, 10767.

(4) Official Certificates:

tTTl/cpicris [Rom.), 10001.

Work on the embankments (Rom.),

10241,10439,10440, 10819, 10835-9.

(5) Petitions:

To the king (PtoL), 10342 V, 10361-2,

10765.

To the vT!onvT]fxaToypi<\)Oi (PtoL), 10371.

To the praefect (Rom.), 10002, 10699
;

(Early Byz.), 10531, 10645, 10691.

To the strategus (Rom.), 10685, 10797.

To the exactor (Early Byz.), 10567 V(6).

To riparii (Early Byz.), 10474-5.

Uncertain (PtoL), 10331, 10336,

10363
;
(Rom.), 10554, 10711, 10796

;

(Early Byz.), 10269, 10270, 10477,

10481, 10490, 10513, 10613, 10636,

10671, 10694, 10707; (Late Byz.),

10063.

(6) Returns (inoypacpaC) :

Of house and land property (PtoL),

10274, 10277, 10295, 10307, 10323,

10325
;
(Early Byz.), 10588, 10739.

Of sheep (Rom.), 10670.

Concerning the census (Rom.), 10519,

10850.

Concerning (nUpKn.'s (Rom.), 10223,

10850.

Notice of death (Rom.), 10823.

(7) Declarations on oath:

Proclamation ofan edict (Rom.), 10869.

Official duties (Late Byz.), 10062.

Transport of com (Early Byz.), 10517,

10520, 10544-5, 10580.

Surety (Early Byz.), 10484, 10488,

10491,10493,10675,10688-9; (Lute

Byz.), 10018.

Uncertain (PtoL), 10343, 10348 R,

10379
;
(Early Byz.), 10407.

(8) Other communications to officials :

Acknowledgement of salary (Rom.),

10769.

Cancelling of a will (Rom.), 10006.

Documents (continued)—
Agreement concerning tax-collecting

(Rom.), 10768.

Lease of a monopoly (Rom.), 10770.

Letters to the strategus (Rom.), 10564
;

(Early Byz.), 10589.

Letter to fiovXtvrai (Early Byz.), 10568.

(9) Orders for payment :

Of money (Rom.), 10793
;
(Early Byz.),

10518 (1).

Of wheat (Late Byz.), 10107-8.

Of wine (Early Byz.), 10486
;

(Late

Byz.), 10096, 10401, 10412, 10703.

Uncertain (Early Byz.), 10533 ; (Late

Byz.), 10557.

(10) Receipts:

(a) For payments in money
Taxes (PtoL), 10262, 10360, 10865-6,

108e8;(iium.),10221,10225, 10227-8,

10230, 10429, 10441, 10683, 10772 V,

10773 V, 10774-10782, 10817, 10827-

10834, 10844, 10853 R, 10855.

Wages (Early Byz.), 10464.

Repayment of loans (Rom.), 10003,

10824.

Miscellaneous (PtoL), 10364; (Rom.),

10445, 10789, 10790
;
(Early Byz.),

10467, 10668, 10893; (Late Byz.),

10041, 10044-6, 10048, 10052-3,

10084,10066,10071,10076,10094-5,

10125, 10149, 10746, 10762.

(b) For payments in corn

Taxes (Rom.), 10008, 10224, 10229,

10232, 10783-6, 10820, 10849,

10861 ;
(Early Byz.), 10576, 10600 ;

(Late Byz.), 10037, 10242.

Rents (Rom.), 10220, 10792.

Provisions for the dioecetes (PtoL),

10250, 10316.

Miscellaneous (Late Byz.), 10037, 10039

,

10041, 10061, 10083, 10098, 10148,

10151, 10423, 10599, 10714.

(c) For payment of wine (Late Byz.), 10047,

10051, 10413, 10431, 10530,

(d) For supply of meat (Late Byz.), 10029,

10030.

(e) For supply of hay (Early Byz), 10826.

(/} For supply of rope, mats, &c. (Late

Byz.), 10074-5, 10077-9, 10150.
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Documents [continued)—
{g) For supply of implements [Late Byz.),

10016-7,10024,10031,10034,10060,

10089.

[h) Uncertain

Taxes [Rom.), 10236-10240.

Rent (Rom.), 10621, 10791, 10816,

10845.

Miscellaneous [PtoL), 10201, 10608

;

{Early Byz.), 10689
;

[Late Byz.),

10402, 10417, 10446, 10534, 10633,

10635, 10644, 10679, 10680, 10755.

(11) Private contracts :

Sales {Ptol.), 10278, 10358, 10368,

10377, 10389 ;
{Rom.), 10561 R,

10842 ;
{Early Byz.), 10259, 10260,

10514, 10586, 10886.

Cession {Ptol.), 10369.

Leases {Rom.), 10788, 10863
;
{Early

Byz.), 10476, 10485, 10496, 10515,

10555, 10593, 10619, 10624, 10642,

10660, 10681, 10690, 10713, 10715,

10747; (Za^e %z.), 10070, 10720.

Marriage {Rom.), 10550.

Divorce {Rom.), 10661.

Division of property {Late Byz.), 10133.

Appointment of representative {Rom.),

10864.

Hire of labourers {Rom.), 10787

;

{Early Byz.), 10471.

Management of property {Late Byz.),

10057, 10100, 10103.

Loans (Ptol.), 10354-, 10357, 10366,

10370, 10390
;
{Rom.), 10222,10499,

10574, 10786, 10815, 10825
;
{Early

Byz.), 10465, 10749; {Late Byz.),

10028, 10056, 10119, 10408.

Promises to pay {Ptol.), 10374-6
;
{Late

Byz.), 10058.

Acceptance of liabilities {Late Byz.),

10085.

Promises to be honest {Laie Byz.),

10049, 10090.

Transport of corn {Early Byz.), 10265.

Abstracts of contracts {Ptol.), 10380-3

;

(Rom.), 10526-7, 10840, 10862 R.

Uncertain {Ptol.), 10251, 10349, 10350,

10352-3, 10355-6, 10365, 10385,

10387; {Rom.), 10430, 10549, 10554,

10575, 10577, 10583, 10653, 10708
;

Documents {continued)—
{Early Byz.), 10500, 10541, 10579,

10587, 10591, 10825-6, 10643, 10663,

10738, 10752
;

{Late Byz.), 10415,

10451-2, 10459, 10510, 10570, 10597,

10620,10840, 10655-6,10664, 10712,

10721, 10726, 10729.

(12) WiUs:

{Ptol.), 10388
;
{Early Byz.), 10497.

(13) Letters:

{Ptol), 10194, 10203, 10219, 10248,

10250 V, 10252, 10272-3, 10276,

10279-10281, 10283-9, 10291-3,

10298-9, 10303-4, 10306, 10309,

10311-5, 10318, 10320-2, 10324,

10328, 10330, 10332-3, 10338,

10341V, 10347 R, 10351, 10359,

10372, 10744, 10851.

{Rom.), 10007, 10010-1, 10013, 10243,

10247, 10408, 10428, 10433, 10435,

10524, 10532, 10572-3, 10581, 10616,

10827, 10862, 10709, 10798, 10808,

10821, 10882 V.

{Early Byz.), 10014-5, 10124, 10422,

10454, 10463,10492, 10494-5,10512,

10516, 10521, 10529, 10553, 10606,

10811, 10614-5, 10629, 10630,

10639, 10678, 10695, 10718, 10795 V,

10809-11.

{Late Byz.), 10009, 10019 R, 10020-2,

10025, 10027, 10032-3, 10035-6,

10038, 10040, 10042-3, 10046,

10050, 10065, 10087-9, 10072,

10080-2, 10086-8, 10091, 10093,

10097, 10099, 10101, 10104, 10112,

10115-6, 10118, 10121V, 10130-1,

10137-8, 10400, 10421, 10427, 10453,

10505, 10509,10595-6, 10598,10601,

10803, 10805, 10612, 10634, 10857,

10859, 10676, 10700-2, 10704,

10710, 10717, 10727-8, 10736 R,

10867.

(14) Accounts and Lists:

{Ptol.), 10174, 10177, 10184, 10190,

10192, 10209,10248,10249, 10253-6,

10290,10294,10301-2, 10305, 10308,

10310, 10326-7, 10329, 10334-5,

10339, 10344-5, 10373, 10378,

10392, 10741-3.



116 III. CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO SUBJECTS

Documents (continued)—
(Rom.), 10004, 10160 V, loiei, 10162 R,

10164, 10231, 10233, 10245, 10261,

10264, 10393, 10424, 10436, 10444,

10449,10468, 10522-3, 10551, 10559,

10560R, 10602, 10604, 10647,10649,

10650, 10673, 10677, 10684, 10697,

10725, 10731, 10733 R, 10745,

10750-1, 10756, 10773, 10794, 10818,

10822, 10841, 10852, 10853 V, 10854,

10856-7, 10859, 10860.

(Early Byz.), 10123, 10266, 10420,

10432, 10461, 10479, 10480, 10483,

10487, 10489, 10511, 10518(2), 10543,

10546 8, 10552, 10556, 10558,

10560 V, 10565-6, 10567 R, 10571,

10585, 10592, 10618, 10632, 10638,

10641, 10665, 10672, 10722, 10737,

10754, 10763, 10795 R.

(Late Byz.), 10010, 10019 V, 10023,

10026, 10054-5, 10059, 10084,

10092, 10102, 10105-6, 10111, 10113,

10117, 10120, 10121 R, 10122, 10126-9,

10132, 10134-6, 10139-47, 10152-9,

10258 R, 10394, 10396, 10398,

10410-1, 10414, 10418, 10437, 10442,

10502-3, 10506-8, 10536-7, 10540,

10562, 10628, 10631, 10637, 10674,

10692, 10716, 10719, 10734, 10748,

10753.

(15) Horoscopes:

(Rom.), 10012, 10812 V.

Documents (continued)—
(16) Tachygraphical

:

(Early Byz.), 10015 V ; (Late Byz.),

10121 R, 10141 V, 10258 V.

Not classified

:

10109, 10163, 10165, 10167-10173,

10175-6, 10178-10183, 10185-9,

10191, 10193, 10195-10200, 10204,

10205-8, 10210-8, 10244 R, 10317,

10319, 10337, 10341 R, 10346, 10347 V,

10348 V, 10367, 10384, 10386, 10399,

10403-5, 10409, 10416, 10419,

10425-6, 10438, 10447, 10455-8,

10460, 10482, 10501, 10504, 10525,

10528, 10535, 10538, 10542, 10561 V,

10567 V (a), 10590, 10807, 10609,

10610, 10617, 10623, 10646, 10648,

10651, 10654, 10666-7, 10669,10724,

10732, 10733 V, 10757, 10772 R,

10846 V.

Latin :

Scribes' signatures (Late Byz.), 10016-8,

10024, 10028, 10031, 10034, 10039,

10049,10053,10056-7,10085,10089,

10090, 10098, 10100, 10103, 10640,

10664.

Miscellaneous (Early Byz), 10268,

10723, 10745
;
(Late Byz.), 10482.

Demotic :
•

(Ptol), 10177, 10262, 10300, 10328 V,

10343
;
(Rom.), 10499.

Coptic :

(Late ByzTj, 10631.

•

I
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